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SUHMAKT AI1JD CONCLUSIONS

The Coalnont district of Jackson County, Colorado, occupies about 6,75 

square tiiles centered about Coalmont postoffice in the southwest corner of 

North Park, a large high-altitude intermontane valley. It is notable for a 

bed of sub-bituminous coal varying in thickness from 25 to 80 feet called the 

Riach (pronounced Rear) coal. Land status is about as follows: Government 

ov.ned, 50 per cent; privately oraied, 58 per cent; State oimed, 11 per cent. 

Total area amounts to 4,220A., of which 55.2 per cent, or 2,385A. iray be 

classified as coal land. la terms of total area, this land may be subdivided 

as follows: future reserve, coal under more than 500 feet of cover, 898A, or 

20.7 per cent; present or immediate reserve, coal under less than 500 feet of 

cover, 1,496A., or 34.7 per cent. Some 586A., or 13.5 per cent are prospec 

tive stripping land.

This report concerns chiefly the economic geology of the immediate re 

serve. The geology is at a rather high level of difficulty; comparable to con 

ditions in metaliferous districts elsewhere in Colorado. About 74 per cent of 

the map area is covered with residual material or alluvium, snich renders ex 

posures obscure and incomplete. Most of the problems are on the border-line be 

tween those which can be solved by conventional geologic methods and those re 

quiring exploration work of some kind. Bed rock belongs to the Coalmont forma 

tion of Eocene age and consists of sandstone 14 per cent; siltstone 40 per cent; 

carbonaceous shale 15 per cent; shale or mudstone 3 per cent; coal 2 per cent; 

concealed 26 per cent (probably siltstone). About 2,500 feet of the formation 

are present in the district; 900 feet of beds below the coal, and about 1,500 

feet above. This section is believed to occupy the middle part of the lower or 

coal-bearing member of the Coalmoiit formation.



An important conclusion is that only one bed of coal is present.

Regional dip is to the northeast and amounts to about 15 degrees, bit 

thwre are local variations associated with drag and differential movement 

iU.ong faults*

With a few hundred feet of associated strata, the coal has been repeated 

three times by normal strike faults which have a throw of 250 to 300 feet. 

Dip averages 60 degrees and downthrow is to the southwest* Cutting them at

nearly right angles are numerous steeply dipping strike-slip faults. There is
are

i-eason to believe that many more^present than have been observed. Downthrow

is to the northwest with one exception, and vertical throw is generally in 

sufficient to offset the coal bed and thus restrict potential burning of the 

oed along its strike. Strike-slip, however, may anount to as such as 500 feet 

cud effectively offsets the older normal strike faults. In raost cases, the 

direction of movement in the downthrown blocks is to the southwest, ilie ex 

ception noted above is the Shear Zone, a snail horst with vertical throw of 

«bout 100 feet, width of 300 or 400 feet, and strike-slip of about 500 feet. 

This feature is believed to bisect the district diagonally to the northeast, 

tuid to make an effective fire barrier. These strike-slip (transverse tear) 

I'aults suggest that the entire district is situated in an overthrust sheet, 

out the trace of the underlying fault does not occur within the district.

Coal mining operations began in 1909 with the development of Coalnont 

loine Ko. 1 and have continued to the present day* 'i'otal production of the 

uistrict is estimated at 1,433,355 T., apportioned as follows: C0&imont mine 

Ho* One, 314,230 T*j Moore mine Ho. One, 874,125 T.j Koore Strip Pit, 250,000 T, 

Iffuderground operations have been inefficient and wasteful, and have been fol  

xowed ty fires necessitating successive abandonment of the nines. Considering 

anount of coal available, their life has been relatively short.



Tonnage estimates indicate that the original reserve of the district once 

amounted to about 177,450,000 short tons* The future reserve largely occupies 

the eastern part of the area and is thought to contain about 72,170,000 T« 

The immediate reserve of some 105,280,000 T. has been depleted by mining and 

fire loss to 101,565,000 T. Further deductions for coal rendered inaccessible 

by fire and valueless by weathering reduce the net tonnage of mineable coal 

in this reserve to about 88,200,000. Assuming no further loss by fire and a 

mining recovery of 60 per cent, nearly 53,000,000 T. should be recovered.

In terms of the original tonnage of the Immediate reserve, the fire loss 

sustained by destruction of Coalmont mine No. 1 amounts to 4.9 per cent. If 

the dormant firo in Moore nine No. 1 breaks thru to the surface, the total 

probable loss will not exceed 27.2 per cent. The potential loss from fire 

threat in the Strip mine is not expected to exceed 25.5 per cent. Total pos 

sible fire loss thus amounts to 57.5 per cent, or about 60,500,000 T. To 

this should be added the negligible loss thru natural burning of only 0.58 

per cent or 615,000 T., making a grand total of about 58 per cent or 61,150,000 

T.

A series of appendices to the report include .nil, available information 

on the churn drill exploration. More than 100 logs and locations have been 

annotated and studied.



r PJSPORT on TIIE GEOLOGZ OF THE
COALlIOiiT DISTRICT JAC&&N COUiTTJT, COLORADO

I1ITRODUCTIOH

Location and Extent of Area*- The Coalmont district is centered around 

the nearly extinct aining tov.ii of Coalniont in the southwest corner of the 

vast, high intemiositane valley called Ilorth Park (figure 1). I'ostoffice and 

store stand near the Ej corner of cec. 23, T. 7 N., P.. tfl V,"., Jackson Cci

Colorado. As recently ir.anped topographically by the U. 3. Geological Sur-

map of the Coalnont district, Jackson Coiinty, Colorado. 
United states Dorifrtrjerit of the Interior, ^eolo&ical Survey. Edition of 1939

vey, the 6-3/4- square miles uithin the district include:

T. 7 N., rt. SO V;., sec. 29, V;J
sec. 30
sec. 31, l*J 

T. 7 II., R. 81 W., sec. 23
sec. 24-, iinjj Sf
sec. k5
sec. 26
sec. 35, Ni
sec. 36, Hf-

Land Surveys.~ Original cadastral surveys v.*ere tic.de in 1SS1 and are in 

accurate. Fe^r original corners can te foimc. ,A resurvey of sections 23 and 

26, 7d.th those portions of the ?:ioore nine No. 1 in sections 24. and 25, was 

made in 1930. Land lines on tlie topographic ma? ere based on this survey. 

Jtarther resurvey T;US carried on in 1939, and nor: comers rere set in sees. 29, 

30, 31, ?  7 K., H. 'cQ V.'. Tne nev/ plat is not yet available and the boundarie: 

of these sections as shov.n on the tonorra^.hic sheet are tl:us in error.



Status of Land ->7ith Resnect to Coal Crmership.-

F^nd Deocrintion Coal OvTnershiD

T. 7 il., ft. 80 Yi'., sec. 29, 'ff* Unknown* Probably private
sec. 30, E-| Private
sec. 30, SE^iftYj   ' Private
sec. jfO,- 1& and SfrjHiTj U. S. Government
sec. 30, EfaEi Private
sec. 30, W-SsiiJ U. S. Government
sec. 31, E^KE^ ^rivate
sec. 31, Nu'ilJEi U. S. Government
cec. 31, SftsNEjf' . Private
sec. 31, SE± Private
sec. 31, IffifJ U. S. Government
sec. 31, NiS7& U. S. Government
sec. 31, sfeuj- Private

T. 7 N., U. SI V,r ., sec. 23, E5§ U. 3. Government
sec. 23, IIE^iiTTj ' Private
sec. 23, Y'JlJYi} U. S. Government
cec. 23, SEtofJ U. S. Government
sec. 23, ShJ U. S. Government
sec. 24., Private
sec. 25, Ej U. S. Government
sec. 25, ir.Tj Private
sec. 25, STi'l" U. S. Government

T. 7 II., R. 81 V;., sec. 26, Ej U. S. Government
sec. 26, EsSfJ U. S. Government
sec. 26, Kj-SWj- U. S. Government
cec. 26, SEjSUl U. S. Government
sec. 26, STrJSTT^ Private
sec. 35, Ej- U. S. Government
sec. 35, EgHTiJ U. S. Government
cec. 35, NElHYfi' Private
sec. 35, SulinTj- U. S. Government
sec* 35, SVf£ U. S. Government
sec. 36 State of Colorado

This land status amounts to about: Government land, 50 percent; private

land, 38 percent; State lend, 11 percent. As trill aspear from the accompany 

ing Map (figure 2), not all the lends designated as coal land in the vdthdrarcal 

order contain cos.1. This condition exists because of the promulgation of the 

order before the structure and stratigraphy of the field were established. Tho 

total acreage of the district is about 4,320. A total of 2,385 or about 55.2

percent i.uiy be rr-garxlcd as coal lr.nd. Of thin amount, .139 0.01*03 or 'ibout 20.5

	/



percent lie under nore than 500 feet of cover and are classified as a future 

or potential reserve. The remainder, 1496 acres or 34.7 percent, sake the 

present reserve, bcsie 5S6 acres or 13-5 percent are prospective stripping 

land, outcrop areas being included. Approximate, oraiership of the coal land 

is indicated under the coal estimates or can be determined from then.

Accessibility.- Accessibility to ^oalnont from other districts in 

Itorth Park is provided chiefly by State Highway No. 14, v;hich passes 2 miles 

east of the settlement. "tfalden, the county seat of Jackscn County, is about 

i7 miles north of Coalnoivt. Autoir.obile travel to Denver is possible by way 

of Laramie, Wyoming, and although the longest route, under some conditions it 

is the fastest and nost dependable. During summer months, the road over 

Caneron Pass to r'ort Gollins is open. Travel over Muddy Pass to ICrenisling on 

U. S, Kigh?.-ay No. 40 is usually fair. Hovrsver, the shortest, nost direct 

route to Denver is over V/illovr Creek Pass via Granby, but when roads are soft 

or snow conditions are bad, this way can not be recommended.

Railroad service is provided tririce weekly by the Laramie, North Park, 

and u'estem Rullwcy, whoso southern terminus is at Coalnont.

Most of the valley floor in Kort'i Park is open country, and there are 

numerous side roads end trails, with care, in dry \reather, an automobile can 

be driven crosc-country almost anywhere.

To7x>rrav)hy.- Although the Coalmont district lies vreil out upon the seem 

ingly flat floor of Ilorth Park, total relief uithin the small area amounts sur 

prisingly to 337 feet, uhat few land Torns there are shovr considerable diver 

sification. Pole Mountain, vrhose lovrer northeast slope falls just within the 

map area, dominates the locaj. topography.



Grizzly and Little Grizzly Creeks drain the country and, respectively, 

Unit the district to the southeast and northwest, 'xheir divide trends north 

and bisects the field roughly. Highest land stends at 3,475 feet on this 

divide toward the south nargin of the map. Lov:est points are in the creek 

bottoms where they cross the north boundary of the map and both,. by coin 

cidence, are 8,138 feet.

Conspicuous air.ong features of local relief is the moderately sharp, west- 

facing cuesta. escarpment which cakes the west side of the Grizzly <^reek Divide, 

I'.os.t of the significant rock exposures ure on or below this slope which breaks

down soLievaiat irregularly into the Little Griasly drainage. On top, the di-
 «fc 

vide surface is snooth, v;ith 5. noticeable inclination to the noi-th. Surface

slope3 to the east are nuch less than the east dip of the strata so the dip 

slope of the cuesta is not well expressed. Exposures on this side are uncom 

mon and usually too indistinct for identification.

Short, dry tributaries with width out of proportion to present length 

head into the east side of the divide and debouch onto the ride, flat alluvial 

plain of Grissly Creek. Close study of these valleys and the intervening 

spurs shors a rather persistent parallelisn of trend of streau courses, wails, 

and slopes which scuetimes can be followed be.rond the head of the valley, 

ilumerous small tear faults trending northeast are believed to control these 

features .

Clir.iate%- Because of the high altitude of the valley floor and the stilll 

higher enclosing mountain ranges, ciinatic conditions ere severe in L'orth 

Park. Frosts continue into June and usually resume again in late August or 

early September. During the short suui.icr season, local weather is character 

ized by abrupt change, usually involving afternoon thunderstorms. Thus tho 

field season Is short and work ic subjoctto nuniorouu brief
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Climatic conditions exert a rigorous control over the vegetation. Scant 

rainfall over the valley floor lisiits plant grovrth to sage-brush. <*roves of 

aspen stand on north-facing slopes or areas of moist soil. UilloTrs and thick 

brush are found only along the banlcs of the streams.

Previous Investigations.- Although Beelcley's report on the coal re 

sources of rlorth Parl^ appeared nore than 25 years ago, it still remains the

 ^Beekley, A. L., Geology and Coal Resources of North Park, Colorado. 
'J. S. Geological Survey Bull. 596. V^ashington, 1915  

most comprehensive source of information on* the region. All previous litera 

ture is summarized. Considering that a relatively Irrge area v;as covered 

 jjith considerable rapidity, it is a very creditable piece of work. Kunerous 

references \vill be made to it in the pages that follow.

Present Investigation.- Study of the relation of the geology of the 

Coalrcont district to the spread or control of coal nine fires lias had a 

rather long and involved history. Actual field investigations were prefaced 

lay a lengthy period of establishment of policy and preparation. The fire 

Thick destroyed the northern Colorado Coal Company's Coalmont mine Ho. 1 may 

be credited with instigating the detailed study of the district, 'i'his pro 

perty T.*as opened in 1909, cubcequcnt to rcagon-ndne operations. AS near as 

can IOTT be deternined, fire originated in the rorkings sor.ctine during 1915 

or 1916; and after repeated failure to place it under control, the mine was 

abandoned in 1919   This sane year the Ilorth Park Coal Conpany acquired the 

property from the Northern Colorado Coal Conpany, but nade no efJTort to con 

trol the fire.



Under date of August 20, 1927, I.tr. C. L, Duer, then District Mining 

Supervisor, U. S. Geological Survey for the Denver district, submitted two 

photographs of the surface fire at Coalmont mine No, 1 to Kr, H. I. Snith, 

Chiaf, Uining Division. In calli:ig attention to the pro;cir»ity of this fire, 

which vras then estimated to have destroyed 500,000 tons of-coal, to the 

Government land included in the coal lease of L. 0. Lloore (ilorth Park Coal 

Company), Denver 027306, Llr. Duer stated he "believed that the increase in 

thiclciess of the overburden v/Iiich sloughs off as the coal is burned out vn.ll 

snother the fire before it reaches the boundary of the Government land". In 

reply, Mr. Smith requested a description of the lands affected, and suggested 

that the fire be kept under observation.

I/Letter: H. I. Smith to C. L. Duer, Oct. 23, 1927.

About a year later, apparently at the instigation of T.X. Smith, the Act 

ing Director of the Geological Survey, Dr. Julian D. Sears, called the at 

tention of the Director of the Bureau of Mines to the Coalr.ont fire and to 

another fire in Wyoming, stating:

"I wish to get your reaction to a joint investigation of these two fires 

to detemine whether it is practicable to try to extinguish or control them, 

and, if so, whether a special appropriation should be solicited for this

*>/
»Letter: Julian D. bears, Acting Director, U, S. Geological »>urvey,

to the Director, U, S, Bureau of Mines. Nov. 5, 1928.
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FolloiTing this correspondence, T."x. £. H. Dermy, Mining Engineer, T

assigned to the investigation by the Bureau of Mines, and Llr. Duer v/as desig 

nated to represent the Geological Survey. Orciug, however, to tlie prevalence

^Letters: Mr. Scott Turner, Director, Bureau of r.!ines, to Dr. Julian 
D. Sears, Acting Director, tf. S. Geological Survey, Nov. 7, 1928.

Geo. Otis Siaith, Director, U. S. Geological Surve/, to the Director, 
U. S. Bureau of Kines, ^'ec. 3, 1928.

01* \vinter conditions, insiediato field vrork \7as postponed.

In tiie nieaiitirie, the General Land Office liad been listing and reporting 

coal nine fires on both- public and private land in the belief that solely 

I'ron the vie point of conservation of natural resources the interest of the 

Federal Government in nunerous fires on private land '.vas greatar than that of 

the oTsner because of threatened destruction of contiguous areas of Govsrnnent 

j.and. Subsequently, on December 22, 1928, the Secretary of the Interior re 

quested the Geological Surve/ for information in regard to outcrop i'iras on 

coaj. beds on the public domain. The Coalmont fire T;S.S again reported, along 

v/ith several others vrithin tiie Denver district.

Follo;7ing the death of !ir. Duer in -'abruaiy, 1?29, "4'. -J. J. Bourquin

2Jras designnted to succeed him on June 18, 1929- On Se.vter.ber 25, follov/ing,

^/Letter: H. I. ^tiitli to J. J. Bourcuin, June 13, 1929-

Llescrs. ^ourquiii and Denny made a joint investigation of the Coalmont fire 

in pursuance of orders issued previously.



"The purpose of this examination -.vas to acquire data rela 
tive to the quantity and quality of Government-owned coal en 
dangered by this fire and to determine if conditions would jus 
tify the expenditure of public money in efforts to extinguish 
or control the fire. 11!/

on the Coal Outcrop Fire in sec. 24., T. 7 H., K. 81 V<"., 6th 
P.M., Colorado, in North Park. J. J. Bourquin District Mining Supervisor, 
U. o. lieolo^ical Survey, and 12. H. Denny, District .Mining Engineer, U. Ji. 
Bureau of Mine's, Denver, Colorado, IIov. 30, 1929-

This T:as the first direct action taken against the Coalaont fire b/ i'ederal. 

authorities, but no further steps vrere taken for lack of funds.

With the establishment of the Public YJorks -Administration in 1933, pro 

spect of .funds for safeguarding nine openings and controlling outcrop fires 

appeared imminent. '±he Coaliaont fire v;as a^ain cited as Y;orthy of attention, 

and early in 1934- , it was designated ^eolo^ical Survey Public uorks Project 

Ho. 5 in Colorado.

writer was assigned to nalce the necessar/ j;eolo^ic studies on

April 2, 1934-5 sad field work began on I!ay 15 and f.7as ccapleted June 29.
2/

Under date of July 3, 193^, a ner.iorandun rras submitted to Mr. Bourquin sura-

«2/Meraorandu:a to Ilr. J. J. Bourquin from Chas. E. Srdnann. Subject: 
Geological Conditions Affecting the Coclnont Fire at Coalmont, Colorcdo, 
Denver, July 3, 1934- 

oarising tlie results of this worlc. The most important conclusion of this 

report v;as that:

11 the area vrhich cill probably burn is sir.aH in comparison 
with that already destroyed. It appears that the firo has pas
sed its peal:, and ^hila it nay bum fiercely in one or rnoro re 
stricted localities, it seews that it has nearly burned itself 
out. The cost of extinjjuishinc; this fire will be far greater 
tluiu any caving v/tiich ini^ht be acco:i;)lichod. I therofore recon 
nend tliat the firo bo allov/cxi to b:u:n itself out."
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This concluded the first phase of the gcolosic investigation of the Coalinont 

district.

 <hilQ it ~as in progress, another fire in the North Par:: Coal Company's 

Moore raine To. 1 (ITorth Park COal Conpony's Rabbit EOT mine No* 1) about a 

nile south of Coalnont ~ot out of control and, within a year, necessitated 

abandonment of the raine. In all probability, it is now dormant. Eventually, 

if it is not extinguished cr controLlcd, it vd.ll burn, to the surface and des 

troy or render inaccessible ail of the coal not recovered fron the fault- 

clock in v/lilch the nine is situated.

Concurrently, still another fire hazard vras developing ill the stripping 

nine, S|-IIUj cec. 26, T. 7 N., a. ol Vi., -.vhich vra.s opened in 1931- V.'ith tsro 

active fires and one potential fire area, the ,~cplo~ic problem of detornining 

whether the three localities were situated in the same bed or different beds 

became of increasing importance. Accordingly, in June, 1937, additional field 

investigation was requested by the District I£Lning Supervisor. In response,""

Letter: C. S. Erdnonn to Chief, Conservation Branch, June 23, 1937.

the opinion v.'as offered that all the nines in the Coaliaont district v/ere in 

the sane coal scan; but proof could not be furnished. At the sane tir.c, it 

THIS pointed out that the graving conplexitrr of the stratisraphic problem re- 

quirsd enlarsenent of the original area surveyed. I\irins the pcsriod August 

to October, inclusive, 1933, the entire district   both old and ne^r   was 

napped topographically b^" the Conservation Branch, U. S. Geolo-jical Survey, 

on n scale of 1:12,000, v;ith a 5-foot contour interval. Preliminary copies 

of this cao v;cre available for field use in X9AO, tuid during ^'lc period 

July 9-Auyiab 12, the ground previously ;,vi')pcd waa ro:;t*uliod, ruid nev; cai:}.iing

i% (Jor.l;:o.}it. Titi^ cou::bitut';d tho ::iicotid .ihnnrs of
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the geologic investigation. Prior to field 7/ork in 19/+0, a thorough study 

was nade of the earlier stratigraniiic work, and the entire problem lias been 

restudied in the office during the FsJLl of 194-0 and Spring of 194.1- -lie com 

bined results of this field and office study are set forth in this report. 

ITature end Extent of Problem.- Natural exosures of coeJL in the Coal-

noiit district are the exception rather than the rule. Early exploration in 

the field resulted in the conclusion tluit four workable scans were present. 

According to the first description of the district in the reports of the 

State ^oai iline InspectoiT" these were: Upper or Manraoth sean, 65 feet thick;

Fifteenth Biennial Report of the Inspector of Coal aines of the State 
of Colorado, 1911-1912, page" 91, Denver, 1913-

Ho. 2 sean, 12 feet thick and at a depth of 650 feet below the upper seanj 

No. 3 seam, 13 feet thick and 600 feet belov/ No. 2 sean; and !Io. /#, seam, 

20 feet thick and 350 feet belor: No. 3 seam. The Upper or utannoth seoii is 

:-3io«n to have been worked in the Coalmont mine llo. 1, NWSY7 sec. 24, T. 7 N., 

^.. 31 "u"., but the locations of the outcrops of the other seaas are not given. 

also concluded that there were three or aore beds in the district.

cit. pp. 103-105-

According to his report, the Riach (pronounced Rear) bed at the Coalmont mine 

llo. 1 would be identical with the Upper or uanmoth bed. No. 2 sean, 5 feet 

thick and 3&0 feet stratigraphically belor; the Hiach bed is soft and slie^y 

end has little or no concu^rcial value. S;.rnosui*es occur one-fourth wile south
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of the Coalnont mine Ho. 1. ITo. 3 seam, 12 feet tliicl: or more, is 1,000 

feet stratigraphically below the No. 2 bed. At the time of his visit, it 

was observed in a prospect shaft near C HE SE ITS sec. 26, T. 7 I'i., R. 81 V/. 

Ho. .4 bed, IS feet thick, 1,250 feet below the No. 3 bed, was seen in a 

prospect shaft in lifrj sec. 26. Bcekley also noted the scan at the old 

Spicer mine in the NEj sec. 31, T. 7 H., H. 80 Vf., which he correlated cor 

rectly with the lliach bed; and he made reference to the Tar lor bed near sj 

corner sec. 21, T. 7 N., A . 81 «*., and to coal exposures near Mexican Creek, 

SV?J sec. 9, 'X. 6 N., R. 31 V/., which lie without the area herein defined as 

the Coalnont district.

Belief in the occurrence of one or more beds in this district persisted 

for ar-ny years. V/hils the investigations outlined in this report were being 

organised, the District Mining Supervisor wrote:

"1 endeavored to acquire sone data concerning the relation 
ship of the coal bed which is burning to the coal bed which is be 
ing developed in the Moore nine of the North Park COal Company 
necrbry, but no dependable data were available, some people be 
lieve the fire and the Moore mine are in the sanie coal bed which 
has been faulted between the fire area and the mine5 others be 
lieve' the coal bed splits between the Utoore mine and the site of 
the fire and that the fire is in the upper b.ench of the coal bed; 
still others hold of the opinion that the Itoore mine and the fire 
ere in entirely different beds of coal.'OL/

 ^Letter to H. I. Smith, Chief Mining Supervisor, March 26, 1934.

'ihe problem thus resolved itself rather simply into a study of the 

stratigraphy and structure of the district with supplemental investigations 

of ground-T/ater conditions. Its solution, however, was more troublesome.
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Among the nore formidable difficulties confronting the investigation as a 

-hole -ere lack of significant exposures due to thin but widespread over 

burden; unifom resistance to erosion of the soft, poorly- consolidated beds 

prohibiting preservation of structural features; lad: of a complete, un 

broken stratigraphic section due to its piece-meal distribution between vari 

ous areas blocked out try faults; general similarity of the section above and 

beiovr the coal, vriLth lack of suitable "key" beds for follov.-ing stratigraohic 

and structural changes and trouble in tracing then v;hen found; abrupt changes 

in stratigraphy causing corresponding parts of the stratigraphic section in 

different fault blocks to liave different appearance ar.d intervals; and con- 

plexity of the fault systsnu A further difficulty is the uniform character 

of tiie coal, absence cf distinctive partings or other neaiis of recognition, 

r.iaki.ig identification of isolated exposures questionable.

Such generally unfavorable conditions necessitatsd resolving, the general 

probleti into numerous smaller problems, usually several for each fault-bound 

area. An attenpt ;;as ;n?.de to solve then simultaneously, but frequently solu 

tion of a difficulty in one locality T;as found to be dependent upon success 

in another. Deductive methods have besn the principal node of attack. Pro 

gress in both field and office has thus been slow, necessarily, but ac 

celerated as analysis proceeded. In consequence, the order of accuracy of 

the .fork is variable. Portrayal, of structural conditions "by means of struc 

ture contours is possible for only about one-fourth of the nap area, and they 

have been developed criiefly to deternine the position of concealed portions 

of the coal bed; conditions in the renaiiider of the district are Irxgely 

hypothetical and have been determined largely by neons of crocs sections.



For the most part, the problems of the Coalraont district are on the 

border line between those which can be solved Vy conventional geologic 

uetlioQG and those requiring development work, geophysics or drill-hole in 

formation for complete understanding. Many of the findings of this report 

would have been impossible without the use of the old churn drill records 

of the district; and -any of the deductions remain to be tested by future 

drilling and prospecting. Determination of correct locations and elevations, 

not to mention stratigraphic correlations, has been a considerable problem 

in itself and has required SLICK study. And still the records are incomplete, 

'.lore than 100 have been examined and annotated, and are included in this re 

port as a series of appendices.
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Moore mine lio. 1 during June 1934.* Prof. Ulark B. Carpenter, Colorado School 

of Mines, loaned the thermo-couple v,dth vrhich 7:ere measured the higher te.i- 

peratures in-the fire pit of Coalmont mine Ho. 1. !.;r. K. U. Pinkney, Super 

intendent, Rabbit Ear mine, North Park Fuel Uoaipany, i'urnished in confidence 

all of the churn drill lo£S listed in the Appendix, end 7,-ithoitt this informa 

tion, nan/ of the conclusions reached in both stratigraphic and structural 

geology vrould liave been unattainable.
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GEOLOGIC 

STRATIGRAPHY 

COALMOIIT rorJ/AT

Definition and Distribution.- During his investigation of Korth Park, 

Colorado, Beetle/ observed 4,000 to 5,000 feet of fresh-wrater strata Icrin?; 

betTTceu the mr.rlae Cretaceous (Pierre siiale) and the Uorth Park formation 

(Tertiary1-) which comprise the upperuost stratified rocks of the region. This 

thick assemblage of beds appeared to be divisible into a lorrer member of 

3,000 to 4,000 j'-set of dark-colored coal-bearing rocks, and some 2,000 feet 

of younger, lighter-colored sandstone and conclonierate. Bceklcy *,7as unable

 co uecide whether the tvro .members constituted separate and distinct forsa- 

tions or belonged to a single forinr.tion, the lithologic differences being ex 

plained as varying phases of contemporaneous deposition. Accordingly, he

 wrote:

n       ill default of a decisive solution of the problem,
all the strata which rest unconformably upon the marine Cretace 
ous and are ovarlain b;r the Ilorth Park (Tertiary) fcrir.ation are 
here treated as a sins^e formation, to \rhich the nane Coali:iont 
is applied. ^113 fonsztion is mch better e^^oscd along Ilorth 
Platte River than in the vicinity of Coalnont, tut the name tioal- 
nont is used as the most accetable nane not reoccuied or'other 
wise unsuitable.

J/Op. cit. p. 50.

Genei*al Uhr.ract3r.- Onlcr that portion of the foritiation in the vicinity 

of Coalaottt ^?ill be considered in this report. **hc following general state 

ments by Beelcley c^re oai'ticularly pertinent:
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"The slightly resistant cJmracter of the coal-bearing strata 
causes then to yield very readily to vreathering, and in consequence, 
the exposures sre snail and patchy- <J-he areas in vrhich they out 
crop are ciuxracterized inainly by Irxge flats and well-rounded hills, 
practically all of irhich are thickly covered -,?ith a persistent 
r^intle of gray to buff clay soil on v;hich sagebrush grovrs abundantly. 
'ihese areas are trenched to a considerable extent tr," streais channels, 
but even along these, the soft bedrock weathers dovm rapidly and 
covers the slopes vrith rock debris and soil. *'he outcrops are 
widely scattered, and most of than extend for less than 50 fact and 
fsir for :.iore tlian 100 feet. In the absence of persistent horizon, 
iiarkers by v;hich the position of the exposed bods night be deterniinod, 
the succession of beds i:iust necessarily be deterr.iined by the location, 
altitude, and dip of the rocks e:q:osed. Hot withstanding the fact 
that considerable portions of the coal-bearing strata are.covered and 
tiiat the locations cuid altitudes of many of the exposures could be 
only approximately established, it is believed that by arranging the 
various groups of exposed strata as accurately as possible in a com 
posite section, a good idea of the i*or:-c.ticn as a Triiole nay be gained." 
(pp. 50-51).

"Tiie coal-bearing strata exposed in the vicinity of Uoalnont and 
along Griszley and ohedscy Creeks, in tie scutlrccstsm part of the
field, are in general nuch like those T; :ich outcrop east of V.ralden,
though they sho77 notable differences in the character of sone of the 
sandstones and ir. the nunbcr and distribution of the ccai beds, 'i'he 
presence of a thick bed of bro;:n, locally carbonaceous shala and black 
clay end the proportion of shale raid sandstone in the beds above and 
below it are points of resenblance between tha coal-bearing rocks 
near Coalmont and those 011 the east side .of the field, 'i'he section 
at Coalmont contains five coal beds, vrhick are distributed at fairly 
regular disttmces tltrough anr-roxiinately 2,000 feet of strata. Al 
though the nunbcr and distribution of these beds discourage any at- 
tenpt at correlation v.dth the coal beds on the east side of the field, 
it is believed that the rocks exposed near Coalntont occupy the strati- 
gradiic position of the lower coal-bearing strata, and that the Pole 
fountain uplift brings the top of the Piorre sl'-ale ver^r close to the 
surface at tl:at locality. The sandstone associated v.fitli tlie upper 
coal beds in tills vicinity is cor-rse, gra'-, and friable, and contains 
strikingly large pjaounts of v/hite nica. It is nore slialy and friable 
and contains ruch larger proportions of mica and black chert-like 
grains than any sandstone obsei'vcd in wiic district east of ^/alden. 
At Uoolsiont, as in the eastern part of the field, all. but the more re 
sistant sandstones of the section are concealed by surface wash, v/hich 
makes it impossible to trace the coal beds or sandstones nore than a 
few hundred feat from actual exposures, 'ihe absence of coal beds and 
sandstone:? r.!or.c ^hedsey t'reek, vvhei-c, according to tiie strike of the 
rocks, the Ccoluont forniition should outcrop, may be considered strong 
evidence tlxt both candctorve mid coal beds rcrc deposited under local 
cold variable cor.ditior.s and c,rc lenticular ill clini-acter. In vic\.' of
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the covered condition of the intervening ere?., hov;ever, the dis 
appearance of the coal beds lai^ht be attributed to concealed faults 
or other local structures. n (pp. 52-53) 

A^£.- Beeliey left open the question -;hethsr the Coalnont formation 

is of .late Upper Cretaceous or e::rly Tertiary i^e*=/ Hov;ever, in 1932,

I/ Op. cit. p. 53.

Miller collected fossil leaves from a sandstone in the Coalnont formation 

above the upoeraost coal bed cropping out on the '.vest flank of the South 

McCallun anticline. This coal bed is rained at the Conrad nine in sec. 29, 

T. 9 Ii., H. 73 ft. These leaves izerc identified 07 R. Vf. Drot^i, of the 

U. S. Geological Survey, and are corr.ion to flora of Laramie Upper Cretaceous

=f tliller, J. C., Geology of the North :.nd South LlcCallun /aiticlines,
Jackcon County, Colorado, *:ith Special Reference to Petroleum uid Carbon
Dioxide. U. S. Geological Survey, Circular Ho. 5, n. 16. Uasliin^ton,

details of the Coalaont district.-' This report deals

only v;ith the Coalnont formation in the Coaluont district. Approxinately 

2,5Cn) feet of formation is present, but since neither its base nor top are 

oino'jed, its stratigraphic position is unknov.-a except in a cost general 

vrcy. The amount of socbion both above and belo'u the coal suggest tliat it 

belongs soBiewhore near tlie riiddlo of the cotJ.-bearin3 ncaber.
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Lithologic estiriates based upon the strr.tigm.ohic sections which follow 

indicate that this portion of the formation contains the follovdLng anproxi- 

rr.tc ^ercenta^es of sediments: scr.dstcne, 14; siltstone, 40; carbonaceous 

shale, 15; shale or Eudstone, 3; coal, 2; concealed, 26. ^oft, gray, buff- 

feathering siltstone is believed to constitute the bulk of the concealed sec 

tion, making that facies total about 60 percent with the remainder nrobnbly 

assignable to the shale.

For convenience of description, the formation lias been divided arbitrarily 

into the section belov; the coal and the section above the coal.

5eds belovr the Riach coal.- Several nr.rtial sections have been neasured 

belo~ the coal in the S-J sec. 25 and IIJ sec. 35, T. 7 II., It. 31 »., and, 

after ir«ich jtudv occasioned \j.r the difficulties mentioned, it has been found 

possible to compile a composite section iron tho base of the niach coal doTm- 

Trard for about 1,000 feet. The basal pr.rt of the section terminates in an 

area of obscure exposures adjacent to the east Pole fountain fault.
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Section A

Partial Section of the Coalinont 
Formation, 4.00 feet SE of H7j cor 
ner sec. 25, T. 7 II., U. 31 ff.

Unit Description T-iickness
Units numbered dovmward Feet Inches

1 Base of Riach coal bed

2 ?.tudstcne, gray, soft 6

3 Shale, carbonaceous* broim 1

4. Silt stone, brcv/nish-buff, micaceous 28 6

5 Sandstone, dark-brovm, harder than
inclosing rocks 6

6 Siltstone, buff, as above 10

7 Shale, carbonaceous, brown, flaky,

Sandy and light colored at top; nearly 
black at base * 27

'8 Siltstor.e, gray 4.

9 Shale, carbonaceous, brov/n ' 18

10 Sandstone, dark-brovm, micaceous,

Thin, flo^gy layers. Kard; heavy 1

11 Siltstone, buff, micaceous, soft, with'
occasional thin (6-inch) layers of 
papery brovm carbonaceous shale 63

12 S-mdstone, dork-broim, micaceous. Like
Unit No. 10 1

13 Shale, carbonaceous, brovni, papery 15 /

Section terminated by Hoore fault ____ ____

Total 174.
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Section B

Partial Section of the Coalnont Formation 
SIT side of ridge, SE ITK SE sec. 26, T. 7 

II., H. 81 W.

Unit Description Thickness
Units numbered domiward Feet Inches 
Concealed

1 Sandstone, herd, resistant, dark 
bro\7n, inicacecus, heavy, ferruginous 6

2 Siltstone, brovxiish-buff, poorly ex 
posed 10/

3 Sandstone, like Unit Ho. 1 I/
  ,

4 Sliale, carbonaceous, brov.ii, papery 55

5 Siltstone, gra:-r , micaceous, soft 10

6 ' Sandstone, fine-grained, micaceous,
ferruginous, bro7.n. Desert varnish 2

7 Siltstone, gray-buff, soft 1 6

8 Sandstone, broim, harder than inclosing '
beds. Thin bedded and cross-bedded 1

9 Siltstcne, gray, weathering buff 5/

10 Sandstone, brown, thin, hard. Snail
thin chips vfith desert varnish litter 
surface 1

Concealed ____ ____

Total 85 2
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Section C

Partial Section of the CocJLniont
Tor-nation NE} sec. 35, T. 7 N.,

R. SI W.

Unit Description Thickness
Units numbered dovmT.-ard Feet Inches 
Concealed

1 Sandstone, orange-broTm, ferruginous 1

2 Siltstone, light-gray, soft, nicaceous 7

3 Sandstone, brovm, ferruginous  De- 
: sort varnish. Like Unit !To. 1,  

micaceous. Thickness variable 1

4 ClscT", gray, poorly fissile 1

5 Coal, Treathered, soft, sooty. Non- 
persistent 2

6 Shale, carbonaceous, brov/n. Poorly
exposed 30

7 Interval, soft siltstone probably
alternating r;ith thin beds of 
carbonaceous siiaie. Largely con 
cealed. Thickness estimated by 
subtraction of thicioiess of Units 
ITos. 6 and 8 from gross interval 
betT.*een Units Nos. 3 and 9 66

3 Shale, carbonaceous, panery, black .
and bro7/n at base, with socie fissile
gray sliale 27 6

9 Sandstone, soft, orange, platy,
aicaceous 2-3

10 Shale, carbonaceous, papery 2 6

11 Sandstone, purplish-brown, hard 3

Sandstone, buff, soft 1 6

Sandstone, braim, iiai-d 3

Sandstone, soft, oran;;c-brovm to buff, 
r-LLcaccous. Coarse c^s-i^cd- Locally 
chr«rtiCb<:-i*i2od by r.u abundo-nce of 

nblbo ft
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Unit Description Thickness
Feet Inches

12 Shale, gray, carbonaceous, papery.
Lovrer foot black 8

13 Sandstone, broTm, soft, micaceous,
medium-grained   2

14 Shale, gray, sandy, micaceous 7

15 Sandstone, gray-buff. Hard, mas
sive. Makes ledge. Weathers
into rounded f orns 5 6

16 Shale, gray and brown, carbonaceous.
Largely concealed. 5

17 Sandstone, orange-brooi, ferruginous 6

18 Sandstone, light-grayish buff, very
soft, micaceous 25

19 Interval, largely concealed, but be
lieved to be occupied by soft, 
buff -weathering silts tone end sand 
stone 90

20 Sandstone and siltstone, buff -yellow,
soft, poorly exposed in slope 103

21 Sandstone, purplish, as below. Top
nay be bro;vnish instead of pur 
plish-brown . 6 to 12

22 . Shale, gray, carbonaceous, papery 3

23 Sandstone:
, nicaceous, coarse-grained 6

Purplish-broTm, ferruginous, hard 3
Gray, clayey 3

24 Shcle, yellovr-bronn to brovmish-gray to
blc.c'c. Carbonaceous   fissile. !.!akes 
slope. Base poorly exposed. 50

25 Siltstone, buff -weathering. Thickness
uncertain 9(?)

26 Shale, chocolate-brown, carbonaceous.
Overall thickness of Unite Hos. 24, 
25, 26 is 100 feet 40



Unit Description Thickness
?£-et Inches

27 _ Sandstone:
V.'e&thered surface purplish-bro*.7n* 
Frcslily broken surface orange- 
brown* Oorrse, r.iicaceous. Hard, 
brittle, resistant.
Slabby beds 1/2 to 2 inches thick. 1-J to 6 
Gray-buff, coarse, hard. Strongly

cross-bedded. Iticaceous. 10 
Brov/nish-buff to drab. Soft, fri 

able* Medium to fine-drained, 
micaceous. 39.

28 Siltstone, buff, soft. Surface checks
on drying* Grades into bed above 15

29 Shale, chocolate brown, carbonaceous.
Papery 5

, 30 Siltstone, gray, surface orange-buff.
F ChecJis on drying. 12

31 Shale, chocolate-bro7/n, carbonaceous 1

32 Siltstonc, gray, soft. Surface orange- 
buff. Like Unit No. 30, above 5

33 Shale, chocolate-brov/n, carbonaceous 1

34 Siltstone, jjray, soft, weathers buff- 
gray. Surface checks on drying 20

35 Interval, concealed in slope. Probably
occupied by an alternation of soft, 
buff-^leathering siltstone and thin 
beds of papery, broTm carbonaceous 
shale "

Section terminated by east Pole TJoun- 
tain fault

Total 816
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In the foregoing ineasureuents, Units C 1, 2, and 3 are believed to be 

the direct equivalents of Units B 3, 9> and 10. * suiting and concealment 

by alluviun uakes it impossible to trace one group into the other, but they 

can be i'ollov:ed to within 1,800 feet. The -natch in succession, thickness, 

end lithology of the units seens un*rJ.stakable. Another reason for regarding 

then identical is the nature of the interval froc their base u-j to the coal. 

Four measurements at scattered localities gave 71, 74, 73, and 91 feet, re 

spectively; and this variation is so snail that there is no space for an 

other similar series of beds in the sane interval.

r*atchin<; Sections A and G on the top of Units A 10 and 01, the total 

measurable ssction belovr the coal is about 909 feet, and combining Sections 

B ar.<i C it is about 900 feet.

Although the strata beior: the coal are fairly regular arid observations 

on then were translated to the coal with little difficulty, some minor 

stratigraphic variations have been observed. Thus, in Sections A and B, 

Figure 3, beds of buff siltstone thin westward rapidly. Units A 4> 5, and 

6 are believed to correlate with Units B 1, 2, and 3- Although the litho- 

lo«jy is fairly constant, there is considerable variation in thicloiess. Tliis 

discrepancy Tiould be reduced if A 5 were to be zatcxied vrith B 1. Kovrever, 

such a shift would destroy the very good match of the tons of A 8 and B 5, 

end the less perfect natch of A 10 7d.th B 3. Sinilar variations in thickness 

and lithology of the upper siltstone bed (A 4, 5, 6 and B 1, 2, 3) have been 

noted in churn drill records from NT7J sec. 26, T, 7 IT., «-. 31 >»., and locajJLy, 

tlio bed lenses out completely into brown cr^-bonaceous cliale. Evidently the 

beds of siltstone and carbonaceous s!;ale at this horizon iaterfin^ur cloaely, 

and more variations v/ould be obscrvtiblo if it v;oro possible to laoauuro inorc 

sections.
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Beds above the uiaoh Coal.- Combinations of surface measurements, 

particularly Sections *', G, and H following, wake it possible to coupile 

a coLrjuoite section for about 625 feet above the Riach coal. Various thick 

nesses up to 303 feet (Appendix D, Los Ho. 15) of the lovrer part of this 

section have also been penetrated by numerous churn drill holes. Several 

short fragmentary sections in the eastern pert of the district con not be 

tied-in accurately because of increasing amounts of cover; but a skeleto 

nised section can be extended for another 825 feet making the total measur 

able thickness of the beds above the coal about 1,4-50 feet. Approximately 

300 feet of this section has not been seen.
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Section i>

Partial Section of the Coalraont 
r'ornation iro.iediately above the . 
coal, 2. face strip-pit, lift SE 
IA7 sec. <6, T. 7 IT., *<. 81 Y«., 

July 27, 19U.

Top

Unit Description Thickness
Feet Inches

Surface, brown gumbo soil 3£

1 Shale and siltstone, interbcdded, gray
and brovm, but predominantly brown. 
Vtiinly bedded and l?mir.?.tcd. Top not . 
exposed . 16/

2 Sandstone, gray, i'ine .to nediun grained.
;.ticaceous. Beds 2 to S inches thick, 
with an occasional siltstone parting S 6

3 Siltstone, £ra;r -^Q brovniish gray. Soft.
'^hinly laminated in plr.ces 3 10

4. Sliale, blade, carbonaceous, papery, \7ith
thin stringers of coal . 6

5 Shale, black, carbonaceous, papery 9

6 Clay, sandy, brov.Tiish-gr.iy. Carbonaceous.
Compact; weathering into nodular forms 5

7 Shale, black, carbonaceous, papery 10

8 Clay, brown to black, carbonaceous 6

9 Coal, top of Riach bed. u'oody black lig 
nite with silicified logs. Usually 
stripped 2 2

10 Cool, Riach bed 30/

Total 63 A
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This is the best available surface section of the beds iifLtediately 

overlying the coal. Although short, it is given here to convey sonie idea 

of tl.e character of the roof 01* the bed. Three quarters of a mile east, 

in .''oore mine Ho. 1, Units IIos. 4- to 3 inclusive seened to have disappeared 

and a fine-grained, soft, buff micaceous sandstone rests directly upon the 

coal. Without support, it caves readily, and some of these caves pcnetrntsd 

to the surface. Unit No. 2 D has been used as a "key11 bed in the vicinity 

of the .strip-pit.

Section E

Partial Section of Coalmont For 
mation in: isdiately above the coal, 
HE of s-iall lake C SS HH HW sec. 

26, T. 7 N., H. 31 Vi.

Top

Unit Description Thicloiess
Soil Feet Inches

1 Siltstone, buff, sandy 7

2 Shale, gray and brovm 20

3 Sandstone . 2

4 Shale 3

5 Coal, only to? exposed ___ ____

Total 32

This section is of no pcrticulcjr value, except, when compared to D, that 

it indicated the anount of detail to be escoected in natural exoosiu-es.
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Section F

Partial section of the Coolnont 
Formation SW ITrf and S JIW ITS soc, 
25, T. 7 i:., iv. 31 17. Plane- 
table neasurcnent across strilce. 
Beds poorXy exposed. General 
locality is east of stiaft Moore 

Mine No. 1

Top

Description Thickness 
Units numbered dov-Tiward jeet Inches

Interval, largely concealed, believed 
to consist chiefly of soft, gray- 
buff nicaceous silts tone. Section 136 
G beg .ins at the fop of this unit, 
and the 10 feet of Unit Ho. 17 G 
should be added to it

Sandstone, buff, massive, nediun- 
gralr.cd. Upper 20-25 feet fairly 
vrell exposed. Lo-.ver pr.rt poorly ex 
posed 56

Siltstone, buff, .intcrbcdded vrith thin 
(2 to 3 ft.) Iryers of gray shale 12

Shale, bro;vn, carbonaceous 20

Interval, largely concealed, believed 
to be occupied by gray carbonaceous 
shale aiid poorly fissile nudstone 32

Sandstone, brormish-buff, coarse 
grained, ciicaceoiis, massive, hard, 
resistant 2

Sandstone and siltstone, poorly e?r?osed
Irregular, lenticular bodies of coarse, 
herd, gray to gray-buff crkosic grit 
characterized by an abundance of 
large (up to 1/4 in.) sub-angular 
grains of milly white and translucent 
quartz, occur in soft, buff, micace 
ous siltstone iihich carries rsmy thin, 
chippy layers of orange-brovm iron 
stone, uxnoourea are generally ooor 114

Kiach cool 53

Total ti:id:aonj 430
Lixl:: ; -\.t.'S<< r;n.'ii '-'SI'S
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Section G

Partial Section of UorJLnont 
i'orsr.tion above coal. SV7 
Corner sec, 24 end IW, Corner 

sec. 25

Unit Description Thickness
Units numbered do'.mv.'ard ifeot Inches 
Section terminates against Coalmen t 
fault

1 Sandstone, ii&ht gray, micaceous.
Soft, with occasional thin, hard 
rnassive ledge, discontinuous 
layer of ferruginous concretions 
at base 20/

2 '.Mdstone, greenish gray, micaceous 2 3

3 Shale, carbor.r.ccous, grading lateral
ly into lense of li^ht buff sand 
stone 5 

Shale, carbonaceous, black, papery, 
Trith bony lignite and silicified 
 »ood 3 

 .ludstone, gray-green 1 
Shale, carbonaceous, brov.ii, flal-y in 

lower part 6

4. Concretions, f eri-agiTious . Purplish
bra^n to black (clay ironstone) . 
Discontinuous layer 0-6 

I-Iudstone , carbonaceous, gray 2 
Shale, carbonaceous, black 1. 
LJudstone, carbonaceous, j;ray 2 
Concretions, ferruginous, as above 6 
lAidstone, carbonaceous, gray 10

5 Shale, carbonrceous, black 2
Shale, carbonaceous, brov^i, papery 1

6 Siltstone, gray 6
Shale, carbonaceous 2
Siltstone, gray 6
Shcuie, cai-bonacoous , brov<m &
Siltstone, sray, nicaceons 6

7 . Scialo, crii'bi-jncceous, brovm, papery,
with a fev: thin layers of black 4.

'd !3iltat?ie , grtir, fltilQ/-, and shale,
v:on.tncrinc li?;ht ;Trtil/'. Foti^t^in 
coiicreblona near r.iddlc /*.
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Unit Description Thickness
Feet Inches

9 Sliale, carbonaceous, bro*,m, flaty- 8
Didstone, gray 3 
Shale, carbonaceous, brown, flaliy 1 
Shale, carbonaceous, black, paper/ . 2 2 
Sliale, carbonaceous, brown 1 6 
Shale, carbonaceous", black, papery*
Silicified vrood (logs) occurs in the 2 2
lower 5 feet of this unit

10 Sandstone, light gray to buff, micace
ous. Silicified wood 1 6

Shale, carbonaceous, dark gray 4
Siltstone, as above, rith local bed of 
hard gray grit at top. Flattened 
silicified logs. Ferruginous concre 
tions at base 22

Sandstone, coarse, ferruginous at top.
Micaceous, coarse f lakes nuscovite 6

Sandstone, light gray, rsicaceous 1

11 Shale, carbonaceous, brorm, papery 5

12 Siltstone, light gray, ciicaceous 1
Concretions, ferruginous, purplish broTm 6 
Siltstone, light gray, nicaceous 2 6 
Concretions, ferruginous, as above.
Discontinuous layer . 6 

Siltstone, grayish buff, micaceous 2

13 Brorni bed:
Shale, carbonaceous, flalcy, brown 1 6 
LJudstone, gray 1 
Shale, carbonaceous, brown 8 
Shale, carbonaceous, black, bony 3 
Tuudstone and shale, carbonaceous.

Oi»ange bro;vn (about 13 inches) . 18 
Shale, carbonaceous, and coal, bony.
Dark bro-.?n to black; platy; roody 1 

Tliis bed, because of its thickness and
persistence, is. probably the best
stratigraohic marker above the cool*

14 Sliale, grayish-green, f ino-grained .
Slightly carbonaceous. Bodding ir- 
re£pilar. Brealcs into thin plates* 
Fissility nediun. Could also be des 
cribed o.s micaceous silts bone. 2
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Unit Description Thicl-mess
Feet Inches

14 Sandstone, light-grayish buff, nediun
grained, Micaceous, with occasional 
lenses of coarse brovmish silt near 
the middle. A thin (6-inch) layer   
of ferruginous concretions occurs 
about 10 feet below the top. 44- 

Sandstone, brown, cross-bedded, fine- - 
grained, micaceous. Hard. (Rod on 
top this bed at sta. 14) . 2

15 Sandstone (siltstone) buff, grading from 4
Sandstone, brownish orange, soft, micace 

ous 4 6

16 Shale, carbonaceous, papery. Black at
base, brov/n at top. Slightly micaceous 4

17 ' Siltstone, brovmish-buff, micaceous, soft 10/

Base concealed ____ ____

Total 252 11

Section U begins at the top of Section £' and extends upvrard to the Coal 

oont fault, including the coal at the base of F, their combined tiiickness is 

about 633 feet, section G is better e:c-!osed tlian any other group of beds 

above the cool.
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Section H

Partial Section of the 
Formation, VrJ UT.'J sec. 2.4, T. 7 
!!., rt. 31 W. Measurements by 
hand leveling and plane table.

Top

Unit Description Thickness
Top of bench ~~ Feet Inches
Gravels 4. to 5

1 Sandstone, soft, buff 6/

2 Shale, brovm and black, carbonaceous . 3 '
Sandstone, gray, soft 6 
Shale, dark gray, carbonaceous, soft, 

surface checks, feides upr/ard into 
gray shale 2 6 

Sandstone, soft, ^rith orange-brov.!! 
ironstone. Locally, this entire 
unit 1 
(2) iray attain a thickness of 10 
feet.

3 . S'nale, black to dark gray, carbonaceous,
papery. A;i occasional lentil of 
brovm ironstone concretion 4. 6

Shale, brorm, carbonaceous, flaky 4.
Shale, as above 41 6

4. Silts tone, grar-buff, soft 3
Arkoce, cray, lenticular body 3 
Siltstor.e, groT-buff, ns above 8 
(This represents the nrjciinum thickness 
of tlvis unit, locally it nay be only 
10 feet thick)

5 Shale, browi, carbonaceoiis, £lsl<y 15

6 Siltstone, buff to brovm, soft, con
taining sotie thin beds of fissile 
carbonaceous shale. ijoorly exposed 100

7   Shale, brown, carbonaceous 23

3 Sandstdr.e, £rc-7-tll-f> srkosic and con-
crotionary r.t top. Mal:cs reoistimt 
ledjje. Crops out about 50 feet £  of 
KVi" corner sec. k4, and can be traced 
southvrard for one-fourth mile. Lo;7er 
pert buff ttiltatone, v;ith occasional 
thin bc<l3 of curbonriccoua chalo, 
Poorly ox~;M>aod.

Il'inrt j»»».tx»/^« I « ./!
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Section I

Partial Section of Coalmont 
Formation. E. side of road, 
one-fourth mile II. of junc 
tion. SE. corner NE^ NE^ 
sec. U, T. 7 !!., H. 81 Vi. 
Belov; railway cut. Measure 
ment by hand leveling.

Top

Unit Description Thickness
Surface Feet Inches

1 Shale, carbonaceous 25

2 . Shale and sandstone in alternating beds
1 to 2 feet thick 10

3 ' Sandstone, tuff, micaceous. L!a!ces led^e 2 to 3

4 Shale, zr&r, silty. Fissile 6

5 Sandstone, buff, ir.ediun-2rs.ined, medium-
hard, 'uhen seen fron a distance, Units 
Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 apnear to mr.ke a 
single imit of noderatelr resistrjit 
buff siltstone. Forms a conspicuous 
bed in R?w cut near v/ater tank and to 
the south.

6 Shale, sra/ to bro\?n, carbonaceous, silty.
Thinly laniunted. Fairly hard and re 
sistant. 5

7 Sandstone, bro\«nish, fine-grained. Car
bonized plant regains 3

8 Silts tone, gray, thinly laninated 1 1

9 Shale, olive and gray, fissile 1

10 Shale, black, carbonaceous. Papery
(Base RR enbanknent) 2

11 Shale, brov/n to black, carbonaceous,
papery. Intarbcdded with thin layers 
gray raidstone and sandy carbonaceous 
shale. 3

12 Shale, brovai, carbonaceous, papery 2

13 Uiul:ibone, Ivrd ;;ra/, i
buff
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Unit Description Thickness
Feet Inches

14 Shale, bro\7n to black, carbonaceous.
Papery, grader, slightly sandy and 
more resistant toward top 9 to 10

Suse concealed __

'ihick. 63 to 70

Unit Mo. 1 I correlates vrith the lorrcr part of Unit *.Io. 3 II; and Units 

ilos. 2, 3, £, 5 I correspond to Unit !Io. 4 H.
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Section J

Partial Section of the Coalaont 
Formation in Sff HY." sec. 30, T. 
7 !!., iv. oO *  , and UK SB sec. 
25, 'I. 7 N., R. 31 \T. Section 
measured with folding rule.

'thickness
Top concealed Feet Indies

Shale, gray, flaky, weathering buff 2/

Shale, carbonaceous, chocolate brovm 1 2

Siltstone, ^ra\", flaVry, weathering 
buff. Ironstone concretions near 
base 4. 6

Shr-le, ccxbonaceous , olaty, chocolate
6

r^r, sandy, gray-buff

, v;oody, black, at too of Ic.yer 
oi' carbonaceous shale

, vroody 7

Shale, carbonaceous 3

Lignite, vrocdy, black 1 2

Shaie, ciirbonaceous , chocolate-broxm , 
flal^, viith thin (2-to 3-iiich) bands

black carbonaceous slmle 4 2

Shale, carbonaceous, black, papery, isith
thin layers of v;oody black lignite 1 7

Shale, carbonaceous , chocolate-brown 1 1

Clay stone, gray, breaks into granular
fragments. Discontinuous layer of 4/ 
clay-ironstciie ecncr^tious 1 to 2 
feet beloT; top. Hounded, maciioil&ry 
fcrc^. Outside gray-green; inside 
dull maroon

Base concealed ____

Total 21 10
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Tiie calculated interval to the tcrp of the Riach(?) coal, HE HE SE 

sec. 25, T- 7 II., 3. 81 u., is 255 feet. This relatively snail interval 

suggests that the carbonaceous shale in the above section belongs to Unit 

Ho. 13 of Section G.

Section K

Partial Section of Coalnont 
rorr^Lticn* ^utbank on left 
tcnic of Grir.sloy t'reek about 
900 feet :I. of S7J corner sec. 
29, 'in . 7 II., R. 81 Y{. Ueasure- 
nent by hand level and rule.

To;> concealed by alluvium Feet Inches

.'.'.udst.cne, grav, grading ur: into bai'f
silts tone A

Shale, c?.rbcr.acec'Us, brovm, ble.ck,
nlaty 2 9

Cor.l, lignitic, blac, bony, platy 5

Sha3.e, lirtht gray, with i>rQT?n car 
bonaceous f?.lr.s on beddir.fr surfaces 2

Shrlc, .7ra:;r , flaky . 5 

ShrJLe, carbonaceous, as belorc 

Cl?.y, cra:r j soft

Shale, carbonaceous, black, platy 1

Siltstcr.c, pray, irdcaceous 6

Br.cc concealed ___  

Total 26

ultf.ted inter'/rJl froir. tacc of section to to;? of Kiach(?) coal in 

Urissley Crcci: u,t old Spicor inine is 5o5 feet. Solely on the basis of in 

terval this short section a >ncars to be ryferabls to tho ccrbourceous shales 

oi cha unpi;r : «rrt of faction U, but nrolxkbly it is higher.
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Section L

Section of ^'orlin 
Fomation along right ban!: of 
rash in HE SE sec. 21*, T. 7 
if., i». el »". Section teminc.tes 
near K;^ corner sec. i:4. Thick 
nesses coLrputed front nuro data

Thickness 
Top concealed s en t

Siltstor.e, ^riV, rrcathering but'f, with
nuncroiJs hackly fra~.icr.ts of clay  
ironstone 10/

Shale, gray, carbonaceous 14.

Siltctcne, gray, ricaceous , weathering 
buff , with lp;,rer non-ccntinuous con- . 
cretionary saiidstone c.t top 20

!;*, buff-vreatheriiig, soft as 
above. Poorly exposed 120

Interval, concealed. Probably sane as
above 70

Shale, carbonaceous, bror/n, fissile,
poorly exposed 75

Intervals concealed. Probably sane as 
luiderlying bed 5^

Siltstone, buff -weather ing, soft, poorly
eicnosed 120

Shale, carbonaceous, brovni fissile, ex
posed only in gopher hole diggings 15

Silts tone, buff-v;eathoring, trith iron
stone concretions, poorly e:cuosed 40 ___ .

Total 530

Calculated iuverval from base of section to top i'-iacii coal in churn drill 

hole Ifo. 7, 262 feet V.'. and CO feet IT. of S-J corner sec. 24, T. 7 U., A. tfl 

V/., is 925 feet. The total thickness of this is thus 1,455 feet. Hone of the 

caj.cult.tcd interval in visible, but tho Lov;cr 6CO f«ict or so is exposed in 

Unctions F, (/, anti U. This loaves r.bcut ^00 I'^l oi* ::truta i.-::ir.i.diai'viy belo-.r
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Variations_ in interval, betgecn^^urface _nKey" beds and. Rig.ch _UqaI«- The 

more significant of the ceasured sections. above the coal are shovm, graphical 

ly in Figure 3, ~ith several log sections to illustrate some of the recogniz 

able stmtisranhic crxngcs. Unit l!o. G 13, sonetizies called the "BroTm bed" 

-iSvrtf* field notes, is a distinctive bed of carbonaceous shale that can be fol- 

).o~ed nearly a nile to the southeast across sec. 25, T. 7 If., &  31 » ., and 

nore isolated ex?3osures of possibly the sane bed have been observed to the 

north in 7?s IITTj sec. 24., end-to the east in SV7 JiW sec. 30, 1*. 7 II., R. SO 

\T. iXiriiig the period of field T;ork, considerable dependence' was placed upon 

it as a "key" bed. Office studies, hovrcvsr, indicated that the variation in 

interval betreen this bed and the coal belorr v;as so rapid, erratic, and un- 

nrcaictable tiis-t it v;as of r.o value for this purpose. The nature of this 

variation is shov<n in the follar/ing tabulation:

Variation of interval between the top 
of Unit ?To. iM

Interval 
Feel

330 feet *. and 3CO feet 1?. of SE corner 
sec* 23, T. 7 N., *>. 31 VT. Surface to 
nine entry in coel 122*

350 feet TT. and 623 feet II. of SE corner 
sec. 23, T. 7 H., R. 31 17. Cimm drill 
hole No. 2, Appendix D, page 2o5 LU.

AOO feet «". and 715 feet IT. of SE corner 
sec. 23, 'A'. 7 II., K. 31 3. Churn drill 
hole Ho. 3 9 Appendix D, ps?e 2o4- 178

157 feet u\ and 30 feet IT. of E 1/16 cor 
ner of sec. 23, T. 7 !!., H. 31 V?. Ciwrn 
drill hole Ho. 15, Appendix D, rage .265* . 
Interval corrected for dip 247
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Locality Interval
Toet

370 feet 3. and ISO feet H. of M% comer 
sec. 24, T. 7 If., R. Bl W. P.lane table 
station 544 (1974.). Projection 135 
feet If. 78° 30' E. to churn drill hole 
I fo. 8-B, Appendix C. There is a pos 
sibility that this short interval nay 
be due to faulting 136

34.5 feet E. and 900' feet II. of 17j corner 
sec. 24, 'A'. 7 II., xi. ol u. Plane table 
station 548 (1934.). Projection 190 feet 
appropriately east to churn drill hole 
l!o~. 9-B, Appendix C 237

1,000 feet E. and 74-0 feet £>. of IfiV corner 
section 25. Plane table station 22 (1934.). 
Surface/to nine working, 0 on 5th N. 
entry. Ho allor/ance for dip 4-15

Sections F and G, Figure j   Surface
measurement 472

890 feet E. and 150 feet £>. of IHT corner 323 
Section 25. Plane table station 29 (1934.). 349

  Surface to 1st panel off 5th north, opposite 
Room 4« Mo allowance for dip

Section H, Figure 3 Surface measurement
' .'! in;J sec. 24, 'i'. 7 N., H. 81 ?/. 251

Section J, Figure ____. Surface measurement
SV7 NET sec. 30, T. 7 H., A. SO W. . 255

Replatting the upper part of Figure 3 ^rith Unit No. G 13 as a datum 

illustrates the type of difficulty encountered. An entirely different re 

lationship appears. %e ccal seecs to be arched into an asyunetric fold T?hich 

is truncated by the datun bed. Even though of restricted occurrence, such a 

feature might be regarded as evidence of uefoniation during the early part of 

Uoolnont time. However, no sign of folding of this magnitude has been ob 

served in tbe strata below the coal.
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Whether these irregularities are due to sudden changes in sedimentation 

or to a local intra-fornational, erosional unconfonsitr am not be stated 

with assurance sir.ce the zone or horizon in uhich the:/ tal:c nlace can not to 

fully observed. Another possibility io that the changes are due to mecriani- 

cal deformation after Coalment tine, a condition loiovm to exist. This de 

foliation, hovrevex', is chiefly by faulting; and the anount due to folding 

seems insufficient to cause variations in thickness of -the scale Imov/n. 

Furthermore, if such deformation had occurred, the effect on the less com 

petent coal should be considerable, but it is negligible. This cause, then, 

cay also be ruled out.

Approaching the. problem first from the viewpoint of rapid stratigraphic 

variation, for such changes are knovm to occur in the strata immediately be 

low the coal, surface measurements and churn drill logs south of Coalmont 

Postoffice indicate that the beds are fairly regular for 55 to 60 feet beloir 

bed G 13. In the 'jest-facing escarpment north of Coalnont Postoffice, the 

beds appear to be fairly regular for 200 feet or more above the sandstone 

(If 8) iriiich crops out just up slope from the northeast corner of sec. 23, 

T. 7 N., R. 31 V.r . On the basis of projections of the coal froa churn drill 

holes (Logs 8 B, 93, 10 B, Appendix C) just east of v;here the lower part of 

Section H \?as measured, there is reason to believe that the Riach coal im 

mediately underlies Unit No. H 8, although there are no surface indications 

of its presence. If this is true, II 8 correlates vrith F 6 to the south. 

Much lithologic similarity exists between them, but the difference in thick 

ness is about 75 feet, H 8 being thinner. This is the only important strati- 

graphic variation that can be carried thru an area of variable interval, and 

it is only about one-fifth of the naximuia variation of 350 feet, i-vidently 

cone other explanation ic needed to account fully for these variations.
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Projection of elevations on top of the uoal by means of dips seems to 

give more consistent results thrji the use of intervals. Indeed, in one 

locality, structure contours on top of the coal strike nearly at right 

angles to the surface beds. This favors the idea that an intra-fonaational 

erosions 1 unconformity occurs between the "Brown bed" and the coal; and the 

very lack of system in the variation of the interval is considered r.s sup 

porting evidence, 1:he latter condition prevents the preparation of a con 

vergence sheet thereby a nore or loss regular deviation can "oe con trolled. 

These constraints hr.ve rendered the preparation of a structure-contour map 

on the top of the coal inprc.cticable except over limited areas Y/here there 

sire an adequate number of bore holes, or where it is possible to use beds 

below the coal. Figures 4., 5, and 6.

Surficial Deposits

Surficlal deposits within the Coalinont district :nay be divided roughly 

in to two classes; residual material or nantle rock, and alluvium. Locally, 

at the upper margin of the alluvial areas, gradation exists between them.

Residual Material.- The residual nuiterial is a product of weathering 

and uecompositicn of the poorly consolidated Coalnont formation, and, ex 

cepting soil creep and slump, has undergone little or no transportation. 

It consists of a tough, structureless, reddish-brown sandy clay. Vfhen wet, 

it soOtens and becomes a gunbb. Thicloiess seems to be related to topography, 

and t-ie naxiLiun observed is around 12 feet. The average, however, is around 

5 feet, and it effectively conceals the underlying fornation.
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Areas underlain by coal soicetinies siior a faint trace of bloom, but 

usually even the coal can not be traced under this cover. 3ome of the churn 

drill holes shor a stratified condition in the mantle rock-above partial 

sections of coal. To sone extent, this :r.ar be due to the development of a 

soil profile, 'i'he condition inakes the actual top of the cod very difficult 

to determine, and structural observations on the top of the bed give evidence 

01 slump, or are low \rhen compared to structure contours determined from the 

base of the bed.

Residual materials niantle the Big Grizzly - Little Grizsly Divide area, 

and, cost of the high ground in sec. 23, T. 7 IT., &. SO "»«'. Approximately 

3.25 square niles or 4.S per cent of the map c.re covered effectively rrith this 

r::atcrial,

 U.luviun.- Alluvial deposits zsy be classified as active and inactive. 

The active niaterial consists of i::ud, fine sand or gravel in process of trans 

port or temporarily suspended transport. It is negligible in amount, and 

confined to the channels ot^ the main creeks. Inactive alluvium consists of 

the flood plain deposits of Grissly Creel: in cecs. 29 and 30, *i4 . 7 N-, K. 

30 Vi., end the dry washes in sees. 23, 26, end 35, T. 7 M., *. 31 » "., vrhere, 

for practical purposes, transport is suspended indefinitely. "*«"here gravels 

are present, t!.cr are chiefly derived from volcanic rocks, and the beds ray 

bo 5 '-'eet thick. The finer silts ?::d sands core £rcy in color and the deposits 

may bo 20 or aore feet in thickness. AppraxlniateZy 1.5 square r.ilcs, or 23 

per cent of the nap area ere occupied by alluvium.

The total area occupied by surficial deposits is thus nearly 5 square 

nilcs or 7/1, per cent of the nan ai*ea*
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGT

Regional Features.- North Park is the northern part of a very large 

synclinal depression whose southern portion includes Middle Park. Structural 

ly, this feature separates the uledlclne Bow Range, the Never Summer fountains, 

and the west flank of the Front Range south of the Never Summer fountains on 

the east from the Park Range on the west. A narrow ridge of extrusive vol 

canic rock, sometimes called the Eabbit Ears Range, forms the topographic 

divide between North and kiddle Parks, and is also a short segment of the 

Continental Divide. Underlying it is a "lesser uplift or swell" ?;hich in-

 'Beekly, A. L., Op. cit. p. S2, S3.

creases in relief eastward to?;ard the south end of the -iedicine Box Range,

and forms a structural divide bet*.veen the North and Middle Park Basins. It

Is, therefore, not surprising to find some evidence of structural continuity

between the two. All of the major features of North Park lisve been pointed
2/

out by Beekly, and Covering-' has described the salient features of Middle

-a/Lovering, T. S., The Grsuiby Anticline, Grand County, Colorado. U. S. 
Geologic*L Survey Bull. 822-J3, Ttashington, 1931  

Park. Beekly, however, made little effort to ascertain the character of the 

minor structural features, "particularly those low doim on the park floor" 

(p. 31), where lies the Coalsont district, and in consequence, failed to re 

cognize the faulting there.
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Structure of the Coalmont District.- Surface formations in the 

sont district have a prevailing dip to the northeast, the average auount of 

dip being about 15 degrees. .That exceptions there are appear to be due to 

drag along faults or differential movement between faults. Tv;o distinct 

types of faults have been recognised: noriaal strike faults and transverse 

tear or high-angle strike-clip faults.

The normal faults strike northwest. Dov/nthrov/ is to the southwest, 

and varies fron 250 to 300 feet, causing repetion of the coal and associated 

strata. Three have been recognized so far, parallel to one another at dis 

tances of 4.,000 to 4.,500 feet, ftith a single exception to be mentioned in 

a aoment, no attempt has been made to trs.ce these faults outside the map 

area. Thus their relationship to the larger structural features of North 

Park Is still conjectural. They appear to parallel the strike of the Sheep 

ilountain fault group to the north, and the axis of the North Park syncline 

to the northeast. They also parallel a series of basic i&neous dikes to 

the south and southeast. Their trend is thus of regional significance, and 

they may possibly ov«e their origin to relax&tive stresses follo?;ing the fold 

ing of the Uorth Park syncllne (post-wiocene(?)).

The noriaal strike faults in the Coalniont district have been cut at 

nearly right angles by a series of high-angle tear faults which trend north- 

cast. Three persistent faults of this class have been traced across the man 

area, and smarms of smaller ones occur locally. They do not seer* to have 

resulted in any conspicuous regional expression, but apparently they do con 

trol the finer, northeast grain of the topography such as the course of 

3rizsly Creek and the small dry tributaries to its alluvial plain. These
*   *

:onditions suggest that nsny faults of this class have not been seen.
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In nost cases observed, the northzrest side has nioved dora only 25 

to 50 feet, bat the relative horizontal displacement to the southwest 

(stri-l:e-slip) is 200 to 500 feet or nore. This is their nost distinguish 

ing characteristic, and it effectively offsets the older norraal faults, 

 aaZdUig prediction of their position under cover very difficult. Differ 

ential, and perhaps local scissor r-ioveriisnt on the tear faults lias resulted 

in archinj or depression of tha beds between then. In one instance, only 

luis the i;orth side apparently moved up, resulting in an upthrorm block or 

horst. The relative horizontal displacement of the upthroT.-n blocks is 

apparently to the northeast.

The meciujiics of these faults has not been determined. Many geolo 

gists consider faults of this type to be limited to *m overtlirust plate. 

.Loveriiis ^s ioapped a siailiir fault pattern in Middle Par!: just v:est of thevGranby anticliae, and the recently completed Colorado Fwefini:i£ Company-

Op. cit. Plate 6.

Linke v;ell ilo* 1, !IS S^r SIT sec. 13, T. 1 II., H. 77 IT., Gnuid County, on 

this structure is reported to have entered granite nt :: depth of 2,5&0 feet 

after drilling hygiene s.-uidstone. This condition suggests a thrust fault. 

Strong oviirthrusting to the -;ect is Imoroi to e:-dlst in the vicinity of 

Crjaeron Pass east of the Coclnont district, and it is entirely possible that 

the Coclraont district is underlain by en overthrust fault.
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Age of Faulting." One of the strike faults has been observed to 

partially offset the volcanics on the north side of the Rabbit Ears Rsnge, 

and alco has seemed to tilt what may be an old erosion surface strewn *.vith 

lava blocks on the northeast flank of Pole fountain. The age of the fault 

ing is, therefore, post-volcanic or late Tertiary   possibly Pliocene   or 

early Quatsrnary.

Normal Strike Faults.- In order from ?;est to east, the three major 

strike faults of the Coaliaont district are here named: East Pole fountain 

fault, Little Grizzly fault, and Coalmont fault. They cause repetion of 

the coal and associated strata, and have sufficient displacement to serve 

as fire barries fron one fault-block to another. Their economic importance 

is thus considerable. Future rork may reveal others farther to the east. 

East Pole Mountain Fault: This fault is not exposed in the map 

area of the Coalciont district, but appears to advantage on a siao.ll conical 

knob 1,650 feet southeast of the center of sec. 35, T. 7 N., R. 31 '* . The 

fault surface can be observed on the north side of the knoll, end appears 

to have a general strike of K. 40-45° '«., through a v;ash along the east

base of Pole ?«ountain, and on through the basin of Pole Llount-iiin Lake, S»7
» , 

corner sec. 22, T. 7 N., R. 81 T.". Since a similar fault has been reported

I/ on good authority""^ to pass along the vrest base of Pole J^ountain, reasons

  Mr. Harry Aurand, Consulting geologist, Denver, Colorado,

for the choice of none ere obvious.
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A contact neasureaent of the- fault surface gave: strihe II. 32° 

\7«, dip 53° to 60° SVT. Drag effects indicate dovjntliro- to the scuthrrest. 

The i;.ult is thus nomol. The tl:row c;amot be determined at this locality, 

but is probably 350 to 400 feet.

At the ~est b&se of the knob, the beds dip 13°, II. 15° E., but 

flatten as the fault is approached. Adjacent to it on the rcest side the 

beds seeia nearly horizontal. On the east side of the fault, t!:e beds dip 

into it 13°, S. 4-5° Vf« This is a dreg effect, cud the zone is at least 75 

foot \vide. Some 1,200 feet northeast of the summit of the knoll the beds 

dip 11°, N. 30° IT., indicating a return to the general .attitude v;est of the 

fault.

To the southeast, the fiiult c.--ai be seen in the right bank of 

Grizzly Creelc, HE comer sec. 12, T. 5 II , H. 31 ' "., v;here the dras aone 

is especially 7;ell developed and exposed, over a v;idtli of about 300 feet. 

Fortlidi* to the southeast, the fault cuts the north-facing volcanic escarp 

ment of the Rabbit Ears Range in sec. 12, T. 5 H., R. 30 VI. The East Pole 

fountain fault ecu thus be traced over a distance of at least 11 ailes in 

Ilorth Park. Its persistence sad southeast trend suggest that it nay carry 

tiiroush into iVdcdle Par!: and correlate :;ith the strong fault trending 

northv;est across T. 2 K., R. 73 ». Most of the inferences in regard to 

the c ;e of tlie faulting have been determined from the East Pole Mountain 

fault. Since it is largely without the district, it lias not been observed 

to be cut by the transverse faults.
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It may also be noted that the Producers cud Refiners Corporation 

ffendershot well No. 1, Denver permit 0274.61, NT? K7i' SE WE sec. 2, T. 6 N., 

H. SI ? ., probably became involved ir this fault irith depth. The hole was 

dry at a total depth of 4,?53 feet. Faults with the linear persistence of 

the East Pole i^ountain fault, nay also be expected to persist with depth, 

c.nd r.ay thus exert an important control on the oil possibilities of the 

region. Horever, there is an equal possibility that they way be cut off 

ct depth by the overthrust fault which is presumed to underlie the Coalniont 

district. Hence, one of the important problems of petroleum geology in 

«orth Park is the relation of time of accumulation to faulting.

Little Grizzly Fault: This fault is so naned because Little 

szly Creek is the only naned .geographic feature in the district inter 

sected by the fault. It is not particularly well exposed, and is offset 

three or four times by transverse faults. Nevertheless, there is reason 

to believe that its trace can be recognized more or less positively at t~o 

localities, and questionably, or within certain limits at s few others.

The first locality at which evidence of this fault was found was 

about 300 feet Trest of the Ej corner sec. 26, T. 7 N., R. 31 ft. At this 

place, the fault surface itself can r.ot be seen, but its presence is infer- 

red from drag effects in a thin sand layer on the upthroir side. This bed 

has been varped into a narrow, shallot; syncline, 7/hich must have once con-

r.ected iritn the main body to the east by a small anticlinal fold. Strati-
  

graphic studies have deterrJLned thct the carbonaceous shale east of the

^pilt is belor the coal, while the buff-weathering silt stone ?<est of fault 

is above the coal.
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»he.t is believed to be the sane fault appears in a shallow rash 

running S. 40° E., 2,200 feet 3. £nd 1,450 feet S. of NIT corner sec. 56, T. 

7 N., R. 31 \~. Ti'est of the raish a bed of gray carbonaceous rauustone is in 

cluded between tv/o thicker layers of buff-silt stone. There is sone evidence 

of drag. East of the 7;ash the rock is ell brownish siltstone, and the car 

bonaceous mudstone appears to abut against it sharply. After risking allow 

ance for the offset of the Little Grizzly fault to the southr/est by the 

fault on the south side of the shear zone, the vrash appears to fall upon the 

southeast projecticn of the Little Grizzly fault. Coal is known to crop 

out near the N17 corner of sec. 36, and the projecticn of the bed to the 

southeast ten.iir.ates cgainst the supposed fault at the head of the Trash. 

No. sign of coal :vas noted immediately east of the fault, although exposures 

are fair. See Figure 2.

Moving northwest to Section 26 (See fig. 5), churn drill hole No. 

5 (Appendix A) is interpreted as passing thru the Little Grizzly fault, which 

cuts off the coal 3 feet belov; the top of the bed. Socie of the argument for 

this conclusion is given in the annotated log. Perhaps the strongest oppos 

ing argument is that it indicates greater offsetting of the Little Uriszly 

fault by the South Pit Tear fault tlir.n local surface geology seens to indi 

cate. Kear this locality, the throtf of the Little Grizzly fault is about 

350 feet, Figure.7, Section B-B«.

\ Although named for Little Griszly Creek, the trace of this fault 

has not been recognized in the creek floor, but its northwest projection 

I must cross the creek. Six hundred feet east and 1,100 feet south of the N»7 

corner of sec. 23, T. 7 N., R. 81 ?;., carbonaceous shale dips 36°> S. 42 '«. 

This is considered to be drag effect cf th« f&ult, but it is not possible to 

Si*y if the <Up is into the: f&nlt or «;-« 4y from it. Gome 'juu feet S. the bods
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dip 13° east. By analogy to the East Pole Mountain fault in the l^iob SE 

of the center of Section 35, the fault tentatively has been drav.Ti between 

these Uro localities.

Coalnont Fault: This fault is so naned because it passes ; 

through the to-.n of Coalnont. About half a mile northwest of the post- 

office (800 feet S. end 300 feet E. of H£ corner sec. 23, T. 7 H., R. 31 

*,7.), limited eiqposures occur on the ri^ht bank of a dry v;ash. The strike 

at this place is II. 55° Vf. and dip is 32° SVJ. Oovmt;rrov; is on the west. 

Adjacent to the fault on the v:ost side, the strata dip 50°, S. 63° ft. 

FolloTTinj the fault to the southeast, the surface trace is a^ain visible 

in a c'-^ve hole into the v/orkiivjs of the old Coalaoiit mine no. 1 (350 feet 

S. ?-nd 1,4^0 feet S. of v7^ corner, sec. 24, T. 7 H., R. 31 "£.). At this 

place, the fault surface strikes N. 35° 17. and dips 56° STu Buff sand 

stone on the v:est or dov.nthroTT side dips 5° HE into the fault; ?.nd the 

strata on the cast or upthrow side strike II. 55° E., and dip northv;est. 

Tvro iumdred feet S. of this localit/ the fault vras encouiitered in the 

mine; and it has also been observed at Station 12, Second P?Jiel, 5th en 

try, lloore rsine No. 1. The stratisraphic tlu^ov; in this vicinit/ is about 

2SO feet.

A short distcnce fcxthor southeast (1,400 feet E. end 50 feet N, 

of Su corner sec. 24, T. 7 II., R. 31 VT.), the fault is e:^)osod at the head 

of a dry gulch. Strike is II. 17° Tu. and dip is 64° tf. Dovmtla-ovr is to 

the r;est, end the beds are draped to dip 25°, II. 37° Yf. Tnoso on the up 

throw side dip 13° U. 17° TT. Stratisre.pliic Section G terninates uuv;ard 

against this fault.
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The fault is exposed for the last tine another 3CO feet to the 

southeast (1,500 feet E. and 175 feet S* of KT; corner sec. 25, T. 7 N., 

&. 31 V;.J. Dip v,-as not deterisiinable; strike, N* 23° TT, Beds on downthrow 

side (west) dip 22 , S. 80° *».; beds on upthrow side dip 20°, N. 29 *"  

Projection of the fault to .the southeast across Section 25 is 

largely by analogy to the i-ittle Grizzly fault; but there is soce evi 

dence that a fault passes thru it. The coal exposures in the.east half of 

Section 25 can be projected t;ith ease southeast into those at the old 

Spicer mine on Grizzly Creek, C. HE WE sec. 31, T. 7 ft., R. 80 ». The coal ' 

exposed in N llj KT.J sec. 36, T. 7 N., R. 81 ? "  should also crop out in the 

left bank of the Grizzly if projected southeast, but exposures of coal can 

not be found upstream fron the Spicer xoine locality. Either the bed lenses 

out or it is cut off by a fault. Massive, coarse arkosic sandstone in small 

lenticular bodies crops out en the left bank of Gristly Creek just west of 

the 'center of sec, 31, T. 7 E., R. 80 ? ". These beds resemble the sandstone 

above the coal in the KT.J sec* 35 and the SE corner of sec. 36, yet they 

appear to be below the coal at the old Spicer mine. Strike is K. 55 ^'« 

and dip 26° EE. The strike is regular, but the amount of dip is some 10 

degrees greater than normal, suggesting disturbance. Since this locality 

falls on the southeast projection of the Coalmcnt fault, these irregularities 

may bo interpreted as evidence of the fault*
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High Ar.r:le Stri>:e-Sljr) (Tr- nsvcrse Terx) Faults.-

South Pit Fault: This fault is so naned because it limits the 

area of the present stripping pit to the south. Surface evidence at this 

pluce consists only of ivn c-jioiaalous dip 10°, II. 70° 71., probably due to 

drag* Unmista!:able evidence of offset amounting to about 500 feet occurs 

in the "Brov.-n 5cu" ( stratisraphiu Unit G 13) at the ST7 corner of sec". 24, 

T. 7 U., R. 81 TI. This movement is also probably responsible for the pro 

nounced change in direction of the 3i*d north entry in Lloore inine Ho. 1 at 

this sane comer. Offsetting similar in direction end amount also occurs 

1,300 feet southvrest in strati^r^piiic Unit A 11. All of tlieze points fall 

upon a line strilcing II. 60° E. Subsequent detailed studies of the altitude 

of the top of the coi.1 confirmed -the presence of a fault alons this line. 

See Figure 5» The fault surface hac not been seen, vncl the c-nount of dip 

is unloioY.'n. Dra-j effects previously- mentioned suggest that it is to the 

north, and ty iuialogy vrith other faults, it is probably in excess of 45°  

DoTzntiirov: is also to the north and anountrj to about 45 feet, or barely 

enough to separate the coal bed. Horizontal soveaent alon^ this fault has 

been considerable. KaturvJJLy, the asount of offset of a stratigraphic unit 

depends on the dip of the bed. Since this varies froa place to place, 

variable offsets appear. The coal has been offset 250 to 300 feet. Off- 

setc im other beds appear greater as aentioned above. Offset of the Little 

Gristly fault appears too larje if the fault is passed through drum drill 

hole Ho. 5> c^Q it is possible that the fault cutting the cool in this hole 

is a subordinate fe:tiire to the main fault 300 or 400 feet father et-.ot.

Offsetting of the Co«-.liaont fault ha:; not been observed, but by projecting
 

its strike coiithc:.:;t :.a<\ nortliv:njt into the norbhir st projection of the
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South pit fault the north side of the block appears to have moved about 

150 feet northeast. Exposures are insufficient to work out the details.

Ilorth Pit Fault: This fault has never been seen, and its exis1>-
v   . ... 

ence is founded upon deductive methods oiT reasoning. Structural conditions

at the north end of the strip pit suggest a fault that can be projected 

northeast into an area of anoioalous structure north of Coalment mine No. 1 ; 

that can be explained best by assuming the presence of a fault. Supporting 

evidence is meager, but consists of a shallow wash 1,100 feet north of the 

center of sec. 24 that strikes northeast, and nay be tlie surface expression 

of the fault. Its presence also serves to explain an apparent variation 

in strike of the Coalment fault at Coalment. Downthrow is probably to the 

north, and the vertical displacement is thought to be 15 or 20 feet. The 

relative horizontal movement to the southwest of the dorathrow block is of 

the order of 200 to 550 feet. Although the throw of this fault is negli 

gible cuid insufficient to prevent burning of the coal along the strike of 

the bed, it probably h:.s limited to the north the fire in the old Coalmont 

mine No. 1 b>-. bringing the coal under comparatively heavy cover.

Shear-Zone and Related Faultst. This zone develops rather suddenly 

near the center of S2j sec. 26, T. 7 II., R. 81 V.r ., and extends northeast 

into Section 25, where there is a swing _to the east. It consists of three 

nearly parallel faults which converge to the southwest. In spite of their 

strength to the northeast, and evidence of strike slip, the movement seem 

ingly has been absorbed in the thick body of carbonaceous shale and silt- 

stone near the south £- corner of sec. 26, and does not dislocate sandstone 

Unit C 27 in HE NI7 sec. 35. This peculiarity of the tear faults makes them 

difficult to trace.
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The northern fault of the gri-un is expoced 150 feet E. of Ej corner 

sec. 26, and a^in 1,130 feet south and 1,250 ^et rest of this J corner. 

Uer'j ths strike is JT. /+3° E. ?ind the dip is 50° hT,'. Dov-Tithro- is to the north 

west, and amounts to about 35 feet, barely offsetting ths coal. ~tri':«-slip 

is southrest, offsetting the outcrop about ICO feet.

Relatively little information is available conesrain^ the middle 

member of tha group which marks the north boundary of the zone of cctur.l 

shearing. Exposures occur 4.60 feet 2. gnu /*^C feet south of tho Ej corner 

of sec. Z6. Dovmthro-.i is to the north and strike-clip to the southwest, but 

Measure, lents are impracticable. At this place, the northern.fault and the 

-.aifldle fault ere essentially parallel and about 5^5 feet apsrt. It is 

interesting to note that their respective projections to the norther.st flank 

the north and south sides of the sharp east-plunging sour in V.'J- NZj sec. 25- 

This gives rise to the observation th«\t other spurs r.s that in S\7j SZj- sec. 

25, and thit just south of the Ej- corner sec. 25 may also be relrted to 

faults.

The third fault has been dr£. :..n along the south boundary of the 

crush none, and its presence is thus lr.r£;ely inferred for the surfrce h£.s 

not been seen. Dov.-ntliro*? is on the south, v/nich lias &iso moved to t:ia so\ith- 

vrest. Dips within the sheared isass vary up to 70 degrees. V.'idth vr.ries frora 

15^ feet on the \rest to 4CO feet on the east. All trsce of the cod hss dis- 

ap'.-earad v;ithin it. The tot*l amount of horizontal displacement froa north 

fault to south fault is f.bout 500 feet. Total vertical displacement of the 

south fault is probr.bly in excess of 100 feet. Figure 3, Section &-«.'. al 

though Sectloa 25 is Ic.rgely covered ;vith sui'flcUil deposits, the fn.ct tHE.t 

th« co?-.l bed csn not be trtcc'l north of the north flcnlc of the t».aall spur In
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SEj IIEj lends support to the belief th&t the fault on the south side of the 

shear zone persists to the northeast across the ma? area. The 50-foot south- 

facing; escarpment In NYfJ- !J',vJ- sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 30 V.., nay also be con 

strued as a modified fault scarp or fault-line scarp, 'ihis seeding persis 

tence, in conjunction v;lth itn «idth, amount of disturbance and vertical 

displacement suggest thiit it izsy s&ke a good f ire-b«:.ri'ier for the coal to 

the southeast should the dormant fire in, Moore aine No. 1 pass beyond control.

ilinor Transverse Faults: Tv;o faults of this group occur in the 

center of NEj sec. £6, v;here they parallel the South Pit fault on the south. 

«  minor horst occurs between them, and the offset of the ^ittle Cirisvily 

fault aooears to have noved northeast. The southern of the t:7o faults seems 

to be related to a fold to the southwest. Figure 5- ^ h&lf-aile south a 

swarin of these faults slice the thin sendstone capping the rid^e iii NTfJ SEj 

into numerous thin blocks, seven faults occurring in a distance of about 

300 feet. Figure 6. This exposure is illustrative of v;hat one raisht see if 

the fonoations ^ere lu.rder and cover less abundant.

Folds.- T-^ro tyi^es of folds exist in the Coalmont district, and each 

seems to be related to fsuiting. Type 1 is chiefly a drag effect, and usutl'ly 

appears as a shallow synclins on the dounthrow side of the normal stri'<e 

faults. Figure 5 and Figure'3, Section 3-3'. The block between the Coelnont 

and Little Grizzly faults north of the North Pit fault in Section 23 is also
*

believed to have synclinal structure, but the details can not be vrorked out.
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The second type of fold may be related to the tear faults. A broad 

plunging ciiticlinal nose trends a little east of north in NftJ SEj sec. 26 

(fig. 5) 9 and a tear fault passes into the north limb and dies out. ««hich 

is the primery feature, the fold or the fault, is difficult to say. How 

ever, since the faults are acre numerous and persistent than the folds, end 

the latter seem to be confined to areas bounded by faults, there is some 

reason to ascribe the folds to differential movements betv;een the tear 

faults.

The largest and sharpest fold involving coal is the one v;hich has 

brought the bed to the surface at the old Coslmont mine No. 1, NTC STJ sec. £4.« 

Figure 4- and Figure 3, Sections 3-3 f , C-C 1 . It is here named the Coalinont 

anticLine. This feature is a strongly folded anticlinal nose plunging to 

the northeast. Closure on the \test is against the Coalmant fault. The 

North Pit fault flanks it on the north, and there is a rather ,vide syncline 

about which little is knom on the south, the axis seemingly being related 

to the South Pit fault. The distribution of the coal outcrops (fig. 2) sug 

gest that these folds originated prior to the Coaliaont fault, but their 

counterparts have not been identified in the downthroTm block to the rest. 

The relation of the tear faults to the flanking synclines is also suggestive, 

and it may be that both sets of faults sr.d the fold are more or less 

contemporaneous.

Another large fold with somewhat similar relationships occurs in the 

south central part of Section 26, but its geology h&s not been developed be 

cause the strata which form it lie below the coal horizon.
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uiscelioneous Faults: A small fault which can not be referred 

definitely to either of the above classes vras observed in &. ditch cut on 

the Left bshk of Grizzly Creek a few hundred feet north of the center of

sec. 31, T. 7 «., R. 30 V,'. A contact observation gave: strike, N. 15° V»., 

dip 71° -VT. Downthrow is to the west. The beds on the do.-.Titlirov; side are

carbonaceous siiale resting upon soft, brownish siltstone, and the horizon 

has not been identified. Away from the minor c'rag effect these beds dip 

into the fault 18 , N. 36 E. East of the fault the formation is a compact

buff siltstcne which seems not to have been completely offset. A fe-.v hun-
o o 

dred feet northeast these beds dip 9 , N. 35 E. Just west of the fault,

near the center of Section 31, the strata dip 26° N. 35° E. This locality 

has been described in connection with the southeast projection of the Coal- 

mor.t-, fault, ^t is doubtful, however, if this fault is the Coalmont fault. 

More probably it is a minor sympathetic feature related to the greater fault,

Another small fault, difficult to classify, ;?as observed ct the 

mouth of the 1934- prospect entry 240 feet E. and 34-0 feet N. of VsJ corner 

sec. 25, T. 7 N., R. 31 W. The strike is S. 30°-^4° E. snd dip is /+7°-53° 

N. Domthrow is to the north, and buff-micaceous siltstone has been throv.n 

against the coal, -although the amount of throw is unknown, the coal bed 

is probably not offset completely. The movement hss developed a. gouge

ZOR-J 13 to 24 inches thick in the soft rock. Dip of the coal on the south 
 

t o o 
or upthrow side of the fault is 232 , N « 15 E. Although the stride of

this fault is to the southeast, it probably belongs to the group of trans 

verse tear faults.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGI 

Coal Deposits

Distribution of Exposures*- Natural exposures of coal are incomplete 

and scattered due to separation by faulting and because of the erratic dis 

tribution of the surficial deposits. Previous students of the district have 

had the tendency to regard each isolated exposure as a separate bed. Per 

haps the most important factors contributing to this conclusion were lack of 

a detailed stratigraphic section and failure to recognize the faulting. The 

distribution of the natural exposures is shora upon Figure 2, together with 

the inferred position of the concealed outcrops. This report contends that 

without exception they belong to a single bed. This bed was first worked on 

the Ri.ich (pronounced Rear) Bros* ranch at Coalmont, the diggings later de 

veloping into the Coalmont wine No. 1 NW^ ST,^ sec. 24, T. 7 N., R. 81 W. 

For this reason, the name Riach has been applied to all coal referable to 

this bed*

Argument_For A Single Bed Of Coal.- This argument consists of two parts, 

structural and stratigraphic. The structural geology of the district has been 

reviewed in some detail, and need not be mentioned further except to add that 

the mechanical conditions are such as to cause repetition of a certain part 

of the Coalmont formation several times. The stratigraphic section of the 

argument which now follows demonstrates that the repeated, portion is the same 

and contains the Riach coal. It is divided into three parts: (l) The 

measured stratigraphic sections on Figure 3 show that some 900 feet of strata 

below the coal and 625 feet of beds above the coal have been studied with
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considerable care* Although beds of carbonaceous shale, some of which are 

black and boney, are numerous, no coal comparable to the Blach bed was found* 

Since the amount of section measured both above and below the coal is two or 

three times greater than the throw of the faults, it is evident that if more 

than one bed of coal were present within the interval examined two or more 

coals should be present in the section. Reference to the sections shows that 

this condition does not exist, and that only one bed is present* (2) The 

stratigraphic position of the coal is the same v,ith reference to other beds 

which can be correlated from one fault block to another. (3) Comparison of 

some minor details, such as the presence of silicified logs, at the top of 

the coal suggests identity of the coal in one fault block to 'that in another* 

chemical character is also very uniform*

Judging from the thickness of the beds below the coal, the Riach bed is 

not the equivalent of the coal near the base of the formation on the McCallum 

anticline to the northeast.

Character Of Deposit>~ Beekly has given an excellent general description 

of the Riach bed, which needs no repetition. More recent work by Calhoun on

I/Op, cit. p. 110.

the coal in the strip mine furnishes much additional information. Eighteen 

sections have been measured in detail* These vary in length from about 22 feet 

to 35 feet 7 inches, which is the full thickness of the bed at the. pit mine* 

Character of the roof is shown by stratigraphic Section D. With slight modi* 

^P*ication, the following measurement was made by Calhoun on the working face 

of the strip mine, 385 feet £* and 100 feet S. of C UW£ sec. 26, T. 7 »., R. 

81
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	Description Thickness
	Feet Inches

Surface of stripped bench

Coal, weathered, soft 2 2

Bone la

Coal 1

Bone 1

Coal 4 2^ 

Shale, carbonaceous. Base upper bench 7

Coal 5

Bone 2

Coal 13

Bone ' 1

Coal 1

Bone* Approximate base middle bench 4

Coal 2 6

Bone 5

Coal 2 6

Bone 5

Coal 1

Bone 1

Coal 1 10

Bone 1

Coal 2 7i

Shale 2

Coal 8

Shale 1
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Description Thickness
Feet Inches

Coal 2 li

Bone . 3
 

Coal ' 8 

Bone 7 

Coal. Base concealed by rater 4 8

Total 35 7 

Coal 32 3f 

Rock 5 5£

The floor of the bed is brown carbonaceous shale 3 to 6 feet thick under- 

by sandstone* See Log No. 3, Appendix A and stratigraphic Section A. 

Shale and bone make up approximately 10 per cent of the above section, 

and the arithmetical average for all of the pit sections is 10.7 per cent* 

This material is distributed rather uniformly, and the two partings which 

separate the benches can be followed across the pit. They can not be ob 

served elsewhere in the district because of the weathered character of natural 

exposures, the lack of detail, in churn drill logs, and the relatively small 

size of the mine workings when compared with the thickness of the bed* It la 

evident that their close spacing makes the mining of clean coal difficult* 

and reduces the classifiable thickness of the bed by at least 20 per cent*

Cheaical analyses of the coal have been taken by both the Bureau of Mines'"^

^/Analyses of Colorado Coals* 0. S* Bureau of Mines Tech* Paper 574,
* 84.
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and the Geological Survey, and a number of unpublished analyses are available

.2/Bull. 596, p. 115. Analysis Q.

in the office of the District Mining Supervisor in Denver. Comparison of the 

proximate analyses on the "as received* basis indicates close similarity be 

tween the coals from the old Coalmont mine ^o. 1, the Moore (Rabbit Ear) mine 

No. 1, and the strip mine, as shown in the following tablet

Comparison Of Analyses Of Riach Coal

Strip Mine Moore Mine No, 1 Coalmont Mine No. 1 
(Avg. of 6) (Avg. of 4) (I analysis only)

Moisture 16,2 21.5 22.8 

Vol. Mat 32.7 32.7 36.2 

Fixed Carbon 41.6 41.2 34.1 

Ash. 9.5 4.6 6.2 

S. 0.55 0.4 0.7 

B.T.U. 9,554 9,617 9,010 

Most of the differences are within the range of variations shown by the 

analyses from the strip pit. Some of them are easily explained, for example, 

the low moisture and high ash of the strip mine coal is because the coals 

sampled were above ground-vfater level, and the entire seam with the exception 

of the major partings was included in the sample. On the other hand, the high 

moisture content and low ash from the underground sample is because the work 

ings were below ground-water level and were in the cleaner part of the bed. 

No effect of deformation is recognizable in the analyses, although the cleav 

ages are controlled by the local fault pattern.
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Thickness Of Coal.- Considerable variation in coal thickness occurs 

irithin the district and must be allowed for in tonnage estimates. The greater 

part of these variations are thought to'be stratigraphic, but in a few in 

stanced, they may be due to deformation. In the vicinity of. the strip mine 

in SEi NWj sec. 26, T. 7 N., R. 81 W., surface and churn drill hole measure 

ments give an average thickness of about 33/2 feet, or 59,697 short tons 

per acre. This thickness persists to the vicinity of churn drill hole No. 

15 (Appendix D) where 24.5 feet of coal was found, and then begins to increase 

southward being 43 feet in churn drill hole No. 3 and 55 feet thick in churn 

drill hole Ho. 2 (SE corner sec. 25, T. 7 N., R. 81 ff.)» This increase ex 

tends to the southeast and thicknesses as great as 75 or 80 feet have been 

seen in the workings of Moore mine Ho. 1. 'The log of churn drill hole No. 15 

just referred to shows a 2-foot parting of carbonaceous shale near the base of 

the bed, below which is another 2 feet of coal. What may be this same parting 

is recognizable in Logs 4A, 7B, and 8B (Appendix C), and the coal below it in 

creases in thickness to 8 feet with an overall thickness of as much as 52 

feet in Log 4B. However, there is much local variation in this locality east 

of Coalmont post off ice. Some holes, as IB, 2B, and 3B penetrated 19, 28, and 

14 feet of coal respectively; and SB drilled 167 feet of shale below the bed 

proving beyond doubt that the bore did not stop in a parting.

Natural exposures also reveal variable coal thicknesses. Estimates at 

these localities are probably low due to slump, and the difficulty of determin 

ing the exact top and base of the bed without trenching. An exposure in NE NE 

SE sec. 25, T. 7 N., R. 81 ft* is 200 feet wide. On the assumption of a 15- 

degree dip, the nearest determinable with any accuracy, the estimated thickness
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is about 48 feet. Farther south, lift HE HE sec. 36, T. 7 II., R. 31 77., the

bed is at least 25 feet thick, uid accurate measurements would probably re 

sult in a greater thickness. In the bed of Grizsly Creek belovr the old 

Spicer ;:iine (700 feet ft. cuid 900 feet S. of HE corner sec. 3l> T. 7 IT., H. 

SO TT.J, the tddtU of tlic errposure is at least 100 feet. Assuming a 15- 

degree dip, the thiclaiess 01' the bed here is about 25 feet, another laininun 

figure. The general conclusion from these date, is tliat the Riach coal ia 

of unusual tliiclmess, <md perhaps 45 feet is en appropriate estimate for 

the district. Data are insufficient to permit drawing isopachs on the coal.

TonnrjTe Estimates.- Coal underground in this district has a specific 

gravity of 1.34-0 and that fron the strip-pit io 1.323. The arithmetical

| average is 1.334* T?Idjig 1.33 as the specific gravity, one cubic foot of 

coal tfci^lis 82.93 pounds; and the number of cubic feet per ton (2,000 pounds) 

is 24.11. One acre foot of horizontal coal amounts to 1809-0 choi't tons. 

TTnere the bed is dipping 15 decrees and 50 feet thick, the amount of coal 

under one acre amounts to 94,350 tons. Tibere such le-r^e tonnages are the 

rule rather tlinn the exception, it is necessary to sake mcny adjustments to 

avoid serious over-estimates. In those -.vhich folio;;, allot/once has been 

made for extent of bed in the various fault blocks, thickness of bed, amount 

of dip, gap of faults, 7;catherin£, nininj depletion, destruction try fire, 

and so on. Coal cropping out is rejcrded r.s v;eathered to the base of the 

bed. Because of the v;idth of the exposures, half the local thiclaiess of the 

bed has been used to compute the amount of coal v;cathered on the outcrop.

} Vihen under less than 50 feet of cover, the upper 5 feet of coal is regarded 

as weathered. Are&s under such sir-JLlov; cover are potential stripping ground. 

Estimated tonnages are probably not significant to more tlwn five places.



In the estimates for sec. 2U, T. 7 N., R. 81 W., in arriving at 

the net tonnage of mineable coal deduction has been made for the approxi 

mate tonnage destroyed by the fire in Coalmont .nine No. 1, and also for 

the tonnage of good coal rendered inaccessible \sy the fire or the burned 

area. In the case of Moore sine No. .1, which occupies portions of sees. 

23, 2A, 25, and 26, no such allowance has been made even though the mine 

is abandoned on account of fire, because there is still a possible chance 

of saving much of the coal. This subject is treated further under the 

topic of Coal Wine Fires.

Depth limit of the Immediate reserve has been set arbitrarily at the 

rather shallow figure of 500 feet. The principal argument for this is the 

great amount of coe.1 readily available to stripping methods or shallow 

slope entries. For many years to come, there will be little reason to mine 

at greater depths. Coal under more than 500 feet of cover may be regarded 

as a future or potential reserve, tfost of it lies in the east half of the 

map area and anoxints to about 352 acres in the area covered by topographic 

mapping. Using the conservative figures of 15 degrees for dip and 40 feet 

for thickness of bed, the total tonnage within this area is around 6^,300,000 

short tons. In addition, there is a block of some 37 acres in N1.?^ sec. 25 

*hich probably  contains 3*600,000 tons. Another small block under more than 

500 feet of cover occurs west of the Coalmont fault and south of the Shear 

Zone in Section 25. Area is 8.8A and estimated tonnage is about 670,000.
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The reserve of coal below the depth of 500 feet, however, is In excess 

of 72,170,000 tons. Originally the gross immediate reserve of coal under 

less than 500 feet of cover amounted to about 105,279*500 tons. This has 

been depleted by mining and fire to 101,5^5,705 tons. Hence, the grand total 

for the entire district amounts to about 173,700,000 tons. The following 

table, also given on Figure 2, contains other statistics on the coal reserves 

of the district:

Coal Reserve Estimates
Short Tons

Original reserve 177,4-50,000 
Future reserve (cover 500 feet or more) 72,170,000 
Immediate reserve (cover less than 500 feet) 105,230,000
Coal mined out ( 1,438,355
Coal burned ( 2,277,000
Coal rendered inaccessible by fire and (
valueless by weathering (13.3651000

17,030,355

Immediate net reserve 88,200,000 

Assuming no further loss by fire and a mining recovery of 60 per cent

nearly 53,000,000 tons of coal should be recovered from the immediate reserve .

Estimate of recovery from the future reserve is impracticable at this tine.
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Sec. 29, T. 7 H., R. 80 W.

The surface of this section is wholly occupied by alluvium. Except 

for about 13 acres making the south diagonal half of S^ SftJ SW-£ whatever 

coal may be in this section is under 500 feet or more of cover. The 13 

acres are near this limit, and are estimated to contain about 1,200,000 

short tons of coal.

Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 80 W.

The resurvey of this township is not available, hence detailed land 

descriptions are inadvisable. The 500-foot cover line of this section runs 

from a point 700 feet H. of the SE comer northwest to a point 1,000 feet S, 

of the Jffi corner. Coal east of this line or under more than 500 feet of 

cover is not included in the estimate.
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Area Short Tons 
i 

Coal weathered on outcrop 15.OA 237,000.0

Coal weathered under cover 16.5A 156,420*0 

Total weathered coal 393,420.0

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet
of cover 16.5A 1,407,782.0

Unweathered coal under more than 50 feet
of cover 202.0A 19,149,600.0

Total unweathered coal 20,557,382.0
4

Grand total 20,950,802.0 

Total area coal land 233.5A 

_Most of this coal is privately owned.

Sec. 31, T. 7 N., R. 60 H. 

The resurvey of this township is not available, hence detailed land des 

criptions are inadvisable*

Area Short Tons 

H| NE£ East of projection of Coalniont fault

Coal weathered on outcrop 10.73A 510,972.0

Coal weathered under cover 12.4A 117.552.0

Total weathered coal 628,524.0

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet cover 12.4A 1,057,968*0

Unwnathered coal under more than 50 feet cover 24.1A 2.284,680,0

Total unweathered coal 5,342,648.0

Total coal 3,971,172.0
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Area Short Tons 

West of projection of Coalinont fault 

Coal weathered on outcrop 0.91A 34,853.0 

Coal weathered under cover 1.3A 12,447.0 

Total weathered coal 47,300.0 

Unweathered coal under cover 1.3A 87+152.0 

Total coal 134,432.0 

Summary; Total area of outcrop . 11.7A

Total area coal under less than 50 feet
of cover 13. 7A

Total area coal under more than 50 feet
of cpver 24.1A

49.5

Total coal weathered on outcrop 545,825.0

Total coal weathered under cover 129«999.0

Total weathered coal 675,524.0

Total unweathered coal under less than
50 feet cover 1,145,100.0

Total unweathered coal under more than
50 feet cover 2,284.£80.0

Total unweathered coal 3,429,780.0 

Grand total tonnage 4,105,604.0 

Coal in NTiJ SWJ and NWj NEj- is Government owned. The bulk of the coal is 

in NEj HE^ and is privately owned.
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Summary for T. 7 H., R. 80 W.

Total area of coal outcrop 28.69A

ATJE cover less than 50 feet 30.20A

Area cover more than 50 feet
(but less than 500 feet) 259.10A

Total area of coal land 295.99A

Coal weathered on outcrop 782,525.0 Short Tons

Coal weathered under cover 285,999.0

Total weathered coal 1,068,624.0

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet
cover 2,552,882,0

{Jr> Treat he red coal under more than 50 feet
cover 22.634,280.0

Total unweathered coal 25,187,162.0

Grand total 26,255,986.0 Short Tons

Net tonnage mineable coal 25,187,162.0
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Sec. 23, T. 7 H., R. 81 W.

NEj- Area Short Tona

Coal reathered on outcrop 3.8A 126,198.0

Coal weathered under cover 2.3A 21.217.0

Total weathered coal 147,415.0

Unweathered coal under less than SO feet cover 127,305.0

Total 274,720.0

West of Little Grizzly fault 37.53A

Coal weathered under cover 344,525*0

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet cover 1,965,119.0

Total 2,307,644.0

ffest of Little Grizzly fault 111.28A-

Coal leathered on outcrop 1.38A 76,010.0

Coal T.eathered under cover 110.0A 1,009,800.0

Total weathered coal 1,085,810.0

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet cover 110. OA 5^753,880.0

Total 6,829,690.0 

NEj S££ North of Horth Pit fault and east of Coalmcnt fault

Coal weathered on outcrop 2.09A 64,409.0

Coal weathered under cover 3.78A 34.870.0

Total weathered coal 99,279.0

Unneathered coal under less than 50 feet cover 3.78A 209,225.0

Total 308,502.0
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Area Short Tona

South of North Pit fault 16.7A 

Unweathered coal under more than 50 feet cover 1,126,448.0 

£ SEj .

Unaeathered coal under more than 50 feet cover 41.7A 3,062,448.0 

SWj SE£ South of Horth Pit fault

Coal weathered on outcrop 6.71A 246,391.0 

Coal weathered under cover 19.92A 119,540.0 

Total weathered coal 365,731.0 

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet cover 1,545,054.0 

Total 1,710,785.0 

Note? The area between the Little Grizzly and Coalmont faults in the central 

part of the section is believed to be underlain partially by coal, but out 

crops are too few and indistinct to determine the extent of the bed. Struc 

ture is thought to be synclinal, the coal dipping northeast from the Little 

Grizzly fault and dragged up by the Coalmont fault. The extent of the.bed 

may thus be small, and it may be well weathered as two edges are turned up 

and the cover relatively light. 

Summary: Total area of coal outcrop 13.98A

Total area coal under less than 50 feet
cover 173.53

Total area coal under more than 50 feet
cover 58.40

Total area coal 245
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Total coal weathered on outcrop 513,003*0 T

Total coal weathered under cover 1.529,752.0 T

Total weathered coal 2,042,760.0 t

Total coal unweathered under less
than 50 feet cover 9,398,581.0

Total coal unweathered under more
than 50 feet cover 4,188.896.0

Total unweathered coal 13,587,477.0 

Grand total coal 15,650,257*0 

All of this coal is Government owned.

Section 24

Area north of North Pit fault and Nff corner Area Short Tons 
SW£ north of North Pit fault

Goal weathered on outcrop 4.9A 133,725.0

Coal weathered under cover 10.5A 97.807.0

Total weathered coal 237,532.0

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet of
cover 10.5A 578,340.0

Unweathered coal under more than 50 feet of
cover " 95.5A. 6,149,722.0

Total unweathered coal 6,728,062.0 

Total 6,865,594.0

Area e«.st of Coalmont fault and south of South 
Pit i'ault. Ho outcrop. No mining in this 
block

Unv.eathered coal under more than 50 feet of
cover 41.97A 3,962,700.0
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Area Short Tons

^ Area west of Coalmont fault and south of South 
Pit fault, fining this block thru Moore mine 
No* If now abandoned*

Weathered coal under more than 50 feet of l/
cover 12. £A 1,164,000.0 T

1/0. 5A deducted for gap of Coalmont fault

Sfi£ Area west of Coalmont fault between the North 
and South Pit faults, fining in this block 
thru Moore mine No. 1, novr abandoned.

!/Unweathered coal under more than 50 feet cover 31.CA 2,276,640.0 

 =/1.0A deducted for gap of Coalmont fault

V Coalmont mine No. 1, and adjacent areas in
east of Coalmont fault and between North and 
South Pit faults.

Coalmont anticline: Area of burning and prob 
able burning. Includes area of original out 
crop.

North side axis 11.12A 850,260.0

East aide axis 10.07A 812.040.0

Total area burning 21.19A

Total tons burned or subject to burning
(includes mined coal) 1,662,300.0

Coalmont anticline: North flank between burned 
area and North Pit fault. Probably inacces 
sible except thru new slope from Nn*.

Unweathered coal under more than 50 feet of
cover 7.75A 693,650*0

East flank, east of burned area and north of 
South Pit fault* Now inaccessible except thru 
slope thru burned area or a new shaft*

Unweathered coal under more than 50 feet of
cover 4S.4A 3,351,792.0
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Area Short Tons

Total unfathered coal 4,045,442.0

Total original tonnage 5,707,742.0

Total coal mined 314,220.0

Approximate tonnage destroyed by fire   1,348,070.0

Area between North and South Pit faults; No out 
crop. Inaccessible except thru a shaft or a 
long slope from the southwest.

Umreathered coal under more than 50 feet of
cover 26.8A 2,022,764.0

Total area of outcrop 4.9A

Total area coal under less than 50 feet
of cover . 10. 5A

Total area coal under more than 50 feet
of cover 259.42A

Total area burning or subject to burn 21 .9A

Total area coal land 274.62A

Coal weathered on outcrop 159,725.0 T

Coal weathered under less than 50 feet of
cover 97,807*0 T

Total weathered coal 237,532.0 T 

Coal burned or subject to burn 1,662,200.0

Uu weathered coal under less than 50 feet
cover 578,340*0

UnTfeathered coal under more than 50 feet
cover 19,621,268.0

Total unweathered coal 20,199,688.0

Total original tonnage 22,099,440.0

Total coal mined Coalmont mine No. 1 314,220.0
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Approximate tonnage destroyed by fire 1,348,070.0

Approximate tonnage rendered inacces 
sible by fire 4',046,442.0

Net tonnage unweathered, mineable coal 16,391,693.0 

All of tills coal is privately oimed.

Sec. 25, T. 7 N., R. 81 W.

Area Short Tons

N. Center Area east of Coalmont fault and north 
of 2nd fault north of shear zone.

Coal weathered on outcrop** 2.9A 43,560.0 

Unweathered coal under cover-^ 33.7A 3.262,160.0

3,305,720.0

£ Area between the two parallel faults north of 
shear zone and east of Coalmont fault.

Coal weathered on outcrop 1.65A 77,600.0

Unweathered coal under cover2* 20.1A 1,949,700.0

2,027,300.0 

£/ This outcrop is hypothetical and is covered by surficial material.

<£r Coal weathered under rock cover is negligible and is included with the un 
weathered coal estimate.

Ej Area east Coalmont fault and south of northeast 
projection of the shear zone

Coal weathered on outcrop ..8.7 410,380.0

Ooal weathered under cover 12.04 115.760.0

Total weathered coal 524,140.0

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet of
cover 12.04 1,023,840.0

Unweathered coal under more than 50 feet of
cover 23.0A 2.180,400.0

Total unweathered coal 3,204,240.0 

Total 3,728,380.0
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Area Short Tons

Area west of Coalmcnt fault and north of 2nd 
fault north of shear zone. A. part of the 
area is underlain by the workings of the 
Xoore mine Mo* 1*

Coal weathered on outcrop 

Unweathered coal under

Area west of Coalmont fault and between the 
two parallel faults north of the shear 
zone. Some coal has been mined from this 
block in trespass through the slope entry 
300 feet N. and 300 feet E. of the fi^ 
corner sec* 25*

Coal weathered on outcrop 

Unweathered coal under cover^ 

total

Area west of Coalmont fault and south of north 
east projection of the shear zone.

Coal weathered on outcrop 

Coal weathered under cover 

Total weathered -coal

Unweathered coal under less than 50 feet of 
cover

Unweathered coal under more than 50 feet of 
cover

Total unweathered coal 

Total

1.4SA 90,600.0

69.3A 6.708.210.0

6,798,840.0

1.9A

12.0A 

24.5A

24.5A

108 .OA

91,960.0

1,849,520.0

1,941,480.0

455,040.0 

232.2SO.O 

687,300.0

1,628,820*0

8,190.640.0

9,819,460.0

10,496,750.0
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Area Short Tons

Area vest of Little Grizzly fault. No fault 
exposures*

Coal weathered under cover 12.6A 116,168*0

Unweathered coal under cover 12. 5A 709,128.0

Total - 827,316.0

Shear Zone; It is assumed that the shear zone 
trends northeast across Section 25, and that 
the coal in it is un mine able. Hence, esti 
mates for this area have not been made.

Summary;

Total area of outcrop 28.61A

Total area coal under less than 50 feet
of cover 49.14A

Total area coal under more than 50 feet
of cover 275. QOA

Total area of coal land 350*75A

Total coal weathered on outcrop 1,169,140.0

Total coal weathered under cover 464*208.0

Total weathered coal 1,633,348.0
/

Total unvreathered coal under less than
50 feet cover 3,361,788.0

Total unweathered coal under more than
50 feet cover 24.231.2SQ.Q

Total unweathered coal 27,593,048.0 

Grand total 29,226,396.0 

Approximately 18,900,000 T. of this coal is Government owned.. 

Approximately 10,300,000 T. are privately owned.
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Area Short Tons

NBj Area north of South Pit fault

Coal weathered on outcrop 6.69A 247,250.0

Coal weathered under cover 9.71A 89,482,0

Total weathered coal 336,712.0

Unweathered coal under cover 9.71A 626,577.0

Total 963,089.0

j- Area south of South Pit fault and east of 
Little Grizzly fault

Coal weathered on outcrop 7.48A 311,340.0

Coal weathered under cover 25.00A 230,625.0

Total weathered coal 541,965.0

Unweathered coal under cover 25.00A 1,545,000.0

Total 2,386,965.0

j; Area south of South Pit fault and west of 
Little Grizzly fault

Coal weathered on outcrop 15.7A 432,378.0

Coal weathered under cover . 27.12A 248,962.0

Total weathered coal 681,330.0

Unweathered coal under cover 27.12A 1.492,770.0

Total 2,174,100.0

HffJ Area north of North Pit fault

Ccal weathered on outcrop 10.55A 290,822.0

Coal weathered under cover 9.87A 901607.0

Total weathered coal 381,429.0

Unweathered coal under cover 9.87A 506.410.0

Total 887,839.0
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Area Short Tons

Strip mine area. Between Ilorth end South Pit 
faults and east of Little Gri-sly fault.

Coal treatliered on outcrop 17.33A 477,268.0

i-^Coal weathered under covei- 26.45A 252.811.0

Total -.Teathered coal 730,079-0 

Area under 50 or more feet of cover 46 .49

Unrreatliercd coal under cover 4, 173, 333-0

Coal mined from strip pitr' 230,000.0

Total umveathered coal 3,923,333.0

Grand total 4,653,912.0

 =* .An unknovm amount has been stripped and burn, figure's refer to tonnage be 
fore mining operations began.

2/
~* Gross ostinate to December 31, 1940. Operations began July 1931- Records

prior to lla/ 24, 1936 are incomplete and inaccurate, 

IIwJ Area south of South pit fault.

Coal weatliered on outcrop 4.99A 137,700.0

Coal weathered under cover 8.41A 77   204.0

Total weathered coal 214,904-0

Unv:eatliered coal under cover 3.41A 1,436.624.0

Total 1,651,523.0

SEj Area trest of Little Grisaly fault sad north of 
2nd fault north of sheer sone.

Cor-1 vreathered on outcrop 4.7A 129,370.0

Coal weathered under cover 7.4A 67.932.0

Total weathered coal 197,370.0

Un»;eathered coal under cover 7.4A 407.592.0

Total 504,962.0.
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Area Short Tons

Between the tv:o faults north of the shear zone 
and west of the Little Grizzly fault.

Coal weathered on outcrop^ 1.13 A 30,934.0

Coal ?res.thered under cover 6.00A 55.080.0

Total weathered coal 86,014.0

Unweathered coal under cover 6. 00 A 330.4.80.0

Total 416,494.0

of outcrop area uncertain. t.!ay be 50 per cent greater.

SEj South of shear zone and v:est of Little Grizzly 
fault.

Coal leathered on outcrop-' 5 .82 161,646.0

Coal vreathered under cover 16.39 152.356.0

Total weathered coal 314,002.0

Unv:eathered coal under cover 16.39 914.136.0

Total 1,228,133.0

  'Minor burning on upper part of outcrop at extreme southeast corner of section.

Summary; Total area of coal outcrop 74.40A

Total area coal under 50 feet of cover
or less 136. 35A

Total area coal under 50 feet cover or
more 46.49A

Total area coal 257 .24A

Total coal weathered on outcrop 2,213,683.0

Total coal weathered under cover 1.265.059.0

Total weathered coal 3,433,747.0

Total unvreathcred coal under cover 11.733.222.0

Grand total tonnage 15,216,969*0

Total tonnasc mined 250.000.0

Hot to tcil tonna-jo L;,9C6 ,969.0
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Sec. 35, T. 7 N., R. 31

Area Short Tons

Coal weathered on outcropr 5-44A 150,498.0
2/

Coal weathered underground""^ 1.13 A 51,095.0

Total weathered coal 201,593-0

Coal underground^ 1.13A 613. UP .0

Total 814,733-0

Total area 6.57A

** Minor burning on upper part of outcrop.

2/ 'Probably burned out.

Uceable coal probably does not exist in this section. All Government 

owned.

Sec. 36, T. 7 N., R. 81 11. 

Only the Nj of this section falls within the map area.

Area Short Tons\ - . - . . ii

NE£ Tiest of SE. projection of Coalnont fault.

Coal Yreathered on outcrop 6.07A 229,800.0

Coal weathered under cover 5-OA 47.375.0

Total weathered coal 227,675-0

Uiivreathered co<il under cover 8.9A 663.S65.0

Total 911,540.0

I-IUj Uest of Little Grizaly fault. Bed cut off ty 
fault to SE.

Coal Treathercd on outcrop 10.55A 296,877.0

Coal v/eathered under cover, locally burned 9-8A 91.92A.Q

Total weathered coal 383,801.0

Unv/c:itliGrcfl coal under Cover l,or'A.S*X>,0
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Area Short Tons 

Surnaarv: Total area coal outcrop 16.62A

Total area coal under 50 feet of cover
or less 14-80 A

Total area coal under 50 feet of cover
or sore   11 . 10 A

Total aren, coal 42.52A

Totc.1 coal T;ea.thered on outcrop 526,677.0

Total coal v;eathered under cover 139*799*0

Total weathered coal 666,476.0

Total unv;eathered coal under less than
50 feet cover 336,669-0

Total un'.Teathered coal under more than
50 feet cover 771.492.0

Total uir;;eathered coal 1,653,161.0 

Grand total tounage 2,524,637.0 

Ov;ned ty State of Colorado.

SuuGBfcry for T. 7 N., E. 81 W.

Total area of coal outcrop 143-95A 

Total area »rf.tU cover less than 50 feet 385-45A 

Total area ritli cover more than 50 feet 648.41A

1,177.81A

Total area, burning (Coalnont rdne Ho. 1) 21.9QA 

Total area coal land 1,199.71A

Coal 7;eathered on outcrop 4,717,736.0 Short Tons 

Coal weathered under cover 3«547»720.0 

Total weathered coal 3,265,456.0
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tfmreathered coal under less than 50 feet
cover 20,784,767.0

tfnvreathered coal under aore than 50 feet
cover 57.032.191.0

Total unueathered coal 77,316,353.0

Coal burning in Coalnont nine No. 1 1,662,300.0

Coal burned naturally * 613.140.0

Cod destroyed by fire 2,275,440.0

Grand total 73,357,754-0

-''i'his does not include coal burned or burning in Moore nine No. 1.

Total leathered coal 3,265,456.0

Total mined tonnage 1,433,355-0

Coal destroyed by fire-' 2,275,440.0

Tonnage inaccessible thru Coalmont
mine fire 4.045,442.0

16,024,693.0 

Net tonnage mineable coal 62,333,061.0 Short Tons

Summary for District (llap Area)

Total area of coal outcrop 170.64A 

Total area with cover less than 50 feet 415 -65A

Total area with cover more than 50 feet,
but less than 500 feet 837.51A

Total area burning (Coalaont Brine Ho. 1) 21.90A 

Total area coal land 1,495«70A

Coal weathered on outcrop 5,500,561.0 Short Tons 

Coal weathered under cover 3,333,719.0

Total weathered coal 9,334,230.0
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Umreathered coal under less than 50 feet
cover 23,337,539-0

Unweathered coal under iiore than 50 feet
cover 79 «666,471.0

o/s
TotalAireathered coal 103,004,060.0

Coal destroyed by fire 2,275,440*0

Grand total '105.279,500.0

Total weathered coal 9,334,230.0

Total niined tonnage 1,433,355 -0

Coal destroyed ty- fire 2,275,440.0

Tonnage inaccessible thru Coalmont
oine fire 4,045.133.0

17,093,203.0 

Ilet tonnage mineable coal 38,186,292.0
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CHARACTER AOT EXTKiT OF COAL MCHE FIBES

The chemic*! nature of the coal la this district a*... « very suscep 

tible to fire by spontaneous combustion, and fire has been a DOT. or less 

constant threat to mining operations ever since the-/ began. At the present 

tine, there are in the district on active fire, a dormant fire, and a poten- . 

tial fire threat. 'iHese conditions Kill be reviewed here briefly, oarti- 

cularly rtth respect to their lifting conditions end the probable result-

ing destruction.
r^i^t nine Bo. 1- This nine is situated on the Coalnont anticline, 

8* sec. 24, T. 7 «., R. 31 V,'., P^tent.d. Development na3 started in

ttr th. Horthem Colorado Coal Co^V, bat ooanercial production ,-as not 

reported until 1911. Records or. inco,plete, but as near as can be determined,

, . *« «, ^,,i-i-icr TQl 1? or 1916. ?eal: production fire originated in the workings sosetine duroufi WW or i7

TOS reached in 1913 *th an output of 62,905 T. The history of this endeavor 

is told by the follows tabulation fro* the records of the State Inspector of

Coal "ines:
yectr Production

19U Ij000 Short Tons

1912 33,799

1913 62,905

19U 45,030

1915 23,ASO

1916 26,265

1917 59,644

1913 A6,737

1919 _iaSafi 

305,170
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Final abandonment v;as made in 1925   '^otal production amounted to 314 > 230 

short tons.

According to the coal estimate given on e. proceeding prige, the original 

tonnage of the block in \7hich the mine is situated is about 5,700,000 tons. 

Of this anount, the gross tonnage estimated to have burned or to be subject 

to burning is about 1,662,300 T, Host of the coal mined vras taken fron the 

burned area. Hence, the tonnage destroyed by fire is appro3dLae.tely 1,350,000 

T. More than four times as nuch coal lias burned as has been saved by mining. 

Kov/ever, the nuch greater amount of about 4,050,000 T. lias been rendered in 

accessible thru burning of the areas of economical approach. Some of it nay 

be recovered thru slopes entering from the northwest, but, even so, opera- 

" tions in the vicinity of the old workings vd.ll be hazardous.

Surface topography resulting frou combination of fire and raining is 

shorn on a snail scale on Figure 2, and the sane area is enlarged in Figure 9< 

Figure 4 shows the probable geologic structure of this area, 'ilie character 

of the surface fire in 1934 and controlling factors are shovm on Figures 10 

and-11.

A reconnaissance of the fire pit early in August 1940, suggests that the 

prediction that the fire will burn itself out without further danage will be 

verified. The fires on the south and east sides of the pit vrere out. Active 

fire -areas wero confined to the pit over the north flank of the Coal nont 

anticline, 'i'he fire at the v:est end of this pit (450 feet east and 750 feet 

south of VrJ comer sec. 24) has nearly turned up to the Coalnont fault. 'H 

feature is an effective barrier to the vrestv/ard spread of the fire, because 

the cool on the west side has been dropped about 250 feet. Future burning
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 will probably be northward. Cover increases rapidly in this direction, and 

the top of the coal is about 150 feet belovT the surface only 250 feet north 

of th«i present active fire. Burning vn.ll probably cease at this linit due 

to anount of cover and ground vrater. Perhaps the most active fire is just 

south of the old shaft east of Coalnont. '«ater level in the shaft stands 

about altitude 3,152 feet, and burning vrill ceace about 100 feet south of the 

shaft, surface formations in this locality are chiefly silts tone, and there 

is no tendency for the development of a surface fire in carbonaceous shale 

as 7/as the case on the east side of the pit,

VJith these limiting conditions in mind, fairly positive assurance can be 

given that the fire vrill not burn tiiru the North Pit fault and up dip to the 

surface along the Trest line of Section 2^. Hence, Government coal is not 

threatened by this fire.

Moore Lline Ho. 1 (Rabbit Ear '.tine).- This mine vras opened in 1914- **ne 

shaft is located 85 feet east and 1,310 feet south of IITT corner sec. 25, T. 7 

N., R. 31 ". tee siap of ttabbit ^r nines of North Park Fuel Conpany, 

January 1, 1934- V;0rkings include E-£ SE£ SE^ SE-J sec. 23, T/£ SY>^ S\7^ S\'^ 

sec. 24., IHI^ NU^ sec. 25, and E-J IIE^ NEj sec. 26^ Operations in Sections 23 

end 26 are in Government Coal; the remainder is privately ov/ned by the North 

Park Coal Conpany.

According to the records of the State Inspector of Coal Mines, the produc 

tion, history is as follows:
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Year. 

19U

1915

1916 .

1917

1913

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924.

1925

1926

1927

1923

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934
i/a/

^Includes some
strip pit<
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Some tine in 1923, a fire developed just north of the uain slope in 

rooms off First North, 'iliis area is designated on the rsap of North Park ^ 

Company, Moore mine !Io. 1, Sheet Ho. 4, October 12, 1924-, *»7ith suitable 

symbols, and the note: "Sealed fire area, Fire out". Lt.ter, dvjring September 

1933, a. fire originated in Government coal in Fourth tlortli entry or the 

farthest inby rooms off Fourth llorth entry. Ho report v;as ruade to the Dis 

trict fining Inspector, \riio did not learn of the condition until March 23, 

1934» further inspection on I.Uiy 16 indicated an increase of intensity of the 

fire, tfy June 6th, the situation had become more critical, and an active fire 

vras discovered in 'i'hird North entry just off the wain slope, inuring the 

period June 12-June 29, seals irere erected at the portr.i of Third North entry- 

Fire burned thru the principal log seal at this entry the night of June 14. 

7.*ith the assistance of the U. S. Bureau of ^ines, this fire was brought under 

control, and a nev; brick and concrete seal expected in the nain slope above 

the burned-out seal inby Third llorth entry. 'i'his trork was completed by 

3s00 a.m., July 19, 1934  £  board seax T?as also erected in the manway. 'i'he 

seal in the nain slope uas visited November 5, 1934 by the T.-riter in company 

with Llr. H. D. Pinkney, and found to be irarm. February 16, 1935, a squeeze 

on the coal surrounding the shaft xias reported as developing, endangering the 

seal in the main slope. Fire broke thru this seal February 25, 1935, and 

considerable suoke billowed from the shaft. Repairs were completed February 

25 and 26.
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Uoore mine Ho. 1 is thus thoroughly conditioned for fire. Consensus of 

opinion is that the i'-ine is lost. Nevertheless, the shaft has not been 

filled, nor have all of the surface cave-holes from the vrorkings been filled 

to prevent intake of air to the nine. During the summer of 1940, the fire 

appeared to be doriaant. Eventually, however, it fri.ll probably burn to the 

surface and consume or render inaccessible most of the coal in the fault 

bloclc in 7«hich the mine is situated.

Reference to Figure 2 and the coal estimates for Sections 23 1 25, and 

26 indicates that if the fire escapes control and the trcuisverse faults are 

incompetent to retard its spread along the strike resulting ultimate dauage 

 jill be probably as follows: Fire rd.ll consume the outcrop and coal under 

less tiian 50 feet of cover in the area bounded on the ~est by the base, of 

the bod, on the north by the North Pit fault, on the east by the Coalmont 

fault, and on the south by the Shear Zone. The total area is about 289A. 

Of this land, 24A are occupied by coal outcrop and all but 1.46A are Govern 

ment ovmed. CocJL under cover occupies 265A and 96 A are Government oimed and 

169A privately ovmed. The total amount of coal in these tracts amounted to 

22,90A,247 short tons. Approximately 874,125 T. have been mined. Coal 

weathered on the outcrop and under less than 50 feet of cover amounts to 

1,426,963 1*. and 1,336,368 T. of this are Government o;med. The remainder 

of 90,600 T. is on patented land. Umreathered coal under less than 50 feet 

of cover aoounts to 2,316,431 T. and is all Government ovmed. All of this 

coal, 4,243,399 T., T/ill probably be destroyed. However* only that under 

cover may be considered us valuable and .a real loss. Fire vrilll partially 

destroy and render inaccessible some 15,060,348 T., all of \vhich is privately
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and under core tlian 50 feet of cover. Llost of the mined coal comes 

froci this block, so the net tonnage thrertened is 14,, 186,723. Fire will prob 

ably destroy all coal under less than 150 feet of cover, and that under heavier 

will be ac.de inaccessible. To this should be sone 37A of coal or 3,600,000 T., 

under core tlian 500 feet of cover on privutely o;med lend. The ultimate loss 

to private 07«nership thus totals 17,736,723 T. and is core than five tines the 

net loss to the Government. Plans for saving this coal have been outlined re 

cently by J. J. Bourquin.

i/Bourquin, J. J., Suggestions for Control of Existing C0al I.Cine and 
Outcrop i'ires in The Coalnont district, Jackson ^ounty, Colorado. Fifth Con 
ference, Conservation Branch, U. £>. Geological Survey, Tulsa, Okla., Karch 28, 
1941.

r.!oore Strip Pit (See Figures 2, 6. and 8, B-B 1 ).- This operation v:as be 

gun in July, 1931, following amenoxient of Denver coal lease C273C6, and is the 

only property functioning in the field today. Operations are confined to the 

IIUj sec. i:6. The block of coal in vrliich the pit is situated is bounded on the 

north by the ITorth Pit fault, on the south lay the South Pit fault, and on the 

east by the Little Griszly fault. Production records are inconplete, but it 

seens probable that at least 250,000 T. have been mined to Decenber 31, 194.0.

A large tonnage (perhaps 30 per cent) has been v;asted onto the gob pile 

irest of the pit and is on fire. Inasifiuch as there is soce question if the 

floor of the pit is below the base of the bed, the gob-pile fire constitutes 

& potential threat to the main body of the. coal.
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On the assumption that the main bod/ trill burn sooe time and that the 

transverse faults are incompetent to retard spread of fire along the strike 

into adjacent fault blocks, ultimate resulting damage will probably be as 

follows: Fire will consume the outcrop and coal under less than 50 feet of 

cover in the area bounded on the west "by the base of the bed, on the east 

by the Little Grizzly fault, on the south by the Shear Zone, and on the north 

by the ground-water level of Little Grizzly fault. Some burning nay extend 

northwest out of the nap area. ".lost of the dai.af.ge v/ill be confined to Section 

26. Coal land west of the Little Grissly fault in Section 26 amounts to about 

166 A., classified as follows: Outcrop 54-3A., under less than 50 feet of 

^cover, 65.3 A., under more than 50 feet of cover 46.5 A. All of the outcrop 

coal or 1,493,540 T. irf.ll probably burn, and also that under less than 50 feet 

of cover or 792,596 T. of weathered coal and 4,523,367 T. of unweathered coal. 

Some 3*317,342 T. under tiore than 50 feet of cover trill probably be rendered 

inaccessiblo. Ltaking allowance for coal mined, the total potential loss is 

about 6,600,000 T. Approximately 2,300,000 T. is weathered and of small value, 

Hence, most of the loss will be restricted to unweathered coal under less than 

50 feet of cover and will amount to about 4*300,000 T.

Owing to a high ground-r/ater level in Section 23 west of the Little 

Grizzly fault, destruction will be less complete. This tract is estiroated to 

contain abo\it 1,085,000 T. of weathered coal and 5,700,000 T. of unwoathered 

coal*
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The total possible net loss thus amounts to about 10,000,000 T. of strip 

ping coal, and nearly 4,000,000 T. of coal obtainable only by underground min 

ing.

Sur.imr.ry of Sustained and Potential Fire Loss*- In terms of original ton 

nage (105,230,000 T.) of the immediate reserve, these losses nay be estisiated 

as follows:

Actual loss, Coalaont nine Ho. 1 fire.

Burned 1.1 Per cent 

Rendered inaccessible 3.8

A.9 

Probe.ble loss, Moore mine Ho. 1 fire.

Likely to be burned 3*9

Likely to be partially burned
and nade inaccessible 13 «A

27.3

Possible loss, if Strip-pit nine fires. 

Likely to be burned 11.7 

Made inaccessible 3.6

Total possible loss 57.5 

COE.I lost by natural burning 0.58

58.08
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In conclusion, a real loss of 4.9 per cent has already taken place. 

Further loss of 27.3 threatens thru a fire laiovm to be donzant, and is the 

cost inninent danger to the field. The loss froa a future fire in the strip- 

pit is largely a potential danger, not acute at present. The possibility 

exists, however, of r.:ore than half tlio total immediate reserve of the district 

being destroyed by fire.
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APPENDIX A

Logs of churn drill holes ~ith locations raid remarks.

Series. l!ap reference   rabbit &ar Mines of North 

Park Fuel Company, sec. 23, 24, 25, 26, T. 7 N., R. 81 W., 

6th ?.!,ft. Coalnont, Jackson County, Colorado, Scale: 1 in. - 

200 feet. Certified by H. D. PirJsicy. Date: January 1, 1934.



LOCATION 110. 1

LOCATION: Uriknom 

SURFACE ELEVATIOK: Unknov/n 

ELEVATIOII TOP COAL: Unknowi 

THICK COAL: 30.5 feet

FF.QH TO THICK

0
7
25
30
32
33$
WA.

7
25
30
32
T2 1

37- 
tr\

7'
13 »
5 1
2 1
lv
^

DESCRIPTION

shale 
Coal 
Shale 
Coal
Shale 
Coal
Hard and soft gray rock

REMARKS:

A point marked "1" falls in tho strip pit 1,430 feet 
E. and 9&0 feet II. of TC.J corner sec. 26,~T*. 7 N., R. 81 
V.r . The locality has "been niined out, so the surface eleva 
tion can not be restored. The amount of cover on the bed 
is of the right order for this location.



LOCATIOII: Uncertain 

SURFACE ELE7ATI01I: 

H£VATIO:i TOP COAL: 

THICX COAL: 43 feet

100

LOCATION NO. 2

FKOH

0
7
9
12
15
27
23
44
43
52
55

10

7
9
12
15
27
23
44
43
52
55
53

THICK

7' 
2» 
3' 
3'

16' 
4f 
4 1 
3 1 
3 1

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Hard sandrock
Bro;Tn shale
Soft dirty coal
Coal
Soft dirt/ coal
Coal
Soft dirty coal
Slate
Coal
Slate and dirt

Ilesx the strip pit, 1745 feet E. and 1035 feet II. of 
vf.-j corner section 26, there is a point marked "2" riiich nay 
be the location of the hole, 'i'he original surface has been 
destroyed by stripping, but it iras probably about 3177. This 
vrould sake elevation of top of coal about 3165- Thickness of 
cover at this place is of the right order. Hoi/ever, the 43 
foot coal thickness is greater than that found in the vicinity 
of the pit, and suggests that the log vras obtained near the 
shaft raine. A bore hole narked Ho. 2 is situated 310 feet E. 
and 1050 N. of S.-J corner sec. 26. Hovrever, the cover at this 
location is more than 12 feet thick. Tvro other "No. 2 11 loca 
tions are also laiown, but locations and logs are available.
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LOCATION NO. 3

LOCATION: Uncertain. 2,030 feet E. and 900 feet N. of V7.£
corner sec. 26. 

SURFACE ELEVATIONS 8,213

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,185 ' . 

THICK COAL: 35 feet

FROM

0
9
12
21
24
25
26
23
32
56
57
59
63
67
70

TO

9
12
21
24
25
26
23
32
56
57
59
63
67
70
72

THICK

9'
3' 
9' 
3'
1« 
1* 
2» 
/,' 
2V 
1« 
2«

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Brovm, shale
Dirt
Sandrock
Shale
Sandrock
Brovm shale
Soft dirty coal
Coal
Dirty coal and rock
Dirt
Coal
Dirt
Sandrock
Dirt

REMARKS:

The only reason for assigning this log to the above 
location is that the loine map shows a tlo. 2 hole in vrhich 
the interval from the surface to the top of the coal is 28 
feet. There are at least tvro other No. 3 holes in the area. 
There is also some discrepancy in the matter of elevation. 
That at this location on the mine map is 3,187, v;hich irculd 
make the top of the coal 8,159, "but the topographic map gives 
8,213. This has "been used although it makes the top of the 
coal high. However, there may be local uplift on a small 
fault. In some respects, the elevation of 3,159 on the top 
of the coal fits into the general structure picture in a most 
satisfactory manner.
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LOCATION NO. 4

LOCATION: Unknown (?) 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELZVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK COAL: 26 feet

FROM

0
9 
13
U-5 
23 
23 
37

44
46
43.5
50
65
66
67
69
72
76

TO

9
13
14-5
23
23
37
41
44
46
48.5
50
65
66
67
69
72
76
78

THICK DESCRIPTION

9» Surface
4. 1 Sandrock - soft
1' 6 tt Brown, shale
S 1 6" Sandrock
5' Blue clay
9 1 BroTm shale
4. 1 Blue clay
3» Sandrock
2 1 Brown shale
2» 6" Dirty coal
I 1 61t Sandrock

15« Coal
I1 Soft dirty coal
I 1 Sandrock
2 1 .Brovm shale
3 1 Soft dirty coal
4« Brotm shale
2 1 Sandrock

REMABKS:

A point raarlccd n4n falls 2,112 feet E. and 1,175 feet N. 
of tt.J corner sec. 26. Surface elevation at this place is about 
8,186 (topographic cap). Elevation of top coal would be 8,140. 
This seems fairly T7ell in line with information from adjacent 
holes.
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LOCATION iTO. 5

LOCATION: 2,700 feet ?f. and 1,280 feet S. of HE. comer
sec. 26. P.T. station 352 (1934). 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,201 (P.t.) 8,200 (Mine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,114.

THICK. COAL: 3 feet (37 to 95 feet).
FROM TO THICK DESCRIPTION

05 5f Surface
5 6 I 1 Sandrock
6 9 3 ! Brown shale
9 10.5 I 1 6n Dirt/ coal
10.5 22- 11' 6" Dirt
22 23 6 1 BroTm shale
23 33 10  Dirt
33 52 U1 Sandrock
52 57 5 f Blue clay
57 37 30« Sendrock
37 95 3« Soft dirty coal
95 96 1» Blue clay
96 97 1» Sandrock
97 104 7 f Blue clay
104 109 5 1 Shale

REMARKS:

This log is interpreted as.passing through a fault.

The reason for this conclusion is the abnormally thin 
coal section from 37 to 95 feet. This thickness of 8 feot 
is only about one-quarter of the nornal thickness of the bed. 
Structure contours on top of the coal projected eastward into 
this locality correlate closely ^ith the top of the coal at 
3,11^. A transverse fault 300 feet south of the hole is known 
to have a horizontal off-set to the southvrest of at least 400 
feet, and possibly more if this interpretation is correct. The 
fault which the bore hole is assumed to have penetrated is the 
strike fault between the pit and the shaft mine. The off-set 
on the transverse fault is thought to have shifted the strike 
fault to the southwest.
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LOCATION HO. 6

LOCATION: Unknown 

SURFACE ELEVATION: Unknown 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK COAL:

FROM TO THICK DESCRIPTION

0 10 10 f Surface
10 19 9 1 Brown sandrock
19 29 10' IThite sandrock

REMAKES:

The stratigraphic position of the beds drilled in this 
hole are unknovm.
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LOCATION HO. 7

LOCATION: 1,230 feet E. and 950 feet S. of NTfJ sec. 26.
P.T. station 309 (1934). 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,234-1 (P.T.) 3,232.3 (Mine map)..

ELEVATION TO? COAL: Hole starts beloir coal.

THICK COAL:

FROM TO THICK DESCRIPTION

0 4 4 f Surface
4 10 6 1 Sandrock
10 12 2« Shale
12 13 6» Sandrock
18 132 114 f Brown shale

REMARKS:

There are tiro possible interpretations of this section. 
The correlation Yrhich seems to be upheld by surface mapping 
is that the sandrock from 4 to 13 feet inclusive is the lovrer 
part of the layer of buff siltstone whose base is about 160 
feet beloc the base of the coal. Allotting 35 feet for the 
thickness of the coal, the altitude of the top of the bed would 
be approximately 3,411 feet (no alloivance being made for dip). 
The full thickness of the siltstone bed in ~liich the hole starts 
is about 65 feet, but the location is sonieY:hr.t .below the top. 
This accounts for the partial section of sandrock.

Tiie other interpretation is that the sandrock from 4 to 
10 feet and 12 to 13 feet ciay be the equivalent of the thin 
siltstone bed -whose top is 72 feet below the base of the coal. 
Using 35 feet for the thickness of the coal, the top of the bed 
irould occur at 3,370 feet. This interpretation is not favored.
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LOCATION NO. 8

LOCATION: 760 feet S. and 685 feet Yf. of HE. corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATIOIT: 3,251.6 (Mine map).

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 8,216

THICK COAL: 47 feet (from 36 to 33 feet inclusive)

FROM

0
6
6.5

12
13
24
33
35
36
37
43
51
54
55
66
67
76
79
83
85
33
91
94.5
97
98 
UO 
160
162
163
170
136

RET-IARKS:

TO

6 
6,
12
13
24
33
35
36
37
43
51
54
55
66
67
76
79
33
85
88
91 
94-
97
98
140
160
162
163
170
1S6 
193

THICK 

6'
Qt 6 n
51 6"
6'
6«
9 f 
2'

U» 
3 f

n«
9 1 
2«
4* 
2» 
3' 
3 1
31 6n 
2« 6n

42 1 
20»

7 f

Thizi la one of tho fev/ lo£u v:hich 
h«j bcuio of th»j coul.

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Sandrock
Blue clay
Sandrock
Clay
Scndrock, brov/n
Clay
Sandrock, v/hite
Soft coal
Coal
Sandrock
Soft coal
Sandrock
Coal
Sandrock, white
Coal
Blue clay
Soft dirty coal
Clay
Sandrock
Clay
Shale
Sandrock
Blue clay
Shale
Sandrock
Clay
Sandrock
Shale
Sandrock
Shale

j .1 fairly lonr;
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LOCATION NO. 9

LOCATION: 590 feet S. and 670 feet n. of NE. corner sec. 26,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,251.6 (Mine map)

ELE7ATIOII TOP COAL: 8,216.6

THICK COAL: 35-5/ feet (from 35 to 70.5 feet)

FHOIJ TO THICK DESCRIPTION

0 3 3 1 Surface
3 23 20* Sandrock
23 25 2» Yellow clay
25 23 3 ! Blue clay
23 35 7* Sandrock
35 54.5 19 1 6" Coal
54.5 55 0' 6" Sandrock
55 70.5 15 1 6" Coal

REMARKS;

Pull section of coal not drilled, but hole must have 
stopped very near base of bed.
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LOCATION NO. 10

LOCATIOH: 2,105 feet S. and 1,4.35 feet K. of I7j corner sec. 26,

2L3VATION: 8,184. (Mine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,125-

THICK. COAL: 32 feet (59 to 91 feet, inclusive).

FROM

0
4
6
11
15
15.5
16.5
35
49
55
57
58
59
65
66
70
71
84.
85
87
88
91
92

TO

4
6 
11 
15 
15-5 
16.5 
35 
49 
55
57
58
59
65
66
70
71
84
85
87
88
91
92
93

THICK

4' 
2'
5'
4 1
0' 6"
1«

18 ' 6 n 
14'
6'
2«

6'
I 1
4'
1«

13 f 
1* 
2' 
I 1 
3' 
1*

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Sandrock
Blue clay
Brown shale
Sandrock
Dirty soft coal
Sandrock
Shale
Sandrock
Shale
Soft dirty coal
Sandrock
Soft coal
Shale
Soft coal
Shale
.Coal
Shale
Soft coal
Shale
Soft coal
Shale
Sandrock

 HEKABKS: 

Hone*
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LOCATION IIP. 11

LOCATION: 1,850 feet E. and 1,450 feet N. of 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,177.7 ('Hue map). 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,149 

THICK. COAL: 36 feet (29 to 65 feet, inclusive) .

corner sec. 26.

FROM

4 
18 
21 
26
26.5 
29 
35 
35-5
40
41
55
62
65
69
72

4
18
21
26
26.5
29
35
35.5
40
41
55
62
65
69
72
75

THICK

4 1
U'
3'
5'
Qt 6"
2« 6" 
6«
O 1 6 11 
4' 6° 
1« 
U1 
7' 
3* 
41 
3 f 
3 1

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Grey shale
Gray slate
Shale
Soft coal
Brosm shale
Coal
Dark shale
Soft coal
Dark shale
Coal
Dark shale
Soft dirty coal
Dark shale
Sandrock
Blue clay

RETvIABKS! 

Hone.
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LOCATION NO. 12

LOCATION: 1,538 feet E. and 1,460 feet N. of Wj corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,170.4 (Mine nap).

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 8,161

THICK. COAL: 37 feet (9 to 46 feet, inclusive).

FROM 10
THICK DESCRIPTION

0
3 
5
9
13
15
 2J»
Jo

41
/ 0
4.7
45
46  > *
*52

3
5
9
13 
15
38 
41
/ 7 4->
45
46 
52^^*
55

3 ! 
2»
4 1 
4 !
2»

23 ' 
3 !
2*
2'
1«,
6»
3 1

Surface 
Light shale
Brovvn shale 
Hard boney coal
Bro7/n shale
Coal 
Brovm shale
Soft coal
Brorm. shale
Soft coal
Brorcn shale
Sandrock

SEHABKSi 

None



LOCATION NO. 13

LOCATION:

SUBTACE ELEVATION:

ELE7ATION TOP COAL:

THICK. COAL: 33 feet (6 to 44 feet, inclusive).

FROM

0
4
6 
12 
17.S 
19 
23 
40 
44 
50

TO

4
6
12
17.
19
23
40
44
49

THICK.

4' 
2» 
6'
5 1 6" 
1« 6" 
4' 

17' 
4 1 
5'

DESCRIPTION

Surface 
Brovm shale 
Hard bony coal 
Coal
Brorm, shale 
Soft coal 
Bro7.-n shale 
Soft coal 
Brorm, shale 
Sandrock

3EHABKS:

Log section resembles No. 14. , v;iiich follov/s. In all 
probability, the location falls about midway between No. 12, 
irhose location is kno7.ii, and Ho. 14, v;hose location is un 
certain. The amount of cover on the bed is an approximate 
indication of proximity to the outcrop. The locality is 
believed to have been destroyed by stripping.
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LOCATION NO. U

LOCATION: Uncertain. A point narked wUn falls 790 feet E.
and 1,450 feet II. of Hj sec. 26. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,170 (?)

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,194 

THICK. COAL:

FROM

0
12
12.5
U
16
17 
19
19-5 
21
21.5 
23 
26  

HEtfASKS:

TO

12
12.5
U
16
17 
19
19-5 
21
21.5
23
26
53

THICK

0» 6" 
It 6" 
2« 
1« 
2»
0' 6" 
2» 6" 
0« 6" 
1' 6" 
3' 

32  

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Bro7;n sandrock 
Brown shale 
Blue clay 
Soft dirty coal 
Blue clay 
Soft dirty coal 
Blue clay 
Soft dirty coal 
Brown shale 
Coal

interpretations of this log are possible.

The first is to accept the section logged as normal. This 
leads to the conclusion that the coal has thinned westward 
until it is practically non-existent. Even an altitude on the 
highest bed is structurally low. If it is assumed that the 
base of the bed is at 26 feet and 33 feet is used for the thick 
ness of coal, the restored altitude of the top of the bed is 
still structurally low at 3,177 feet. Furthermore, the unbroken 
section of 32 feet of "brown shale" below the lowest coal seam 
does not correspond to the log of the strata below the coal in 
bore holes farther north.

An interpretation more consistent ;vith other logs and the 
general structural position is to assune that the hole begins 
near or below the base of the coal. It appears that the "Brovm 
shale" from 12.0 to 12.5 feet is the equivalent of the thin 
sandstone which usually occurs 3 feet belovr the base of the coal 
in so many logs, and which is probably identical with the one 
cropping out at P.T. station 396 (1934.) and elsewhere. Accord 
ing to this idea, the coal has been eroded entirely, and partially 
replaced by 12 feet of alluvium or mantle rock. The elevation of 
the restored base of the bed is 3,161 feet. Using 33 feet for
tho thickness of the coal, the restored altitude of the top of 
the bed is 8,194-
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LOCATION NO. 15

LOCATION: 735 feet E. and 81$ feet S. of M. corner sec. 26 

SUuFACE ELEVATION: 8,157.5 (Mine map). 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,135. 

THICK. COAL:

FROM

0
3

10
16
IS
26
29
39
50
60
61.5

TO

8
10
16
18
26
29
39
50
60
61
69

THICK

8» 
2«
6' 
2«
8'
3 1

10»
11'
10' 
1' 6" 
7' 6"

Surface 
Yiater sand 
BroTm sandrock 
Brovrti shale 
Gray slate 
Gray sandrock
Gray slate
Gray sandrock
Dark shale
Soft dirty coal
Brovni shale

R&IABKS;
This hole appeal's to have stated belorr the base of the 

coal. Actually, hov/ever, this is not the case. The water 
sand at 8 feet is regarded as the sandstone bed 3 feet below 
the base of the coal. Hence, the restored elevation of the 
base of the bed is 8,152 feet, or 5 feet bslo?? the surface. 
But, there is no coal. What has happened is that the bed was 
eroded and replaced by alluvium or mantle rock. Using 33 feet 
as the average thickness of the coal, the restored elevation of 
the top is 8,185- This seems high, but seems to fit into the 

general structure picture.
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LOCATION UP. 16

LOCATION: 1,247 feet E. and 355 feet S. of 1JVT. corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,170.9 (I&ne n:ap).

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 3,154*

THICK. COAL: 33-5 feet (16.5 to 50 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK DESCRIPTION

0 3 3 1 Surface
3 7 4» Brov/n shale
7 9 2» Hard blue sandrock
9 11 2» Brovm shale

. 11 11.5 0 ! 6" BroTm sandrock
11.5 15 3 ! 6n Broim shale
15 15.5 O 1 6n Dirty coal
15.5 16.5 I 1 Brown-shale
16.5 17.5 I 1 Soft coal
17.5 25 7' 6" Coal
25 26 I 1 Bony coal
26 35 9 1 Coal
35 36 I 1 Bony coal
36 50 U1 Coal
50 51 I 1 Brovm saiidrock
51 52 I 1 BroTm shale

RSHABKS;

The thin layer of dirty coal from 15 to 15.5 feet is a 
rather extensive unit, but it is not regarded as the top of 
the main body.
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LOCATION NO, 17

LOCATION: 1,565 feet E. eind 343 feet S. of 117?. corner of sec. 26.

SUSFACE ELEVATION: 3,181.9 (Uine nap).

ELEVATION TOP COAL:. 8,144-

THICK. COAL: 36 feet. (38 to 74. feet, inclusive).

FROM

0
7
9
U
19
20
29
30

32
33
35
36
38
45
46
59
60
66
72
74
73
79
80

TO

7
9
U
19
20
29
30
32

33
35
36
33
45
46
59
60
66
72
74
73
79
80
31

THICK.

7 1
2» 
5 1

9 1 
I 1

I 1 
2» 
7 f
1«

13 1 
1» 
6' 
6« 
2« 
4 1

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Broum shale
Bro;vn sandrock
Brovm shale

sojidrock
shale
sandrock

Blue shale, streak 
of blue rock

Blue sandrock
Blue shale
Soft coal
Shale
Coal
Soft dirty coal
Coal
Soft dirty coal
Coal
Shale
Bony coal
Bro«ni shale
Soft coal
BroTm shale
Sandrock

REMARKS;

The main body of coal extends from 33 to 74 feet. It 
appears evident that the thickness can be increased by variations 
in thickness of the carbonaceous shale at both the top and base 
of the bed. The over-all thickness is 45 feet. The sandrock 
from 30 to 31 feet is regarded as the "marker11 bed inmediately 
underlying the coal.
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LOCATION NO. 18

LOCATION: 1,S50 feet V?. and 840 feet S. of lf.7. corner sec. 26,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,133.1 (Mine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,134.

THICK. COAL: 27 feet (54 to SI feet, inclusive).

FROM *0 THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 10 10* Surface
10 21 11' Blue shale
21 23 2 1 Brown sandrock
23 29 6 1 Bro?<n shale
29 47 18« Blue clay
47 49 2» Blue sandrock
49 51 2» Shale
51 52 1» Soft coal
52 54 2« Shale
54 56 2' Soft coal
56 63 7' Shale
63 67 4 f Dirty coal
67 31 14f Coal
31 39 3 1 Brovm shale

REMARKS: 

None.
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LOCATION HO. 19

LOCATION: 588 feet Y7. and 850 feet S. of H^ corner sec. 26. 

SURFACE ELSVATIOS: 8,189-6 (Wine map). 

ELEVATIOII TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM

0
7
19
20
27
31
38
40

20

7
19
20
27
31
38
40
46

DESCRIPTION

Surface 
Blue shale. 
Brown sandrock 
Brown shale 
Blue clay 
Blue shale 
Blue clay 
Sand

BEMABKS:

This hole vras not deep enough to reach the top of the 
coal. According to the structure contour map on the top of 
the coal, the altitude of the top of the bed at this locality 
is about 3,102 feet. This elevation is approximately £2 feet 
below the bottom of the hole.



LOCATION !IO» 20

LOCATIOH: 272 feet tf. and 353 feet S, of Mj corner sec* 26* 

SURFACE ELEVATION : 3 ,190 .3 (Wine map) . 

EL2VATIOU TO? COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM .TO ' THICK DESCRIPTION

0 8 S1 Surface
8 26 18 ! Brovn shale

This hole Tras not deep enough to reach the top of the 
coal. According to the structure contour nap on the top of 
the coal, the altitude of the top of the bed at thiis locality- 
is about 8,070 feet. This elevation is approximately 95 feet 
belovr the base of the hole.
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LOCATION UP. 21

: 275 feet 7T. and 530 feet S. of Mj corner sec. 26. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: S,187..1 (Uine map). 

5LEVATIOH TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

?RDH TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 2 2« Surface 
2 8 6» 7,"hite sand

BH.IABKS:

This hole tras not deep enough to i-each the top of the 
coal. According to the structure contour nap on the top of 
the coal, the altitude of the top of the bed at this locality- 
is about 3,040 feet. This elevation is approximately 139 
feet below the bottom of the hole.
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LOCATION NO. 22

LOCATION: 595 feet \T. and 548 feet S. of NtfJ corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,182.1 (lline map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,086.

THICK. COAL: 34 foot (73 to 109 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 7 71 Surface
7 30 23' Brown shale
30 52 22» Blue clay
52 55 3 1 Slate
55 58 3 1 Blue shale
58 66 S 1 Blue clay
66 69 3 1 Blue sandrock
69 72 3 f Blue slate
72 90 IS 1 Blue shale
90 94 4 1 Sandrock
94 96 2 f Clay
96 93 2 1 Soft dirty coal
98 103 10« Coal
108 109 I 1 Soft dirty coal
109 119 10' Coal
119 125 6 1 Soft dirty coal
125 130 5* Coal
130 133 3 1 Blue clay

REMARKS? 

None.
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LOCATION IIP. 23

LOCATION: 1,845 feet E. and 550 feet S. of 1HT corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,181.1 (luine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,108.

THICK. COAL: 36 feet (73 to 109 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 7 7 1 Surface
7 26 19   BroTm shale
26 37 II 1 Blue clay
37 44 7 1 BroTm shale
44 63 19 ! 31ue clay
63 65 2 1 Blue candrock
65 69 41 Gray slate
68 69 I 1 Gray sandrock
69 70 I 1 Brown shale
70 71 1 T Soft coal
71 73 2 1 Shale
73 98 25  Coal
93 103 5 1 Clay
103 104 I 1 Soft coal
104 109 5 1 Coal
109 H2 3 1 °lay

None.
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LOCATION NO. 2A

LOCATION: 1,535 feet E. and 540 feet S. of NW. comer sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,181.2 (Mine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,120.

THICK. COAL: 31 feet (63 to 94 feet, inclusive).

FROM

REMARKS; 

None.

TO THICK.

0
9
27
31
36
38
46
54
55
58
60
61
63
76
77.5
aa
89
94

9
27
31
36
38
46
54
55
58
60
61
63
76
77.5
88
89
94
98

9 1
18'
4 r
5 1
2'
8'
3'
1»
3'

  <4

11

2»
13 '
1'

10'
It
5*
4f

6"
6"

DESCRIPTION

Surfe.cs 
Brovm shale 
Blue clay 
Blue shale 
Gray slate 
Blue clay 
Blue shale 
Blue sandrock 
Gray slate 
Broun shale 
Soft coal 
Brovni shale 
Coal
Soft coal 
Coal
Hard bone 
Coal 
Shale
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LOCATION NO. 25

LOCATION: 1,240 feet S. and 550 feet S. of NI7. corner sec. 26,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,130.7.

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,131-

THICK. COAL: 31 feet (50 to 31 feet, inclusive).

FROU TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 12 121 Surface
12 15 3 1 Blue shale
15 23 S1 Blue clay
23 28 5 1 Brovm shale
28 31 3 1 Brotm. sandrock
31 '34 3 1 Blue clay
34 39 -5 1 Broim shale
39 43 4« Hard brorm rock
43 46 3 f Blue clay
4$ 47   1» Soft dirty coal
47 50 3 1 Brovm shale
50 52 2 1 Soft coal
52 57 5 1 Coal
57 59 2 1 Soft coal
59 71 12 1 Coal
71 72 I 1 Soft coal
72 81 9f coal
81 34 3 f Clay

Hone.
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LOCATION NO. 26

LOCATION: 820 feet S. and 570 feet S. of IflT. comer sec. 26, 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,159-7 (Mine map). 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,168 (?). 

THICK. COAL:

FKOfl

0
4
6
3 

13 
U 
15
17
18
20
24
25
23
29
46
43
51
53

20

4
6
3

13
14
15
17
13
20
24
25
23
29
46
43
51
53
53

THICK 

4 1

5' 
1* 
I 1 
2« 
1" 
2» 
4' 
1«
3 1
I 1

17 1
2«
3 1 
2»

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Soft dirty coal
Broira shale
Dirty coal
Blue clay
Sandrock
Clay
Soft dirty coal
Sandrock
Brown shale
Soft coal
Clay
Sandrock
Soft gray sandrock
Hard gray sandrock
Soft gray sandrock
Hard gray sandrock
Clay

RBgARKSi

Poorly logged. Placing base of coal bed at 25 feet, and 
using a thickness of 33 feet for the coal, the restored eleva 
tion of the top of the bed becomes 3,163. This elevation is 
but a few feet above the surface. The 3 feet of clay immediately 
bclot? the coal, and the 25 feet of "hard gray s&ndrock11 beneath 
ore thought to correspond to the 6 feet of clay or mudstone and 
the 28.5 feet of silt3tone belovr the coal as measured near P.T. 
station 126 (1934) 
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LOCATION IIP. 27

LOCATION: Uncertain, See remarks,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,3.60.3 (Mine map): 8,l6l.S P.T,

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,151 (?).

THICK. COAL: 35 feet, upper bench; 5 feet, lower bench. 
Overall 7^ feet to 52 feet.

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 4 4f Surface
4 7 3 1 Bro7*n shale
7 9 2» Soft dirty coal
9 15 6« Coal
15 17 2 1 Soft coal
17 25 S« Coal
25 27 2 1 Soft coal
27 31 4 f coal
31 32 I 1 Soft coal
32 42 10   Coal
42 47 5 1 Blue clay
47 52 5 f ^oal
52 53 6» Clay
58 66 8f Gray sandrock

REMARKS;

Churn drill hole No, 27 does not appear on the mine map, 
but a location for N. 27 is given at 850 feet E. end 220 feet 
S. of NW. corner sec. 26, Plane-table station 413 (1934) ^c.s 
very near this point, trliich Tras narked vrith a stake numbered 
"27", P.T. station 418 (1934) is very near the top of the coal, 
and the above log seems to fit local conditions. The meaning 
of the prefix N on certain holes in this locality is unknovra*



LOCATION NO. 28

LOCATION: Uncertain. See remarks.

SURFACS ELEVATION: 3,167.5 (Mine map) ?.

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,101-5 (?) 

THICK. COAL: 27 feet (66 to 93 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0
9
21
54
56
58
61
62
63
63-5
66
68
68.5
71
76
77
78
80
93

REMARKS:

9
21
54
56
58
61
62
63
63,
66
68
68,
71
76
77
78
80
93
95

33 ' 
2« 
2«
3 f

0» 6" 
2* 6" 
2'
0» 6" 
2* 6" 
5 1

2'
13 ' 
2«

Surface
BroT.-n shale
Clay
Sandrock
BroTm, shale
Clay
Soft dirty coal
Clay
Sandrock
Brovm. shale
Soft coal
Herd sandrock
Coal
Dark brcr/n shale
Dirty coal
Shale
Dirty coal
Coal
Hard sandrock

Churn drill hole No. II. 30 is sho-m on the mine nap at 
1,225 feet E. and 250 feet S. of NIT. corner sec. £6. The 
following notation is given at this place in addition to the 
above elevation, "T.C. 8,101.5 B.C. 8,074.5". The difference 
between the top and bc.se of the coal is 27 feet. In the 
above log, the coal thickness is 27 feet. For this reason, 
end no other, the log is tentatively referred to location 
N. 30. The correspondence in coal thickness nay be wholly - 
fortuitous. HoTrever, the amount of cover and the structural 
position are in accord with the general picture 
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LOCATION NO. 29

LOCATION: 1,220 feet T7. and 230 feet S. of Nj corner sec. 26<

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,167.0 (Mine niap).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,036.0

THICK. COAL:' 32 feet (31 to 113 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK.

0
2
5
6
9
20
21
59, 62, 65,
72
77
73
79
30
31
32
93
95
97
98
100
103
113
115

REMARKS:

Hone.

2
5
6
9
20
21
72

63
77
73
79
80
31
32
93
95
97
98
100
103
113
115
117

2»
y
1»
3'
II 1
1»
51 f

5'
1»
1»
1*
1»
I 1

11'
2«
2«
1*
2»
3'
10 f
2 1
2«

DESCRIPTIOH

Surface
Sandrock
Brorm, clay
Soft sanclrock
Light clay
Sandrock
Dark clay
Small bands of sandrock
Sandrock
Dark clay
Dirty coal
Sandrock
Dark shale
Soft dirty coal
Hard bony coal
Sandrock
Hard bony coal
Sandrock
Coal
Dirty coal
Coal
Clay
Sandrock
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LOCATION NO, 30

LOCATION: 915 feet 77. and 210 feet S. of Nj corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,131-3 (Uine map).

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 3,075-3.

THICK. COAL: 33 feet (106 to 139 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO

0
6
13
17
26
79
32
.86
33
90
94 and 97
98
101
104.
105
106
107
110.5
111
117
119
120
122
131
132
136
137
139
uo

6
13
17
26
79
82
36
33
90
93

101
104
105
106
107
110,
111
119

120
122
131
132
136
137
139
UO
U3

THICK.

6« 
7 f 
4 f 
9' 
53 f 
3' 
V 
2» 
2»

3 f 
3'

31 6" 
0« 6" 
3'

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Gray sandrock
Brovm sandrock
Light clay
Bark clay
Hard sand shale brora
Dark clay
Hard blue srjidrock
Gray sand rock
Dark clay
Streaks of sandrock
Hard blue sandrock
Broun shale
Soft dirty coal
Brovm shale
Soft dirty coal
Coal
Sandrock
Coal
Uud slip
Dirty coal
Hard sandrock
Cool
Hard sandrock
Dirty coal
Black coal shale
Soft dirty coal
Clay
Hard sandrock

None.
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LOCATION IIP. 31

LOCATICH: . 655 feet V». and 260 feet S. of Nj corner sec. 26.

SUHFACE ELEVATION: 8,182.8 (Mine aap).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,065.8.

THICK. COAL: 37 feet (117 to 154 feet, inclusive).

FROM THICK.

0
4
22
26
85
89
92
98
108
110
113
116
116
117
119
131
131-6
132
134
135
145
U6
146
149
150
154
155

4
22
26
85
89
92
98
108
110 .
113
116

117
119
131
131-6
132
134
135
145
146

149
150
154
155
158

4 1
18  
4*
59 '
4 1
3'
6«
10 '
2»
3 1
3'

1»
2« '

12*
6"
6"

2«
I 1

10'
1«

3«
3'
I 1
4 1
1*
3 1

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Soft sanclrock
Light sandy clay
Dark clay
Sandrock
Dark clay
Gray sandrock
Dark clay
Light sandy clay
Hard blue sanclrock
BroTni shale
Streak dirty coal
Dark clay
Dirty coal
Coal
Sandrock
CosJL shale
Coal
Dirty coal
Coal
Dirty coal
Hard sandrock
Dirty coal
Dark shale
Coal
Dark shale
Hard light clay

RELUvHKS; 

Hone.
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LOCATION NO. 32

LOCATION: 300 feet VT. and 230 feet S. of NWj corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,191.4 (Mine nap).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,013.4.

THICK. COAL: 36 feet (173 to 214 feet, inclusive) .

FROM

0
6
9
23
33
36
40
43
47
53
70
78
33

149
152
155
153
163
166
172
175
177
177
178
185
186
190
196*
198
205

REMARXS:

20

6
9
23
33
36
40
43
47
53
70
73
33
149
152
155
158
163
166
172
175
177

178
185
186
190
196
198
205
206

THICK.

6«
3' 

14' 
10*
3'
4»
3 1
4'
6« 
17'
8« 

10' 
61'
3'
3 1
3 1
5 1
3 1
6'
3' 
2'

7' 
1« 
41 
6' 
2« 
7«

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Light shale
Light cley
Sandrock
Sandy shale
Brov/n shale
Blue shale
BroTm shale
Blue sandrock
Gray sandrock
Dark clay
Sandi-ock
Dark clay
Hard sandy clay
Dark clay
Light clay
Hard sandrock
Light clay
Dark clay
Sandrock
Hard sandy clay
Streak dirty coal
Light clsy
Coal
Dark clay
Coal
Dirty coal
Sandrock
Coal
Soft dirty coal

None.

*Sandrock at 196 is douUvful as the v;ater was all sanily. It may 
be hard coal.
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LOCATION NO. 33

LOCATION: 315 feet 7T, and $0 feet II. of Sj comer sec. 23 

SUFsFACS ELZVATI01T: 3,210.0 (Mine map). 

SLS7ATION TOP COALs 

THICK. COAL:

FROM

0
3

11
13 
IS
23
31

TO

3
11
13
13
23
31
35

THICK.

3'
2»
5' 
5 f

DESCRIPTION

Surface 
Sand
Light clay 
Sandy clay 
Sandrock 
Sandy clay 
Light clay

REMARKS;

This location falls at P.T. station 332 (1934). The 
hole rras not deep enough to reach the coal. Reference to 
the structure contour map indicates that the altitude of 
the top of the coal at this place is close to 8,000 feet, 
or 175 feet belotr the bottom of the hole.
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LOCATION NO. 34

LOCATION: 610 feet v7. and 70 feet H. of S-J corner sec. 23- 

SUEFACE ELEVATION: 3,195-3 (Mine nap). 

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

4. 4 1 Surface
12 3 1 Sandy clay
19 3 1 Light cxay
34. 15 f Dark sandy clay
38 4. 1 Sandrock

REMARKS;

This hole ras not drilled deep enough to reach the coal. 
Reference to the structure contour isap on the top of the coal 
indicates that the altitude of the top of the coal at this 
place is about 3,035 feet or 122 feet below the bottoa of the 
hole.
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LOCATION NO. 35

LOCATION: 913 feet IT. and 97 feet N. of s£ corner of sec. 23

SOBFACE ELEVATION: 8,184.3 (Mine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,027.

THICK. COAL: 35 feet (157 to 192 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO   THICK. DESCRIPTION

. 0
1
3

15
18
30
32
35
37
50
60
77
103
112
134
135
136
138

148
151
153
154
155
157

165
170
171
187
189
190
192

RBJAPJB*

3
15
18
30
32
35
37
50
60
77
103
112
134
135
136 
138 
UO 
148 
151
153
154
155
157
164
165
170
171
187
189
190
192
195

1'
2'

12'
3*

12'
2'
3' 
2»

13' 
10' 
17' 
26'
9* 

22' 
1' 
1' 
2« 
2» 
8« 
3 f

2'
7« 
1«
5 1
1
6
2'
1»
2«
3 1

Surface 
Sandy clay 
Light clay 
Fine sand 
Coarse sand 
Brovm. shale 
Dark clay 
Light sandy clay 
Dark clay 
Light sandy clay 
Light sandrock 
Dark clay 
Brovm shale 
Dark clay 
Sandrock 
Light clay 
BroTrn shale 
Hard sandrock 
Dark clay 
Hard sandrock 
Light clay 
Soft dirty coal 
Light clay 
Coal shale 
Coal

. Dirty coal 
Coal
Coal shale 
Coal
Dark clay   
Coal
Dirty cool 
Sandrock

None.
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LOCATION NO. 36
i

LOCATION: 1,190 feet vT. and 110 feet N. of Sj corner sec. 23

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,177.5 (Mine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,041.5.

THICK. COAL: 32 feet (136 to 163 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0
3
8

15
35
37
33
46
55
57
72
115
116 
113 
U9 
120 
126
130
131
132
133
135
136
142

150
152
155
156
163
170

REMARKS:

15
35
37
33
46
55
57
72
115
116
113
119
120
126
130
131
132
133
135
136
142

150
152
155
156
163
170
172

3 !
5'
7«
20 1

15 f 
43'

I1 
1' 
2« 
I 1 
6» 
2« 
6« 
2« 
3 1 
I 1

Surface
Sandrock
Light clay
Sandrock
Blue clay
Sandrock
Hard clay
Fine sandrock
Light clay
Sandrock
Dark clay
Gray sandrock
Dark shale
Blue sandrock
Light clay
Dark clay
Hard rock
Dark clay
Gray sandrock
Soft dirty coal
Light clay
Dark clay
Coal
Soft dirty coal
Co&l
Dark clay
Cool
Soft dirty coal
Coal
Light clay
Hard sandrock

Hone,
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LOCATIOII SO. 37

LOCATION: 1,260 feet E. and 130 feet N. of S* comer sec. 23.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,176.0

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,073.0

THICK. COAL: 33 feet (103 to 136 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. ' DESCRIPTION .

0
6
9
12
19
22
24
25
27
30
32
36
38
a

43
50
53
54
53
63
94
96

99
100
101
102
103
109
no
111
112
116
117 
US
119
124
125

6
9
12
19
22< > i24
25
27
30
32
36
38
41
43
46
48
50
53
54
53
63
94
96
99

100
101
102
103
109
no 
in
112
116

6» 
3 f 
3 f 
7 1 
3» 
2« 
1» 
2«
3' 
2'
4' 
2»
3' 
2«
3 1 
2» 
2«
3 1 
1»
4'

26' 
2» 
3*

us
119
124
125
127

6' 
I 1

4« 
1" 
1» 
I1
5 1 
1» 
2«

Surface 
EroTra shale 
Hard rock 
Hard gray sandrock 
Light clay 
Brown shale 
Dark clay 
Bro^ni clay 
Dark clay 
Light clay 

. Brown shale
Soft blue sandrock 
Bronn shale 
Blue clay 
Brown sandy shale 
Gray sandrock 
Blue clay 
Blue sandrock 
Brown shale 
Gray sandrock 
Dark brown shale 
.Dark clcy 
Hard blue sandrock 

; Hard light clay 
4* hardrock at 93' 8B

Soft dirty coal
Light clay
Soft dirty coal
Light clay
Coal
Soft dirty coal
Coal.
Dark clay
Cool
Sand
Dirty cool
Light clay
Coal
Light clcy 
Cool
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*

LOCATION NO. 37 (Con't.) 

1SQH TO THICK, DESCRIPTION

127
123 
130 
131 
136

BE1ABKS:'

None*

123
130 
131 
136 
133

1*
2«
1«
5' 
2*

Light clay
Coal 
Dark clay 
Coal 
Light clay



LOCATION NO. 38

LOCATION: 885 feet 2. and 160 feet H. of S¥7 corner sec. 23, 

SUHFACS ELEVATION: 8,177-9 (Mine map). 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM

0
3

16
26
34
35

10

3
16
26
34
35
38

THICK.

3 ! 
13 f 
10'
8»

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Soft gray sandrock
Light cloy
Soft gray sandrock
Hard blue sandrock
Gray sandrock

REMAPJCS:

This hole was not drilled deep enough to reach the coal. 
Reference to the structure contour nap on the top of the coal 
indicates that the altitude of the top of the coal at this 
place is about 8,110 feet or 30 feet below the bottom of the 
hole  
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LOCATION NO. 39

LOCATION: 580 feet E. and 170 feet N. of ST7 Corner sec. 23. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,1*5.7 (Mine map). 

SLSVATIOH TOP COAL: 8,137 (?) as reported on Mine nap. 

THICK. COAL: 17 feet (29 to 47 feet, inclusive). 

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0
3
7

15
17
19
22
24
25
26
27
29
35
37
38
40
42
43
47
51
53

RESIABKS:

3
7
15
17
19
22
24
25
26
27
29
35
37
38
40
42
43
47
51
53
55

3* 
4' 
8« 
2» 
2'
3 1 
2«

2« 
6* 
2' 
1» 
2» 
2« 
1« 
4 1 
4' 
2' 
2»

Surface
Light clay
BroT?n shale, light clay mixed
Light clay
Dark clay
Hard blue clay
Dark clay
Soft dirty coal
Light clay
Dark clay
Coal shale and slate
Coal
Hard dirty coal
Coal
Dark clay
Coal
Dark clay
Coal
Light clay
Dark clay
Hard sandrock

The mine map reports the top of coal in this hole at 
altitude 8,136.7 feet or at a depth of 29 feet. There is 
reason to believe that this is not the true top of the bed. 
The base of the bed is distinct at a depth of 47 feet, and 
the underlying section is normal. Applying the average 
thiclmess of 33 feet or coal to the altitude of the base, 
the altitude of the top becomes 8,152 feet. This elevation 
is 14 feet belosr the surface. The "bedded" character of the 
section above 29 feet is of interest in illustrating hot? a 
normal coal section can be replaced by soil, alluvium, and 
mantle rock in stratified Icyers. Soil creep is probably 
responsible.
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LOCATION NO. 40

LOCATION: 265 feet E. and 175 feet N* of SW. corner sec. 23  

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,160.0 (Mine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,151.0 (Restored).

THICK. COAL: 23 feet (19 to 42 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0
5
7
9
10
12
15
19
22
23
24
25
34
35
38
39
42
47
43

REMARKS:

5
7
9
10
12
15
19
22
23
24
25
34
35
38
39
42
47
48
51

5« 
2« 
2»
1» 
2' 
3' 
4* 
3' 
1'

9 f 
1«
3*
1»
3'
5 1

Surface
Brorm shale
Hard rust colored shale
Light clay
Brown shale
Light clay
Dark clay
Coal
Soft dirty coal
Hard bony coal
Light clay
Dark clay
Hard slate
Light clay
Bony coal
Dirty coal.
Dark clay.
Itihite sand
Hard gray sandrock

This log illustrates the same condition as No. 39. The 
elevation of the present land surface is very near that of 
the original top of the coal. Using 33 feet for the thick 
ness of the coal and zsasuring up from the base, which is 
quite definite at 42 feet, the restored altitude of the top 
is 8,151 feet. The 5 feet of dark clay (42 to 47 feet) and 
the sandstone (47 to 51 feet) correspond to the beds below 
the coal in the log of No. 26.
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LOCATION KO. 41

LOCATION: 260 feet E. and 470 feet N. of ST7. corner sec. 23.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,172.7 (Kine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,155.

THICK. COAL: 27 feet (19 to 46 feet, inclusive).

TROM

5
11
15
18
19
20
21
24.
25
26
30
31
33
34
38
40
44,
45
46
47
48
55

TO

5
11
15
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
30
31
33
34
38
40
44
45
46
47
48
55
58

THICK:,
5' 
6'
4' 
3' 
1'

V 
4' 
1* 
2« 
1»
4' 
2« 
4' 
1« 
1' 
1' 
V 
7' 
3*

DESCRIFIION

Surface 
Brorm, clay 
Light clay 
Dark clay 
Hard brown shale 
Dirty coal 
Hard brown shale 
Dark clay 
Dirty coal 
BroTOi shale 
Coal
Brown shale 
Dirty coal 
Light, clay 
Dirty coal 
Brcmn shale 
Coal
Light clay 
Coal
Dark clay 
Light clay 
Dark clay 
Light clay

REMARKS:

Near outcrop. Bed is apparently much weathered, 
wooden stake in field at P.T. station 421 (1934).

Found



LOCATION: Unknovm. 

SURFACE. ELEVATION: 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK, COAL:

LOCATION NO. 42

FROM

0
4
34
37
42
43
53
58
59

TO

4
34
37
42
43
53
53
59
63

THICK.

41 
30«
3'
5»
1« 
10 1
5 1

DESCRIPTION

Surface 
Gray sandrock 
Light clay 
Dark clay 
Hard sandrock 
Light clay 
Bark clay 
Hard sandrock 
Light clay

REMARKS:

This section is thought to be above the coal in the 
Moore mine No. 1 block, but this is only our opinion. The 
precise stratigraphic horizon can not be recognized.
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LOCATION NO.

LOCATION: Unknowu

SURFACE ELEVATION:

ELEVATION TO? COAL:

THICK. COAL: .

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION .

0 3* 31 Surface
3 12 9 1 Red sandrock
12 13-6 1« 6" Hard rock
13-6 23 9 1 6" Cray sandrock
23 24 It Hard rock

RBtARXS:

This section is thought to be above the coal in the 
Koore mine No. 1 block, but this is only our opinion. The 
precise stratigraphic horizon can not be recognized. The 
"Red Sandrock11 from 3 to 12 feet has been observed in other 
sections as No. 44. and No. 45 > but it has not been identified 
at the surface.
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LOCATION NO. 44

LOCATION: Unknown.

SURFACE ELEVATION:

ELEVATION TOP COAL:

THICK. COAL: 24 feet (84 to 103 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0
3
4

30
32
35
40
43
45
47
53
53
59a
63
70
77
31
34
87
97
98
103
107
103
109
111

REMASKS;

3
4
30
32
35
40
43
45
47
58

59
61
70

77
81
84
37
97
98
103
107
108
109
111
112

1' 
26' 
2 f 
3' 
5 f 
3' 
2! 
2»
n»

2«
9'

7f 
4f 
3'

5' 
41 
1' 
1' 
2«

Surface 
Red sandrock 
Gray sandrock 
Hard rock 
Blue sandrock 
Fire clay 
Gray sendrock 
Dark clay 
Gray sandrock 
Dark clay 
Hard rock 
Hard sandrock 
Light clay 
Dark clay . 
Trace of coal 
Light clay 
Dark clay 
Light clay 
Dirty coal 
Coel
Dark cl£y 
Bony coal 
Coal
Dirty coal 
Light clay 
Dark clay 
Hard sandrock

At P.T. station 378 (1934), a wooden stake T/as marked 
"Old jf90. New #44". This location is 1,970 feet E. and 
635 feet N. of Wj- corner sec. '26. HOT.ever, the depth to 
the top of the coal at this place is much less than the 34 
feet given in the log. Hence, it is probably not the 
new No. 44. The log section has the appearance of other 
lo£8 in the neighborhood of the stripping pit.
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LOCATION NO,

LOCATION: UnknoTai. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL: 22 feet.

FROM

0
2
5

12
17
27
34
34-6
47
43
55
60
62
75
89
93
94
95
105
106
117
119

TO

2
5

12 
17 
27 '34 

34-6 
47 
43 
55 
60 
62 
75 
89
93
94
95
105
106
117
119
120

THICK.

2» 
3' 
7 1
5 1 

10 »
7» 

6" 
6"

7 f 
5 1 
2»

13 f
U1
4 1

2«
1'

DESCRIPTION

Surface 
Gray sandrock 
Red sandrock 
Light clay 
Gray sandrock 
Dark clay 
Hard sandrock 
Dark clay 
Dirty coal 
Light clay 
Dark clay 
Hard rock 
Light clay 
Hhite sandrock 
Hard sandrock 
Dirty coal 
Brovm shale 
Coal
Light clay 
Coal
Brovm shale 
Hard sandrock

This log section, particularly the lower part, bears 
some resemblance to the strata in the vicinity of the atrip- 
ping pit.
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LOCATION NO. 46

LOCATION: Unknown.

SUBFACE ELEVATION;

ELEVATION TOP COAL:

THICK. COAL: 32 feet (70 to 102 feet, inclusive) . .

FROM

0
3
12
14
20
44
45
50
51
58
62
66
70
71
72
73
75
78
80
81
82
83
85
94
97
100
101
102

REMARKS;

TO

3
12
14
20
44
45
50
51
58
62
66
70
71
72
73
75
78
80
81
82
83
85
94
97
100
101
102
104

THICK.

3'
9 1 
2«
6'

24' 
1«
5 1
1'
7' 
4f 
4f 
41

2'
3 1 
2»

2» 
9» 
3 1 
3 1
I1 
1«
51

DESCRIPTION

Surface 
Gray sandrock 
Dark clay 
Gray sand 
Dark clay 
Dirty coal 
Light clay 
Sandrock 
Dark clay 
Hard sandrock 
Light clay 
Broun shale 
Dirty coal 
Brown shale 
Dirty coal 
Brown shale 
Coal
Light clay 
Coal
Light clay 
Dark clay 
Dirty coal 
Coal
Sfindy clay 
Coal
Light clay 
Coal 
Brown shale

The coal in this section is either very dirty, much 
weathered, or poorly logged. One v;ould not expect weather 
ing at & depth of 70 feet; however*
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LOCATION IIP. 47

LOCATION: 200 feet E. and 1,110 feet N. of S77. corner sec. 22*. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,223-6 (Mine map). 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,021.

THICK. COAL: 43 feet (203 to 2^6 feet, inclusive). Corrected 
measurement.

FROII

0
5
7

23
24
25
26
26
27
30
31
38
42
49
52
55
57
59
64
65
67
72
73
76
79
80
81
S3
85
83
88
99
105
108- 111-113

5
7

23
24
25
26

27
30
31
.33
42
49
52
55
57
59
64
65
67
72
73
76
79
80
81
83
85
88

99
105
115

THICK.

5 f
2'

16*

3' 4" 
1«
3' 
1« 
7' 
41 
7 1 
3 f 
3 f 
2* 
2»
5 f 
1' 
2«
5 f 
1« 
3 f 
3'

2>
2« 
3 1

n«
6«

6"

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Brown shale
Clay
Hard sandrock
Light clay
Dark clay
Coal
Light clay
Coal shale
Dark clay
Coal
Hard coal
Light clay
Coal
Dirty coal
Coal
Dark clay
Light clay
Dark clay
Dirty coal
Light clay
Hard gray sandrock
Dark clay
Light clay
Coa 1
Hard sandrock
Coal
Soft dirty coal
Light clay
Hard sandrock
Dark clay
Dirty coal
Light clay
Streaks dirty coal
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LOCATION NO. A7 (Con't.)

FROM

115
117
119
120
122 
124-
125
126
130

151
152
153
159
163
164.
165
166
179
131
134
185
187
183
192
193
194
237

REMARKS:

20

117
119
120
122
124
125
126
130
151
151
152
153
159
163
164
165
166
179
181
184
135
187
188
192
193

237
239

THICK.

2» 
2«
1« 
2« 
2«

6«

13 f 
2»
3 1 
1* 
2'
1' 
V 
V 
1«

43' 
2«

DESCRIPTION

Hard sandrock
Light clay
Dirty", coal
Dark clay
Light clay
Coal
Light clay
Hard clay sandrock
Light clay.hard
Streaks of dark brown shale
Hard brown shale
Soft dirty coal
Light clay
Dark clay
Hard rock
Dark clay
Dirty coal
Clay, streaks dirty coal
Hard sandrock
Tftiite clay
Dirty coal
fihite clay
Hard sandrock
Light clay
Coal
Light clay
Coal
Clay

This hole starts in the Moore Mine No. 1 block, above, the 
bed of brorcn carbonaceous shale used as a marked bed. There 
is a possibility that the "Coal shale" at 27 feet marks the 
top of this bed. Hence, the "coal" reported to 57 feet is 
probably carbonaceous shale. The thickness of this bed at the 
surface is 25 feet, while that in the log is 30 feet, no cor 
rections being made for dip. Surface observations indicate a 
fairly steep dip, and the top of the bed is obscured. For this 
reason, it is not easy to project it into the bore hole* The. 
fact that it occurs at so shallow a depth suggests the un 
reliability of surface dips. If the above correlation is cor 
rect, the interval from the top of the carbonaceous shale marker 
bed to the top of the coal is 176 feet*
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LOCATION NO. 48

LOCATION: 210 feet E. and 1,220 feet N. of Sff. corner sec. 2 

SUEFACE ELEVATION: 8,223-1 (Mine map). 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,011.1.

THICK. COAL: 86 feet (212 to 293 feet, inclusive. Corrected 
measurement).

FROM

0
4 
26 and 28
30
31
39 6«
40
44
47
48
55
56
57
62
67
72
79
80
81
91
95
101
102
103
112
113
116
117
127
128
132
132
137

TO

4
30

31
44

47
48
55
56
57
62
67
72
79
80
81
91
95
101
102
103
112
113 
U6 
117
127
128
132

137
141

THICK.

4' 
26'

13

7» 
1« 
l f 
5 f 
5 1 
5' 
7«

41 
6'

3'
I1

I 1
41

5 1 
4«

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Clay
Streaks of coal
Hard sandrock
Clay
Hard sandrock
Streak of coal
Cool shale
Hard sandrock
Coal
Hard sandrock
Broim shale
Clay
Coal
Dirty coal
Clay
Coal,
Hard rock
Clay
Coal
Clay
Hard sandrock
Dirty coal
Clay
Hard sandrock
Coal
Dark clay
Light clay
Hard sandrock
Light clay
Streak of coal
Dark clay
Light clay
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LOCATION NO. A9

LOCATION:. 212 feet E. and 1,320 feet N. of Sti. comer sec. 24. 

SUEFACE ELEVATION: 3,220.5- 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 7,935.

THICK. COAL: 50 feet plus (235 to 235 feet, inclusive. Cor 
rected ineasurenent).

FROM

0
414
17
20
23
33
34
50
51
60
64
66
.63
72
75
76
77 
79 
84 
'88 
92 
98
102
103
118
119
120
124
125
127
128-6
132
134
138
140

TO

4
14
17
20
23
33
34
50
51
60
64
66
68
72
75
76
77
79
84
88
92
98
102
103
113
119
120
124
125 
127 
128-6 
132
134 
138 
UO 
145

THICK.

4' 
10*
3 1 
3 f 
3 1

10'
I 1 

16'
1'
9 f
4 1
2»
2«
41
3'

2>
5 f 
4 1 
4 1 
6'
4'
1»

15 f

4* 
1' 
2»
1« 6» 
3 1 6" 
2>
4 1 
2«
5 f

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Light clay
Coal shale
Light clay
Herd sandrock
Light clay
Sandrock
Clay
Coal shale
Coal shale and clay
Coal
Light clay
Hard sandrock
Light clay
Coal
Dark clay
Hard sandrock
Dark clay
Cool shale
Light clay
Dark clay
Light clay
Coal
Dark clay
Light clay
Dirty coal
Sandrock
Bony cool
Dark clay
Light clcy
Extra hard sandrock
Light clay
Bony coal
Tftiite clay
Dirty coal
Dark clcy
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LOCATION NO. £9 (Con»t.) 

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

U5 157 12« . IThite clay
143 150 . Streaks of sandrock
157 159 2* Extra hard rock
159 161 2 1 Light clay
161 162 1» Dark clay
162 165 3 f Light clay
165 166 . 1» Hard sandrock
166 179 13 ' Light clay
179 181 2« Coal
181 183 2 1 Dark clay
183 186 3 1 Light clay
186 187 I 1 Coal shale
187 197 10   Dark clay
197 198 I 1 . YHiite sandy clay
198 199 I 1 Hard rock
199 200 l f »<hite sandy clay
200 2O2 2 1 Dark clay
202 206 4» white clay
206 207 I 1 Coal
207 209 2» Shite sandy clay
209 211 21 Light gray sandrock
211 213 2 1 TZhite clay
213 217 -4 1 Gray sandrock
217 218 I 1 Light clay
218 219 I 1   Hard bronn shale
219 221 2 1 IHiite sandy shale
221 222 1« Dark clay
222 227 5 1 Coal
227 228 V Dark clay
223 241 13 1 ' Coal
2U 242 I1 Dark clay
242 270 28* Coal

REMARKS;
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LOCATION KO. 50

LOCATION: Uncertain.

SURFACE ELEVATIOK: ' . ' .

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,171 (?} 

THICK. COAL: 33 feet (3 to 41 feet, inclusive).

FROM

0
2
3
9
10

11
16
17
40
41

TO

2
8
9
10
11

16
17
40
41
45

THICK.

2« 
8»

5'
1«

23' 
1«
41

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Light clay
Light clay and dirty coal
Light clay
liixed dark clay, dark shale

and dirty coal 
Coal
Dirty coal 
Coal
Dirty coal 
Clay

REMARKS:

The mine map shov<s a point 1,670 feet E. and 1,030 feet 
N« of VfJ corner section 26, but there is no CDH symbol. This 
may be the location of this log, since the original amount of 
cover is of the right order. Hor;ever, the original land sur 
face has been destroyed by stripping. P.T. station 379 (1934) > 
whose surface elevation is 3,179 feet, falls about 75 feet 
KE of the point referred to. Assuming the ground elevation at 
both places to be the same, the estimated altitude of the top 
of the cos.1 is 3,171 feet. This requires putting the top of 
the coal at 3 feet in the log. The reason for using 3 rather 
then 11 feet is that the latter results in & figure structurally 
lo\r.
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LOCATION IIP. 51

LOCATION: Uncertain.

SURFACE ELEVATION:

ELEVATION TOP COAL:
. «

THICK. COAL: 23 feet (9 to 37 feet, inclusive).

FROM

0
5
6
9
11
37

TO

5
6
9
11
37
40

THICK.

3 f 
2«
26 1 
3'

DESCRIPTION

Light clay
Light clay and coal shale
Light brovra shale
Bony coal
Coal
Clay

REMARKS*

The mine map indicates a point 1,530 feet E. and 935 
N. of fij corner section 26, but there is no CDH symbol. The 
original surface at this place has been destroyed b/ stripping. 
The point aarked n51a falls about inidvray between P.T. stations 
379 and 400 (1934)* and the interpolated surface elevation is 
about 3,177 feet. It seems obvious that the. upper part of the 
bed has been v:eathered and that the cover is laantle rock. 
Using 33 feet as the thickness of the bed and measuring up 
from the base, the estimated elevation of the top is 3,134 feet.



LOCATION HO. 52

LOCATION: Uncertain. 

SURFACE ELEVATION:
 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,182 (?).

THICK. COAL: 10.5 feet (7.5 to 18 feet, inclusive).

FROM

0
5
6 

7-6
17
18

5
6 

7-6
17
18
27

THICK.

1» 6" 
9» 6" 
1» 
9 1

DESCRIPTION

Light clay 
Coal shale 
Light clay 
Coal
Dirty coal 
Clay

REMARKS: . .

The mine rnau shovrs a point marked "52" 1,4.05 feet E. and 
910 feet N. of uj corner of section 26, but there is no CDH 
symbol. The original surface lias been destroyed by mining 
operations and the locality is no"» in the gob pile, elevation 
8,175 feet. Point "52" fans very near P.T. station 400 (1934), 
1,395 feet E. and 910 feet N. of Ej corner section 26, and 7?as 
on the apparent top of the coal at altitude 8,175 feet. No 
sign of a core drill hole uas noted in the vicinity of station 
400.

According to surface mapping, the top'of the coal stands 
at 8,175 feet near this point. However, using the average thick 
ness of 33 feet and measuring up from the base of the bed, the 
top falls at 8,182 feet. Either there has been slump, or the 
point selected as the top is not the true top. 3,182 feet was 
used as the elevation of the top of the bed in preparing the 
structure contour map. .
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LOCATION NO. 53

LOCATION: Uncertain. .. 

SURFACE ELEVATION:

ELEVATION TOP COAL: . . 

THICK. COAL:

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 5 5 f Light clay
5 61' Co&l shale
6 11 5 r Bony coal
11 21 10» Clay

REMARKS;

The mine man shoTS a point marked "53" 1,320 feet E. and 
370 feet N. of TiJ corner of section 26, but there is no CDH 
symbol. The original surface at this place has been destroyed, 
P.T. stations 4-00 and 401 (1934.) fall, respectively, to the 
NS and NT7 of this point. Both are on the apparent top of the 
coal, the surface beds having been stripped. Their elevations 
are: 400, 8,175 feet; 4-01, 3,170 feet; and are structurally 
lot?. Only the basal part of the bed remains, the rest having 
eroded. This log ?;as not used in preparing the structure 
contour map of section 26.



LOCATION NO. 5£

LOCATION: Uncertain. . 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: .. . - 

THICK. COAL:

FROM TO THICK. . DESCRIPTION

6 7 7» Light clay
7 Coal blossom
7 . 17   10» Dark clay
17 20 3' Bony coal
20 27- 7 1 Clay

RB/JULKS:

The Bine cap shov.'s a point narked *54n 1>230 feet E. and 
320 feet N. of T^f- corner of section 26, but there is no CDH 
symbol. Although the original surface has been covered with 
the gob pile, a fragnent remained in 1934. at P.T. station 402. 
Surface elevation tras 3,169. If the original surface at 
point "54" TCis the same as that at station 402, the elevation 
of the base of the bed would be 3,149* and that of the top 
.3,132. This checks the restored elevation at P.T. station 403 
to 1.0 foot. Only the lower 3 feet of the coal bed remains, 
and approximately 30 feet has been removed by erosion. This 
log was not used in preparing the structure contour map of the 
strip pit area in section 26.
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LOCATION NO. 55

LOCATION:

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM TO

3
6
7
11
16

4"
6
7
11
16
18

4"

THICK.

2» 8n
3*
1«
4' 
5' 
2»

DESCRIPTION

Clay
Coal
Clay
Sandrock
Clay
Brotm shale
Light clay

REMARKS;

The mine mao sho\7s a point narked "55" 1,140 feet E. and 
770 feet N. of Yfcj corner of section 26, but there is no CDH 
symbol. The original surface at this place has been covered 
with the gob pile. At P.T. station 396 (1934.), about 170 
feet NY,*, the altitude of the original surface is 8,185 feet. 
At point "55% the original surface evidently v;as higher for 
the ground slopes v:estv;ard into a v;ash, but it probably did 
not exceed 8,190. Using a surface elevation of 8,187, the 
bs.se of the coal would fall at 8,184 feet, and the restored 
top at 8,217 feet.

Pdint "55" is very near the base of the bed, and the 
sandstone cropping out at P.T. stations 257 and 396 (1934) is 
probably the 1-foot bed drilled at 6 feet.
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LOCATION NO. 56

LOCATION:

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM

0
2
3
5

13 
U

TO

2
3
5

13 
U 
20

THICK.

2» 
1« 
2»
3»
1« . 
6«

DESCRIPTION

Brovm shale 
Sandrock 
Light clay 
Brovm shale 
Light clay 
Brown shale

REMARKS:

The sine mao shors a point marked "56" 1,187 feet E. and 
695 feet II. of 7?J comer of section 26, but there is no CDH 
symbol. The original surface is covered with the gob pile, 
and the elevation is not determinable.

This hole stcrts below the base of the coal bed. The 
sandrock from 2 to 3 feet is probably the same bed as that 
from 6 to 7 feet in the log of hole No. 55*

Log No. 56 was not used in preparing the structure con 
tour map of the strip mine in section 26.
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LOCATION KO. 57

LOCATION: Uncertain. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 2 2 ! Brovm. shale
2 5 3 1 Clay
5 11 6' Coal

11 20 9 1 Clay

REMARKS:

There is a point narked "57" on the mine nap 1,270 feet 
S. and 725 feet N. of Wj corner of section 26, but there is 
no CDH symbol. The original surface is covered 7/ith the gob 
pile and its elevation is not determinable. The hole starts 
near the base of the bed, and at least 27 feet of coal has 
been eroded. Note that the thin sand 3 feet below base of 
coal at holes 55 and 56 was not logged. This variability of 
lithologic units within short distances is typical.

Log Ho. "57" TSLS not used in preparing the structure 
contour nap of the pit.
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LOCATION NO. 53

LOCATION: 1,360 feet E. and 775 feet N. of Wj corner of sec. 26 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM

6
11 
13 
U

16
22

6
11 
13 
U 
16

22
32

THICK.

4' 
2'
5' 
2«
1« 
2»

6« 
10'

DESCRIPTION

Light clay
Streaks coal and clay
Light clay
Dark clay
Light clay
Dark clay, streaks of coal
shale 

Coal 
Light clay

REMARKS:

Surface elevation not determinable. Original ground 
surface stripped and covered \rith gob pile. Only 6 feet of 
the basal part of the bed remains. Note ho?? upper part of 
bed has been replaced with some 16 feet of stratified mantle 
rock. The thin sandstone just below the base of the coal 
was not recognized in this hole.

Not used in structure contour cap of pit area.
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LOCATION NO. 59

LOCATION: 1,450 feet E. and 813 feet N. of Wj corner of sec. 26 

SURFACE ELEVATION: . '   

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 5 5 1 Lignt clay
5 H 9 1 Coal

14 16 2« Bony coal
16 17 I 1 Dark coal
17 21 V Light clay
18 Streak of coal

REMARKS:  

Surface elevation not determinable. Original surface 
has been stripped and covered v;Ith gob pile, but it must 
have been higher than 8,175 feet. A thickness of at least 
12 feet of coal is indicated, but it is much weathered. 
Since the base of the bed vre.s not drilled, it is impossi^l0. 
to say how ouch coal has been eroded.

This log was not used in preparing the structure 
contour map of the pit area.
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LOCATION NO. 60

LOCATION: 1,540 feet E. and S63 feet IT. of VTj corner of sec. 26 

SURFACE ELEVATION: - . . 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0
3
4.

26
27

3
4

26
27
30

3'
1«

22'
1'
3 f

Light clay
Dark clay
Coal
Dirty coal
Light clay

REHABKS:

Surface elevation not deterninable. Original ground 
destroyed "by stripping. Twenty-three feet of coal is present, 
and at least 10 feet has been removed by erosion.

This log Tras not used in preparing the structure contour 
nap of the pit area.
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LOCATION MO. 61

LOCATION: 1,622 feet E. and 910 feet N. of 77j corner of sec. 26. 

SURFACE ELEVATION:   ' . 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL: 32 feet (7 to 24 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. ' DESCRIPTION

0 4 4 f Light brovm shale
4 Streaks of dirty coal
4 7 y Mixed light and dark clay
7 14. 7 1 Coal
14 15 1 ! Dark clay and dirty coal
15 39 24 1 Coal
39 40 1» Dark clay
40 42 2' Light clay

REMARKS:

Surface elevation not determinable. Original ground 
destroyed by stripping.

The entire bed vras probably drilled in this hole. Since 
the top was Trithin 6 or 7 feet of the original surface, the 
upper part was affected by weathering.
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LOCATION HO. 62

LOCATION: 1,724 feet E. and 965 feet II. of TCj- comer of sec. 26,
ft

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,179-5 (Mine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,165.

THICK. COAL: 31 feet (15 to 46 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 4 4 1 Light sandy clay
4 7 3 1 Soft gray sandrock
7 8 I 1 Light brown shale
3 12 4 1 Light clay
12 13 I 1 Coal shale
13 14 I 1 Light clay
14 Streaks of coal
14 15 I 1 Bark clay
15 22 7» Coal
22 23 I 1 Soft dirty coal
23 29 6' Coal
29 30 1» Clay
30 46 16   Coal
46 47 l f Dark clay
47 50 3* Light clay

RSHARKS : '

Practically the entire bed is represented in this log, 
but the upper three feet (12 to 15 feet) are nodified fcy 
feathering.
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LOCATIOH HO. 63

LOCATION: 1,813 feet E. and 990 feet N. of ITj corner sec. 26,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,160 (topographic map).

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 3,161.

THICK. COAL: 32 feet (19 to 51 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0
5
U
19
20
27
28
51
54

5
U
19
20
27
28
51
54
55

5 f
9 1
5'
1»
71
1«

23 1
3 1
1«

Light clay
BroT«n shale
Light clay
Dirty coal
Coal
Dirty coal
Coal
Clay
Hard sand

REMARKS; 

None.
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LOCATION HO. 6A

LOCATION: 1,900 feet E. and 1,020 feet N. of ffj corner of sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,130.5 (Xine map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,157.

THICK. COAL: 30 feet (23 to 53 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 5 5 1 Light clay
5 9 4 1 Brovm shale
9 15 6* Light clay
15 17 2« Soft sandrock
17 21 4 1 Light clay
21 23 2 1 Dark clay with streaks of coal
23 30 7 1 Coal
30 -32 2' Dark clay
32 53 21   Coal
53 5? 4. 1 Dark clay
57 59 2» Dirty coal
59 63 ' V Light clay

REMARKS; .

Top and base of bed not well defined.
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LOCATION NO. 65

LOCATION: 1,990 feet E. and 1,082 feet II. of Wj corner sec. 26. .

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,136 (topographic reap).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,160.

THICK. COAL: 32 feet (26 to 58 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 19 19' ' Light clay
19 26 7 1 Fine, soft, gray sand
26 31 5 1 Streak of coal
31 32 I1 Dark clay
32 37 5 1 Coal
37 39 2« Dark clay.
39 58 19 ! Coal
58 59 I1 Dark clay
59 62 3 1 Light clay

Rg.lAKXS; 

None.
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* LOCATION NO. 66

LOCATION: 2,069 feet E. and 1,140 feet N. of flj corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,185-0 (topographic map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,145-0.

THICK. COAL:. 26 feet (42 to 68 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 2 2 1 Dark clay
2 4 2* Light clay '.
4 7 3 1 . Soft gray sand
7 10 3 f Hard gray sandrock
10 19 9» Soft gray sandrock
19 34 15 ! Light clay
34 40 6 1 Fine, soft, gray sand
40 42 2 f Dark clay, streaks of coal
42 48 6« Coal .
48 50 2 1 Clay
50 66 16« Coal
66 63 2» Dirty coal
68 70 2» Light clay
70 72 2 1 Dark, clay

REMARKS;-   . (

Top of bed indistinct in interval 40-42 feet. For purposes 
of structure capping, top was placed at 40 feet.
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LOCATION NO. 67

LOCATION: 2,115 feet E- end 1,040 feet N. of tf£ corner sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,183.0 (topographic map).

ELS7ATION TOP COAL: 8,149-0*

THICK. COAL: 25 feet (39 to 64 feet, inclusive).

FROM ; ' TO THICK. ' DESCRIPTION

0 3 3 1 Light clay
3 18 15 ! Soft gray sand
18 30 12« Light clay
30 37 7 1 Soft gray sand
37 39 2« Light clay
39 45 6« Coal
45 49 4 1 Dark and dirty clay
49 61 12« Coal
61 62 I 1 Dark clay and dirty coal
62 63 I 1 Light clay
63 64 I 1 Coal
64 65 5 1 Light clay

REHAHKS; 

None.
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LOCATION NO. 68

LOCATION: 2,023 feet E. and 1,000 feet N. of Ej corner of sec. 26,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,189.0 (topographic map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,155-0-

THICK. COAL: 30 feet (34. to 64. feet, inclusive)

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

02 2» Dark clay
2 5 3 1 Light clay
5 6 I 1 Gray sand (soft)
6 21 15 f Light clay
21 26 5 1 Dark clay
26 34 8 1 Soft gray sand
34 Streak of coal
34 36 2» Dark clay
36 42-6' Coal
42 A3 I 1 Dark clay
43 64, 21* Coal
64. 67 3 1 Clay

REMARKS; . .

Hone* .
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LOCATION NO, 69

LOCATION: 1,936 feet E. and 945 feet II. of 7$ corner sec. 26,

SUBFACE ELEVATION: S,1S9 (?)

ELEVATION TO? COAL-. 3,161 (?)

THICK. COAL: 30 feet (27 to 57 feet, inclusive)

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 3 3 1 Yellow clay
3 5 2' Shale
5 7 2' Yellow clay
7 20 13 f YeUoTT clay
20 21 1« Vihite sand
21 24- 3 1 Gray sand
2^ 27 3 f Slate
27 28 V Coal
23 30 2» Slate
30 57 27' Coal
57 53 I 1 Dirty brown clay

HSTtAHKS; '

Original surface disturbed by road grade. Elevation 
8,139.0 approximately, from topographic map.
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LOCATION NO. 70

LOCATION: 1,350 feet E. and 900 feet N. of Ej corner of sec. 26. 

SUP.FACE ELEVATION: 3,190.0 (Topographic map).
*    

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,161.0.

THICK. COAL: 29 feet / (entire thickness not drilled).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 3 3 1 telloir clay
3 7 4 f Yellow clay
7 9 2» Shale
9" 21 12* Shale
21 . 21* 3   Gray sand
24. 27 3 1 Dark bro\m sand
27 23 I1 Coal
28 29 I1 Sand rock
29 53 29' Coal

Rg.tARKSt . 

Hone* . :
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LOCATION IIP. 71

LOCATION: 1,765 feet 3. and 355 feet N. of 7?J comer of sec. 26,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,187.0 (?)

ELSVATIOH TOP COAL: 8,16^.0 (?) '

THICK. COAL: 23 feet (23 to 51 feet, inclusive).

E50a TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 4 V bellow clay
k 7 3 f Shale
7 11 V Yellow clay
11 17 6 1 hhlte sand
17 23 6 1 Dark brovm clay
23 - 51 28' Coal
51 54- 3 1 Dark brovvn clay

RH.IARKS;

The original ground surface has been destroyed by stripping, 
The surface elevation given above has been estimated from the 
1934. plane-table sheet.
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LOCATION NO. 72

LOCATION: 1,670 feet S. and 310 feet H. of TfJ corner sec. 26,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,184-0 (?)

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,172.0 (?)

THICK. COAL: 30 feet (12 to 42 feet, inclusive).

FROM T£ . THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 - -7 71 Yellow clay
7 . - 12 5 1 Dark brotm clay
12 42 " . .   30' ' Coal
42 45 3 1 Dark brotm clay

REMARKS;

The original surface has been destroyed by stripping 
and the elevation is not determinable. It has been estimated 
as 8,184-0 feet by interpolation between P.T. stations 70 and 
71 (1934).
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LOCATION NO. 73

LOCATION: 1,600 feet E. and 780 feet H. of ftj corner of sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,180.0 (?).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,175-0 (?).

THICK. COAL: 27 feet (5 to 32 feet, inclusive).

FROM J5Q THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 5 5 r Dark brocn clay
5 32 27 f Coal

32 36 V Dark brown clay

The original surface has been destroyed tjy stripping, 
and the elevation is not determinable. It has been estimated 
to be about 8,180.0 feet from nearby points.

The 5 feet of surface formation is probably mantle rock; 
and the hole started just beloir the top of the bed.
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LOCATION NO. 74.

LOCATION: 1,504 feet E. and 725 feet M. of flj corner of sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION:

ELEVATIOH TOP COAL: 3,180.0 (?).

THICK. COAL: 12 feet (5 to 17 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 5 5 f Dark bro',m clay
5 17 12« Coal

17 33 16 f Dark brown clay

REHAPJCS:

The original surface has been destroyed by stripping   
and the elevation can not be recovered. P.T. station 399 
(1934) is 25 feet south of this hole, and the elevation of 
the apparent top of the coal there is 3,130.0 feet.

It is obvious that this hole started approximately near 
the top of the lovrer third of the bed.

. This log has not been used in preparing the structure 
contour cap of the pit area.
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LOCATION NO. 75

LOCATION: 1,412 feet E. and 635 feet N. of Wj corner of sec. 26.

SURFACE ELEVATION:

ELEVATION TOP COAL:

THICK. COAL: 15 feet (4 to 19 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO   THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 4 4 f Dark bro7«n clay
4 6 2» Coal
6 13 7 f Dark brorai clay
13 14 . 1» . Coal
14 15 I 1 Dark brov/n clay
15 19 4* Coal
19 23 4 f Dark bro^m clay
23 24 . l f Sand

REMARKS;

The original surface has been destroyed by stripping 
and the locality buried by the gob pile so its elevation 
can not be determined.

This hole started approximately in the middle of the 
bed, and it is evident that what coal reziained was much 
leathered. The 1-foot sandstone bed in -hich hole bottomed 
may be the same bed as that noted at the surface at P.T. 
stations257 and 396 (1934)  

No use Yras made of this log in preparing the structure 
contour map of the pit area.
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LOCATION NO. 76

LOCATION: 1,330 feet S. and 64.8 feet N. of Wj corner of sec. 26, 

SURFACE ELEVATION:   " . 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 2 2* Yelloi/ clay
2 4 2 f Dark bro\vn clay
4. 95* Coal
9 15 6 1 Dark brown clay
15 16 I 1 Coal
16 19 3 f Dark brown clay
19 21 2« Coal

RSIAHKS:

The original surface has been destroyed by stripping and 
the locality covered ty the gob pile so its elevation can not 
be determined.

This hole evidently starts in the bed, but since it did 
not penetrate the base, its precise position is in doubt.

This log nas not used in preparing the structure contour 
map of the pit area.
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LOCATION HO, 77

LOCATION: tfnknom.

SURFACE ELEVATION:

ELEVATION TOP COAL:

THICK. COAL: 16 feet (6 to 22 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 3 3 1 Yellow clay
3 6 3 1 Dark bro\m clay
6 22 16» Coal
22 24. 2 1 Dark bro^n clay

REMARKS:

In all probability, the locality of this log is southwest 
of the stripping pit. The base of the bed evidently at 22 
feet.
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LOCATION NO, 78

LOCATION: Unknown. .

SURFACE ELEVATION: ' .

ELEVATION TOP COAL:

THICK. COAL: 16 feet (5 to 21 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 3 3 1 Yellow clay
3 5 2 f Csirk brown clay
5 21 16' Coal

21 24 3 1 Dark brovni clay

REMARKS:

The locality of this log is believed to be some place 
southwest of the pit. The hole started near the middle of 
the bed and at least half has been, eroded. The base of the 
bed is evidently at 21 feet.
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LOCATION NO. 79

LOCATION: Unknown.

SURFACE ELEVATION:

ELEVATION TOP COAL:

THICK. COAL: 15 feet (A to 19 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 3 y Yellow clay
3 4 I 1 Dark brovm clay
4 19 15 1 Coal
19 21 2 1 Dark brown clay

REMARKSt

The locality of this log is probably some place southwest 
of the stripping pit. The hole started near the middle of the 
bed, and the base is probably at 19 feet.
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LOCATION HO. 80

LOCATION: Unknown. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELEVATIOM TOP COM,: 

THICK. COAL:

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTIOH

0 2 2« Yellow clay
2 4 2 1 Dark broim clay
A 13 9f Coal
13 20 7f Dark brovni clay
20 .21 1» Sand
21 23 2« Coal
23 24 I1 Dark brof.-n clay

REMARKS;

The locality of this log is thought to be southwest of 
the stripping pit. It is evident that the hole started near 
the base of the bed cud that all of the coal is highly 
weathered. The base of the bed may be at 23 feet.
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List of logs of regular chum drill holes whose location 

is unknown.

The following list summarises the unknown locations in 

the foregoing catalog of drill records:

LOCATION CONTENTS

No. 6 No coal

" 13 Contains coal

n & No.coal

11 43 No coal 

n 44 , Contains coal

tt 45 Contains coal

n 46 Contains coal

* 77 Contains coal

n 73 Contains coal
* *

tt 79 Contains coal 

n 80 Contains coal
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List of regular churn drill hole locations in sec. 26, 

T. 7 H., R. 81 17., for v;hich logs can not be found.

KUHBER LOCATION SURFACE ELEVATION

83 1,670 feet E. end 1,120 feet N. 8176.1 
of HrJ corner section 26.

89 1,615 feet E. and 1,210 feet N. 8172.3 
of Wj- corner section 26.

90 1,375 feet E. and 680 feet N. 8192.6 
of tfj corner section 26.

94. . 2,075 feet E. and 400 feet H. 3199-0
of T?J corner section 26. 

Elevation bottom of hole 8161.0. 
Note; If this hole 7,-as drilled 1

3 feet below base of coal, aa
most are, the addition of 35
feet to that elevation should
give the appro:n'nnte elevation
of the top of the coal, 8197
feet.

95 2,050 feet E. and 535 feet N. of 8198.0
TiTj. corner section 26. 

Elevation bottom of hole 8153-0. 
Mote: If this hole was drilled

3 feet belo-T base of coal, as
most holes are, the addition of
35 feet to that elevation should
give the approximate elevation
of the top of the coal, 8,189
feet.

97 1,910 feet E. and 530 feet N. of 8200.0 
Wj corner section 26.

99 1,340 feet E. and 1,330 feet H. of 8166.4. 
TJj- corner section 26.

102 2,175 feet E. end 705 feet N. of 8200.0 
tf corner of section 26.
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NUMBER LOCATION SUHFAC5 ELEVATION

105 1,510 feet E. and 1,150 feet H. 3171.4 
of Wj corner of section 26.

107 2,008 feet E. and 615 feet N. 3195-4 
of TJj corner of section 26.

110 2,150 feet E. and 805 feet N. 8196.6 
of Wj comer of section 26.

115 1,965 feet E. and 725 feet N. 3191.6
of YfJ corner of section 26. 

Notes No. 115 is apparently the . 
highest number of the series.
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List of regular churn drill hole locations for -which 

neither locations nor Iocs are available.

The following numbers are missing from the proceeding 

catalog and lists:

81

&

33

84

85

86

37

91

92

93

96

93

100

101

103

104

106

108

109

111

112

113

ru
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APPENDIX B

Map reference sane as for Appendix A,
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List of churn drill hole locations, "Series H", for 

Trhich logs can not be found.

Sec. 26, T. 7 N., R. 81 W. 

The significance of the prefix "N* is unknorm.

NUMBER LOCATION SURFACE ELSVATION

N 11 1,275 feet E. and 1,U5 feet N. 
of VrJ corner section 26.

N 13 1,160 feet E. and 1,215 feet N. 8165-9 
of fij corner section 26.

N 15 1,160 feet E. and 1,210 feet S. 8163.7 
of N"K corner section 26. .

N 18 1,100 feet S. and 1,010 feet S. 8162.1 
of N>7 corner section 26.

N 21 955 feet E. and 695 feet S. of 8164-9 
NW corner section 26.

N 22 970 feet E. and 600 feet S. of 8165-8 
HI? comer section 26.

N 2^ 900 feet E. and 400 feet S. of 8163.8 
NI7 corner section 26.

N 25 910 feet E. and 300 feet S. of 8162.0 
NY/ corner section 26.

N 26 850 feet E. and 315 feet S. of 8159.7 
Kl? corner section 26.

N 27 860 feet E. and 220 feet S. of 3160.3 
H7 corner section 26.

21 28 1,000 feet E. and 220 feet S. of 8163.1 
NVf corner section 26.

N 29 1,235 feet E. and 320 feet S. of 8167.7 
Nu corner section 26.
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NUMBER LOCATION SUBFACS ELEVATION

N 30 1,230 feet E. and 250 feet S. 8167.5
of 107 corner section 26. 

Note: The data for this hole 
correspond to that for CDH 
No. 28, regular series. The 
two series may overlap at 
this place. See N 44. ia 
following list.

N 34 1,385 feet E. and 1,170 feet N. 8168.4 
of TiJ corner section 26.

N 41 1,900 feet E. and 425 feet N. of 8187.6 
ITj corner section 26.

N 49 . 1,530 feet E. and 1,035 feet N. 8173.1 
of TiJ- cornel- section 26.
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List of churn drill hole locations, "Series N'Vfor 

neither locations nor logs ore available. 

If there rrns a conplete series of "N n holes, the loca 

tions and logs of the following are missing: 

. N 1 H 31

N 2 N 32

N 3 N 33

N 4 N 35 

  H 5 N 36

II 6 N 37

N 7 N 38

N 8 H 39

N 9 N 40

N 10- N 42

N 12 N 43

N U N U (Same as old No. 90)

H 16 H 45

N 17 H 46

N 19 H 47

N 20 N 48

M 23
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APPENDIX C

Drill hole series 1916 (A) and 1918 (B) 

Sec. 24, T. 7 N., R. 81 W.

Map reference same as for Appendix A.
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SERIES OF 1916 . 

K0» 4-A

LOCATION: 1,220 feet 2. and 35 feet .H. of u£ corner sec. £4,

SUBFACE ELEVATION: 3,235.1.

ELEVATION TOP COAL:" 3,136.

THICK. COAL: 39 feet (150 to 1S9 feet, inclusive).

FROM . TO - .~sr THICK, DESCRIPTION

0 * 150 4 . .£& 150-' Shale and-ser.d rock
150 179 ": V-1 29' Coal, goodt
179 181 "*'K ' 2' Dirt
131 139 -" 8< Coal, good
189 3.91 f V £' Shale

REMARKS; 

None.
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NO. 5-A

LOCATION: 1,620 feet E. and 695 feet south of flj corner sec. 24

SURFACE ELEVATIOU: 3,297.93.

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 7,913.0.

THICK. COAL: 20 feet (330-400 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

Shale and sand rock
Coal
Shale

RETIAPJCS;

This hole may have drilled only the upper bench of the 
coal.

There is no record of the locations of holes No. 1-A, 
2-A, end 3-A.

0
380
400

330
400
402

330 «
20'
2'
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SERIES OF 1918 

NO, 1-B

LOCATION: 373 feet E. and 330 feet S. of Ej corner sec. 24.. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,225.0. - 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,045.0. 

THICK. COM,: 19 feet (ISO to 194 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 ISO ISO * Shale and sand rock
ISO 194 19 ' Coal

2SO S6« Shale

REMARKS;   . ..

This locality is on the north limb of a plunging 
anticlinal nose, and the corapcirative thinness of the bed 
nay be due to deformation. It is also only 90 feet SB of 
a fault v.-hich cuts off the limb of the fold, and this too 
may have affected the thickness of the bed. See No. 2-B.
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HO. 2-B

»

LOCATION: 198 feet S. cud 596 feat E. of 7/J corner of sec. 24.

SURFACE ELEVATION: S,232.0.

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,077.0. . .

THICK. COAL: 23 feet (155 to 1S3 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 155 155' Shale and sand rock
155 133 28* Coal
1S3 209 261 Shale

REMARKS;

Note increase in thickness of coal compared to JL-B, 
although the structural setting of the holes is the sane.
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  NO. 3-B

LOCATION: 1,4-50 feet E. and 750 feet S. of ff£ comer sec. 24.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,303-0.

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 7,999-0.

THICK. COAL: U feet (304- to 313 feet, inclusive).

MOM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

Shale end sand rock
Coal
Shale

REMARKS:

Comparison with No. 4--^ about 90 feet distant shows a 
marked discrepancy in the thickness of the coal. A suit 
able explanation is not easily found. *he difference of 33 
feet may be depositional, due to deformation or to failure 
to make a complete record.

0
304
313

304.
313
435

304'
n«

167 1
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IIP. A-B

LOCATION: 1,370 feet E. and 730 feet S. of "uj comer of sec* 24.,

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,302.0.

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,030.

THICK. COAL: 52 feet (272 to 324 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

Shale and sand rock
Coal
Dirt
Coal
Shale

lUELIAiECS;

Coapare i?ith 3-B.

0
272
319
321
324

MM^M»

272
319
321
32*
326

272«
47'
2'
3 f
2«



NO. 5-B

LOCATION: 1,393 feet E. and 355 feet S. of tf£ corner sec. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,306.0. 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COALs

FROM . TO THICK. DESCRIPTION 

0 55 55 ! Shale

REMARKS:

This hole is not deep enough to reach the coal. Ac 
cording to the structure contour map, the top of the coal 
is at least 225 feet beloi; the bottom of the hole.



NO. 6-B

LOCATION: 635 feet 2. and 770 feet S. of tfj comer of sec 

SU2PACE ELEVATION: 3,2^6.0. 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

TKICX. COAL:

THICK. DESCRIPTION

47 47' Shale

REMARKS; .

This hole jtist failed to reach the top of the coal. 
The locality is destroyed by clumping in the fire pit east 
of the Co&lrcont store. There is some confusion as to the 
location, the map of Moore Mine No. 2, dated October 18, 
1922, indicating the above locality as 5-B. Horrever, the 
nap of the original mine at this locality. Coaliaont Mine 
No. 1, October 20, 1913, shoTrs it as 6-B, and this designa 
tion has been followed.
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NO. 7-B

LOCATION: 800 feet E. and 637 feet S. o±% I7j corner sec'. 24.. 

SURFACE ELEVATION: 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

flROM TO THICK. ' DESCRIPTION .

0 22 22 f Shale and sand rock
22 204 182* No record
204 232 28 ! Coal
232 336 104 f No record
336 340 4 f Shale

REMARKS: "

The present surface at the above locality stands at 8,225, 
and may be loir due to slunp, but the original ground could not 
have been much higher than 8,231.

This log does not fit into the structural picture at this 
locality. If 3,231 is used for the elevation, the top of the 
cool rould be 8,027. Structure contours developed ty other in 
formation indicate that the elevation on the top of the coal 
should be about 8,200, a discrepancy of 193 feet.

There is & possibility that this log should be assigned to 
locality No. 7, 2,380 feet E. and 75 feet N. of SIT corner 
section 24. Here, at least, it seems to better fit the general 
structural picture. However, the record for locality 7 in 
Appendix D indicates that the hole nas drilled 242 feet Trithout 
reaching coal. There nay bo more than one locality No. 7.

Note also the correspondence of the depth to coal in this 
log to the depth in No. 8-B. The depth and thickness of the 
upper bench are identical. Hence, there may be a typographical 
error in No. 7-B.

This log rrcis not used in preparing the structure contour map 
oi* tho \veat side of section 24,.
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HO. 8-B

LOCATION: 1,050 feet E. and 215 feet H. of \7j corner of sec. 24.

SURFACE ELEVATIOII: 3,231.81. .

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 3,078.0.

THICK. COAL: 36 feet (232 to 240 feet, 'inclusive).

TC) THICK. . DESCRIPTION

204- 204. f 'Shale and sand rock
232 28* Coal

232 233 I 1 Dirt
233 .240 71 Coal

REMARKS:

This hole is cbout 4.0 feet SE of & fault, but there is 
no .evidence of thinning due to deformation, rather the op 
posite for in plan vier at least the locality is approaching 
the axis of a plunging anticlinal nose.
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NO. 9-B

LOCATION: 1,140 feet E. and 920 feet N. of ff£ comer of sec. 24« 

SURFACE iXEVATION: 3,231.71.

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 7,959-0.   

THICK. COAL: 21 feet (3.23-343 feet, inclusive) .

FROM TO THICK. ' DESCRIPTION

Shale
Soft, dirty, coal
Shale

0
323
344

323
344
343

323 '
21'
4 1

This is the only drill hole north of the fault just north 
of the Coalraont Mine No. I.
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NO. 1Q-B

LOCATION: 1,490 foot E. rjid 560 feet H. of ttj corner sec. 24..

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,234-31.

ELEVATIOII TOP COAL: 3,002.0.

THICK. COAL: 4.0 feet (233 to 323 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 283 283 1 Shale and sand rock
233 293 15 f Coal, soft
298 313   20' Coal, hard
313 323 5 1 Coal, soft

REHAKKS;

The coal in this hole shows unusual thickening* This 
Bay be because it is located on the axis of the plunging anticlinal 
nose.
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APPEMDIX D -.

Miscellaneous chum drill records

Note that there are tvro seta of 
logs numbered 1, 2, and 3. In the 
entire district, there are at least 
five different sets of drill hole re 
cords.
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LOCATION: 1,165 feet 11. and 1,320 feet i7. of 

SURFACE iXEVATIOII: 3,152.09. 

ELEVATIOK TO? COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

corner sec. 23

0
u
17
20
20 1
35
33
41
44.
47
50
51

TO

U
17
20
20« 4"
35'
38
41
44
47
50
51
58

THICK.

U1 
3 1 
3 1

4n 
8B

3 1
3' 
3« 
3' 
3 1 
1' 
7«

DESCRIPTION

Surface
Bony coal
Coal
Bone .
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal .
Coal
Shale and clay

REMARKS:

P.T. station 4S9 (1934) is at this location. The rock 
formations have been logged erroneously as coal, whereas they 
are probably carbonaceous shale. It is estiicated that the 
surface at this locality is approximately 330 feet strati- 
graphically belor? the top of the coal. Based on this erroneous 
concept, a large prospect pit or slope entry iras excavated at 
this locality sose tine during the period 1935-1939 inclusive. 
A bed of coaly carbonaceous shale crops out at the west end of 
the cut, but no other coal rats noted. The strata at this" locality 
dip 10Q, N. 79° E.
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NO. 2

LOCATION: 1,500 feet H. and 1,755 feet \7. of Ej corner sec. 23 

SURFACE SLEVATION.: 8,U7.7. 

ELEVATION TOP COAL:   

THICX. COAL:

PROS! TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

1 5 . 4 f Clay
5 6 l f Coal and shale
6 9 3 ! Coal and shale
9 12 3 f Coal and shale
12 15 3 ! Coal and shale
15 17 2 1 Coal and shale
17 13 ' I 1 Clay
13 20 2 f Clay and shale
20 22 2 1 Shale
22 23 l f Bony coal
23 26 3 f Coal and shale
26 29 3 1 Coal shale
29 32 3 f Sand rock
32 35 3 f Sand rock
35 38 3 1 Sand rock
33 39 1« Sand rock
39 U 2« Shale
41 . U 31 Blue shale
U 56 12' Blue shale

REMARKS;

?.T. station 492 (1934) is s.t this location. The rock 
fornations have been logged erroneously as coal, whereas they 
are probably carbonaceous shale. It is estimated that the 
ground surface at this locality is sore than 400 feet 
stratigraphically beloi? the top of the coal.
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LOCATION: 340 feet ff. and 1,710 feet H. of 

SURFACE i&EVATION: 3,16$ .2. 

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 

THICK. COAL:

comer sec. 23.

FROM

i
3
4
6
7
9
12
13.i
15
17
IS
21
24
27
30

10

3
4
6
7
9
12
13-
15
17
13
21
24
27
30
33

THICK.

2*

V 
2»
3 f
1.5'
1.5'
2«
1»
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1

DESCRIPTION

Clay
Shale
Coal
Bony coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Blue shale
Blue shale
Soft sand rock
Soft sand rock
Soft sand rock
Blue shale
Brovm shale
Brown shale

REMARKS;

P.T. station 559 (1934) is on the location. The rock 
formations have been logged erroneously as coal, v/hereas they 
are probably carbonaceous shale. It is estimated that the 
ground surface at this locality is about 250 feet stratigraphically 
below the top of the coal. An old prospect shaft is about SO feet 
south. Black, papery, carbonaceous sh&le rcas on the dunp but no 
coal. A layer of gunbo 5 feet thick mantles the surface. In 1934, 
depth to uater level TCLS 6.3 feet and depth to shaft bottom was 
16 feet.
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NO. 1

LOCATION: Uncertain.

SOBFACE ELEVATIOU: 8,318.19 (?) 

ELEVATIOK TOP COAL: 8,089.0 (?).

THICK. COAL: 25 feet (229 to 254 feet, inclusive).

FROM

0
60

.63
175
177
229
254

TO

60 
63 
175 
177 
229 
254 
3U

THICK.

60'
3'

112'
2'

52'
25' 
60  

DESCRIPTION

Shale
Hard rock
Shale and sandstone
Hard rock
Shale and sandstone
Coal
No record

REMARKS:

The only clue to the location of this log are the Trords 
"Ko. 1. Top of Hill11 . This suggests that it nay be referable 
to a location marked No* 1 in the STZ corner of the road Y, 
710 feet W. and 130 feet S. of H.J corner section 25. 'llie 
surface elevation of this point is 8,313.19, and it is on the 
crest of the west-facing escarpment which overlooks the Coalmont 
district, 'iliis is certainly the "top of hill". Accepting this 
location as correct, the elevation of the top of the coal is 
8,089 feet.
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NO. 2

LOCATION: 350 feet If. and 628 feet II. of SE. corner of sec. 23.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 3,224.2 (ivline nap).

ELEVATION TO? COAL: 3,083.0.

THICK. COAL: 55 feet (HI.5 to 196.5 feet, inclusive).

FROM

28
60
63
81
33
H1.5 
196.5

Note:

28
60
63
81
83

141.
196,
199-0

THICK.

24«
4' 

32«
3' 

18'
2'
53.5 1 
55 1
2.5'

DESCRIPTION

Shale and coal
Coal
Coal and shale
Hard rock
Sand, slate, and shale
Hard rock
Sand, slate, and shale
Coal
No record

A slate pc-rting uas reported 24. feet in the coal, and 
another 43 feet in the coal.

REMARKS!

This is one of the few logs vrliich can "be correlated with a 
section measured on the surface, and has subsurface correlations 
with nearby logs. The hole starts in a thick bed of broim 
carbonaceous shale trhich can be followed for some distance on 
the surface. The "coal" from 24 to 23 feet is a bed of coaly 
carbonaceous shale at the ba.se of the bed. The "hard rock" 
ffoa 60 to 63 feet correlates fairly vrell irith a similar bed 
et 44 to 47.5 feet in **og No. 3 following, and with 2 feet of 
hard rock from 99 to 101 feet in Log 15 following. Using the 
base of the "coal" at 23 feet as a datum, there is a good match 
rith Log No. 3 on the 2-foot layer of hard rock at 81 to 33 feet, 
There is, however, a ?iide difference in interval in these 
logs from the datum to the top of the coal.
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LOCATION: 400 feet tf. end 715 feet N. of SE. comer of sec. 23.

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,220.0 (Eline map).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 8,055.0.

THICK. COAL: 48 feet (167 to 215 feet, inclusive).

FROM TO THICK. DESCRIPTION

0 17 17.0 No record
17 22 5-0 Coal
22 44 22.0 Shale and coal
44 47.5 3-5 Hard rock
47.5 72 24. 5 Sand, slate, and shale
72 74 2.0 Hard rock
74 83 9.0 Sand and slate
83 93 I5«0 Hard sandstone
93 167 69-0 No record
167 215 48.0 Coal

Note; Slate partings reported in the coal at 30 and 3$ feet 
respectively*

REMAKES:

?.T. station 525 (1934) is on this location. The "coal" 
from 17 to 22 feet is coal/ carbonaceous shale at the base of 
'the bed referred to in Log Mo. 2, preceeding. Using the base 
of this shall on* "coal" as a datum, the "hard rock11 from 44*0 
to 47.5 correlates trell -trith a similar bed at 99 to 101 feet 
in Log 15 folloTdlng. Other correlations are mentioned in the 
renarks on Log No. 2.
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NO. 15

LOCATION: 157 feet W. and 30 feet N. of E.l/16 corner of sec. 23

SURFACE ELEVATION: 8,215-0 (t).

ELEVATION TOP COAL: 7,912.0.

THICK. COAL: 34-51 feet (303 to 337.51 feet, inclusive).

FHOU TO

0
3
4
12
16
18
38
42
4A^^^T

45
/A 40
70
80
82
83
85
99
101
119 
120
136
143mm ? ̂

..145
152 
153
198 
202
232fm^*~

303 
304 
308.07 
308.47 
331-51 
333-51 
335.51

3
4
12
16
18
38
42
44
45
48
70
80
82
S3
85
99
101
119
120 
136
143
145
152
153 
198
202 
232
303
304, 
308.07 
308.47 
331.51 
333.51 
335-51 
337.51

THICK. DESCRIPTION

3'
1'
8«
41
2»
10'
4'
2«
1«
31

22*
10'
2'
1»
2'
141
2«
18«
1'

16'
7'
2»
7«
1»
451 
4'
7OI >J
71'
1'
4-07'
.40'

. 23- 041 
2«
2'
51

Surface
Sand
Shale
Soft coal
Shale
Sand; slate
Iron
Slate
Black slate
Coal
.Slate
Black slate
Slate
Coal
Sand; slate
Slate
Iron
Slate
Iron
Slate
Sand; slate
Sandstone
Send; slate
Black slate
Sand; slate 
Bro*n slate
Slate
Sand; slate
Snut
Coal

- Slate
Cool 
Brown shale
Cool
Brown slate
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APPENDIX E

A series of 25 skeleton churn drill hole records were copied froa a 

counted map of the Coslaont district in the office of- the North Park C0al 

Company, June 25, 1934. Elevations on this nap are on a datum 373 feet 

higher than sea-level datum. Correction to sea-level datum Tras made in 

copying the notes. Hov;ever, there is some question as to the identity of 

the locations. Host of them are in the vicinity of the old CoaJLnont mine 

No. 1, Nff SV7 sec. 24, T. 7 H., R. 31 !»'. Because of their fragmentary 

character and the general uncertainty as to their location, they have been 

used but little. Date of drilling; is unknown* In order to avoid confusion, 

the records will not be listed in this appendix until their locations have 

been determined with greater accuracy.
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APPEMDIX F

List of churn drill hole locations TrLthout number or log.

Location: 1,532 feet E. and 1,315 feet N. of flj corner sec. 26, 
T. 7 N., R. 31 M.

Location: 2,065 feet E, and 765 feet H. of T3j corner sec. 26, 
T, 7 N., H. 31 li.

Location: 2,035 feet ^. and 665 feet II. of VJj corner sec. 26, 
T. 7 I!.,- R. 31 ft.
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